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Chapter 1
About this Guide

This user guide describes the features supported by Aruba Central and provides detailed instructions to set up
and configure devices such as Instant APs and Switches.

Intended Audience
This guide is intended for system administrators who configure andmonitor their wireless network using
Central.

Related Documents
In addition to this document, the Central product documentation includes the following documents:

n Aruba Central Getting Started Guide

n Aruba Central Online Help

n Aruba Central Release Notes

Conventions
The following conventions are used throughout this guide to emphasize important concepts:

Type Style Description

Italics This style is used to emphasize important terms and to mark the titles of
books.

System items This fixed-width font depicts the following:
n Sample screen output
n System prompts

Table 1: Typographical Conventions

The following informational icons are used throughout this guide:

Indicates helpful suggestions, pertinent information, and important things to remember.

Indicates a risk of damage to your hardware or loss of data.

Indicates a risk of personal injury or death.
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Contacting Support

Main Site arubanetworks.com

Support Site support.arubanetworks.com

Airheads Social Forums and Knowledge
Base

community.arubanetworks.com

North American Telephone 1-800-943-4526 (Toll Free)
1-408-754-1200

International Telephone arubanetworks.com/support-services/contact-support/

Software Licensing Site hpe.com/networking/support

End-of-life Information arubanetworks.com/support-services/end-of-life/

Security Incident Response Team Site: arubanetworks.com/support-services/security-bulletins/
Email: sirt@arubanetworks.com

Table 2: Contact Information

http://www.arubanetworks.com/
https://support.arubanetworks.com/
http://community.arubanetworks.com/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/contact-support/
https://h10145.www1.hpe.com/support/SupportLookUp.aspx
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/end-of-life/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/security-bulletins/
mailto:sirt@arubanetworks.com


Chapter 2
About Aruba Central

Aruba Central is a cloud-based platform that enables you to manage your ArubaWi-Fi network. Designed as a
software-as-a-service (SAAS) subscription, Central provides a standard web-based interface that allows you to
configure andmonitormultiple ArubaWi-Fi networks from anywhere.

Key Features
Central offers the following key features:

n Streamlinedmanagement of devices

n Dashboard for network view and client monitoring

n Application Analytics

n Easy grouping of devices

n Centralized configuration of APs and Switches

n Easy management of user accounts

n Subscription based access to devices

n Guest Wi-Fi access configuration

n Report Generation

n Troubleshooting devices

Operational Modes and Interfaces
Aruba Central is now available in two operationalmodes:

n Standard EnterpriseMode—The standard enterprisemode provides a complete view of the devices that are
monitored andmanaged by Central. It also allows end-end provisioning, management, monitoring,
maintenance operations for the devices associated with the Central customer accounts.

n Managed ServiceMode—TheManaged Service Portal provides a consolidated view of the networks of
customers. The service provider administrators canmanage devices, and subscriptions associated with the
customer accounts within their network.

Browser Compatibility Matrix

To view the Central UI, ensure that JavaScript is enabled on the web browser.
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Browser Versions Operating System

Google Chrome 39.0.2171.65 or later Windows andMac OS

Mozilla FireFox 34.0.5 or later Windows andMac OS

Internet Explorer 11 Windows

Internet Explorer 10 Windows

Safari 8 Mac OS

Safari 7 Mac OS

Safari 5.1.7 Windows

Table 3: Browser compatibility matrix

Supported Devices
Central supports themanagement of ArubaWLAN Instant APs running Instant software and switches.

Supported Instant AP Platforms
The current release of Central supports the following Instant AP platforms:

n AP-303H

n AP-203H

n AP-203R/ AP-203RP

n AP-365

n AP-367

n IAP-304/305

n IAP-207

n IAP-334/335

n IAP-314/315

n IAP-324/325

n IAP-277

n IAP-228

n IAP-205H

n IAP-103

n IAP-114/115

n IAP-204

n IAP-205

n IAP-214/215

n IAP-274/275

n IAP-224/225

n RAP-3WNP



n RAP-108/109

n RAP-155/155P

n IAP-175

n IAP-134/135

n IAP-105

n IAP-92/93

Supported Instant AP Firmware Versions
The current release of Central supports only the following Instant AP firmware versions:

n 6.4.2.0-4.1.1.9 or later

n 6.4.2.3-4.1.2.3

n 6.4.3.1-4.2.0.3

n 6.4.3.4-4.2.1.0

n 6.4.4.3-4.2.2.0

n 6.4.4.4-4.2.3.0

n 6.4.4.4-4.2.3.1

n 6.4.4.4-4.2.3.2

n 6.4.4.6-4.2.4.0

n 6.4.4.8-4.2.4.4

n 6.4.4.8-4.2.4.5

n 6.5.0.0-4.3.0.0

n 6.5.0.0-4.3.0.1

n 6.5.1.0-4.3.1.0

n 6.5.1.0-4.3.1.1

n 6.5.2.0

n 6.5.3.0

n 6.5.4.0

Supported Switch Platforms
Central supports the following Aruba Switch platforms:

Switch Platform Supported Software Versions on Central

Aruba 2930M Switch Series WC.16.04.0004 or later

Aruba 2920 Switch Series WB.16.02.0012 or later

Aruba 2930F Switch Series WC.16.02.0012 or later

Aruba 3810 Switch Series KB 16.03.0003 or later

Table 4: Supported Aruba Switches
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Switch Platform Supported Software Versions on Central

Aruba 5400R Switch Series KB.16.04.0008 or later

Aruba 2530 Switch Series YA/YB 16.04.0008 or later

Aruba 2540 Switch Series YC.16.02.0012 or later

Legacy Aruba Switch Platforms
Central also supports the following legacy Switchmodels:

n S1500-12P

n S1500-24P

n S2500-24P

n S3500-24T

Central supports the following ArubaOS software versions on the legacy Switch platforms:

n 7.3.2.6

n 7.4.0.3

n 7.4.0.4

Subscriptions
Central offers a 90-day evaluation subscription for customers who want to try the Aruba cloud solution for
managing theirWi-Fi networks. When you sign up for Central, an evaluation subscription is automatically
assigned, unless you have bought a paid subscription. To obtain subscription and renew subscriptions, contact
the Aruba Central support team.

Aruba Central now supports the following types of subscriptions:

n Devicemanagement subscriptions—Allows you to add andmanage devices (Instant APs and Switches), and
avail basic services such as device configuration, monitoring dashboard, reports, and application analytics.
The device subscriptions can be assigned only to the devicesmanaged by Central. For example, if your
account has any Instant APsmanaged by AirWave, you can add assign only service subscription to these
devices.

n Cloud service subscriptions—Enables a cloud service on any capable device. For example, access to
application services such as Presence Analytics is based on the cloud service subscription. As of today, the
cloud services portfolio includes Presence Analytics, Guest Access, Clarity, and Unified Communication
services.

Subscription Assignment
The Central subscriptions are assigned based on tokens. Each subscription holds a specific number of tokens.
For example, when a subscription is assigned to a device, the device is bound with a token from the existing
pool of subscriptions. To avail services, youmay need to assign a set of tokens to the devices provisioned in
Central.

Automatic Subscription Assignment
When a subscription assigned to a device expires or is canceled, Central checks the inventory for the available



subscription tokens for the device and verifies if the subscription has adequate capacity. If the subscription has
adequate capacity, Central automatically assigns the longest available subscription token to the device. If not,
Central ensures that the subscriptions are utilized to the full capacity by assigning asmany devices as possible.

Aruba Central | Release Notes About Aruba Central | 19



Chapter 3
Getting Started

To start using Aruba Central, complete the following steps:

n Signing up for Aruba Central on page 20

n Adding Devices to Central on page 21

n Creating Customer and User Accounts

n Assigning Subscriptions

n Assigning Devices to Groups

Signing up for Aruba Central
To sign up as a customer for Central:

1. Go to http://www.arubanetworks.com/products/sme/eval/.

2. Select the display language. The registration page is displayed in the language you selected. The same
language settings are applied to the Central UI as well.

3. Enter your email address and click Continue.
n If you are signing up for Central for the first time, the registration page is displayed. Complete the

registration process (see step 3 through step 8).

n If you are an existing customer and your email address is already in the Central database, and you have
verified your email address, the Central login page is displayed.

n If your email address already exists in the Central database and you have not verified your email
address, click Resend Verification Email and verify your email address by clicking theActivate Your
Account link.

n If you are an existing Aruba customerwith SSO login credentials and you are signing up for Central for
the first time:

l Validate your account by providing your SSO password. On successful authentication, the registration
page is displayed. Complete the registration process to gain access to Central (see step 3 through step
8).

l If you have forgotten your SSO password, click Forgot Password and complete the steps to retrieve
your password.

l To sign up again, click Try Signing up again and complete the steps to sign up for an Central
account.

4. On the Registration page, enter first name, last name, and address details. If you are a new user, enter the
password. For registered users and thosewith SSO login credentials, the Password field is disabled.
5. If you have Aruba Activate user credentials, select I have an Aruba Activate account check box and
enter your user name and password for the Activate account.

You can use your Aruba Activate account to manually import devices into Central. However, Central allows each user
account to import devices using Aruba Activate account only once.

6. Select the I agree to the Terms and Conditions check box.

Aruba Central | Release Notes Getting Started | 20
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7. Click Sign Up. On successfully completing the registration, a verification email is sent to your email
address.

8. Access your email account and click theActivate Your Account link. If the email verification is
successful, the Log in to Aruba Central button is displayed.

Adding Devices to Central
After you successfully log in to Central, a welcomemessage is displayed in the Central UI. To bind devices to
your subscription, clickManage Your Devices. TheDevice Provisioning page is displayed. To view the
subscription key details before binding devices, click Subscription Keys underGlobal Settings > Devices &
Subscriptions.

Central supports zero touch provisioning of the devices. It automatically retrieves the devices associated to a
customer account. To synchronize the devices from the inventory, click Sync Now. If the retrieval of devices is
not complete or successful due to process errors, you canmanually add the devices.

Central allows you to import devices using your Aruba Activate user credentials, theMAC address and cloud
activation key of a device, or theMAC address and Serial Number of a device. You can specify themethod for
importing devices when adding a device.

For users with the evaluation subscription, the devices are not automatically synchronized. Therefore, the
usersmust manually add the devices.

The evaluation subscription with device subscription tokens allows you to add up to 10 Instant APs or 10 Switches, or a
combination of 10 Instant APs and Switches. With device subscription tokens, you can access basic network
management services such as monitoring, configuration, and report generation.

The service evaluation subscription allows you to access application services, for example, Presence Analytics. With
this subscription, you can add up to 20 Instant APs.

For Instant APs that dynamically form a cluster, the users must add the master Instant AP from the Device
Provisioning page whenever a slave Instant AP joins the cluster, in order for the slave Instant AP to inherit the
configuration from the master Instant AP.

Tomanually add a device, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings on the left pane.
2. Click Devices & Subscriptions. TheDevice Provisioning page is displayed.
3. Click Add Devices. TheManually Add Devices window opens.

4. Select one of the following device addition options:



Device
Addition
Option

Description

Aruba
Activate
Credentials

To retrieve all devices associated to an Activate user account:
1. Select Aruba Activate Credentials from the Add devices using drop-down list.
2. Enter the username and password of the Activate user account.
3. ClickNext. The Activate account details and the total number of devices associated with this
account are displayed.
4. To add all devices, click Add <Number> Devices button. The devices associated with the
Activate account are retrieved and added to the list of devices displayed on the Device
Management page.

NOTE: You can use this option only once. After the devices are added, Central does not allow you to
modify or re-import the devices using your Aruba Activate credentials. If you account is already
mapped to an Aruba Activate account, contact Aruba support team.

Bulk addition
of devices
based on
cloud
activation
key

To retrieve multiple devices from a single purchase order by providing the cloud activation key:
1. Note the Cloud Activation Key andMAC address of the device. To obtain these details:
n For Instant APs, execute the show about command at the Instant AP CLI or click
Maintenance >About in the Instant AP UI.
n For legacy Switches, execute the show inventory | include HW and show version
commands on the Switch CLI.
n For the other ArubaSwitches, to view the MAC address and the serial number, run the sh
system | in Base and sh system | in Serial commands at the CLI.
You can also view the cloud activation key in theMaintenance > About tab of the switch UI. The
activation key is enabled only if the Switch has access to the Internet.
2. Select Cloud Activation Key from the Add devices using drop-down list.
3. Enter theMAC address and Cloud Activation Key of the device.
4. ClickNext. Central retrieves all devices that belong to the same purchase order and displays
the list. A list of blocked devices is displayed if any of the device belongs to another customer
account or is used by other services. As Central does not allow you to add blocked devices, you
may have to release the blocked devices from another customer account.
5. To continue adding devices, click Add <x> Devices.
6. To restart the device addition procedure, click Start Again.

Adding up to
32 devices

To manually add devices by using the serial number andMAC address of the device:
1. Select Device List (Up to 32 Devices) from the Add device using drop-down list.
2. Enter the MAC address and serial number of the device.
3. ClickNext. The list of available devices is displayed.
4. Click Add <x> Devices.

NOTE: Central allows you to add up to 32 devices.

Table 5: Adding Devices

The provisioning of the legacy Aruba switch fails when the provisioning process is interrupted during the initial booting
and if the switch has a static IP address with no DNS server configured.

During Zero Touch Provisioning, the Aruba Switches can join Central only if they are running the factory default
configuration, and have a valid IP address and DNS settings from a DHCP server.

If the switches ship with a version lower than the minimum supported firmware version, a factory reset may be required,
so that the switch can initiate a connection to Central. For information, on the minimum firmware versions supported on
the switches, see Aruba Switches.

Creating Customer and User Accounts
This section describes the procedures for configuring through theManaged Service Portal and Standard
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Interface view.

In the Managed Service Portal
The customers who sign up for Central and obtain evaluation or paid subscription can log in andmanage their
devices through the Standard Enterprise interface. However, if these customers havemultiple accounts
associated with their service, they can useManaged Service portal to create andmanage their respective
customer accounts, and allocate devices to these accounts.

Adding Customer Accounts
To add customer accounts in theManaged Service Portal mode, complete the following steps:

1. Ensure that you have enabled theManaged ServiceMode. To enable access to theManaged Service
Portal mode, click theManaged Service Modemenu from the user settingsmenu on the header pane.
TheManaged Service Portal opens.

2. From the App selector, clickNetwork Management, and then click Customers. TheCustomers page
opens.

3. Click + Add Customer. TheCustomer > Create Customerwindow opens.

4. Enter the name of the customer in theCustomer Name text box.
5. Select a group to which you want to associate the customer account.

6. To add users to this account, enter the email address of the user. By default, the users are assigned the
read-only privilege.

7. To add another user, click + Add User and then enter the email address of the user.

8. Click Save. When the account is created successfully, an email invitation is sent to the user.

The customer accounts created andmanaged by theManaged Service Portal administrators have limited
access to the Standard Enterprise interface.

Assigning Devices to Customer Accounts
The admin users in theManaged Service Portal can allocate the devices in Central to specific customer accounts
and assign subscription keys.

To assign a device to a customer account, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings>Devices & Subscriptions. TheDevice Provisioning page opens.
2. Select the devices type, for example Access Points. A list of Instant APs connected to Central is displayed.

3. Select one or several devices that you want to assign to a customer.

4. Click Assign to Customer.
5. Select a customer account from the list. You can also search for customer accounts.

On selecting a customer account, theManaged Service Portal shows the groups associated with the
account. The administrators can assign a device to a specific group associated with a customer account.

6. Select the group to which you want to assign the device.

7. Click Assign.



In the Standard Interface View
You can add users to an existing customer account in the Standard Enterprise view. If you have to devices from
multiple locations with separate customer accounts, you can also create additional customer accounts.

Adding Users
To configure user accounts through the Standard Central Interface, complete the following steps:

1. ClickMaintenance > User Management.
2. On theUser Management pane, click Add User. TheCreate Userwindow is displayed.

3. Enter the email address of the user in theUsername text box.
4. From theUser Scope drop-down list, select the group to which you want to assign the user.
5. Select the user access level that you want to assign to the user from theAccess Level drop-down list.
Central supports following types of users:

n Admin—The admin users have full access to all the groups and have special rights to create or update
user details, groups, and to provision devices.

n Read/Write—The users with read/write privileges can access the groups or devices assigned by the
Admin user. The users with Read/Write privileges can perform operations that can change the behavior
of devices or groups such asmodifying the configuration of a device, deleting a device and so on.

n Read only—The users with read-only privileges can access the groups or devices assigned by the Admin
user and view details of the groups and devices.

n Guest operator—The guest operators have access to guest management operations only. These users
can add guest users and configure splash page profiles.

A user cannot have different access rights for different groups.

6. Click Save. When the user account is successfully created:

n Newusers will receive awelcome email with the registration link. Complete the registration steps
described in step 7 through step 11.

n Users with an existing Central account will receive an email invite with a link to the Central portal. Click
the link to access the Central UI.

If the user has not received the registration email, click Resend Invite Email in the User Management pane to
resend the invite.

7. To register, click Register Your Account link. The Sign up with Aruba Central page is displayed.
8. Enter the password, , first name, last name, and address details.

9. Select a country and state.

10. Select the I agree to the Terms and Conditions check box.
11. Click Sign Up. On successful completion of registration, the user account is created.

12. Log in to Central with the registered credentials.

Creating Additional Customer Accounts
If you want to manageWi-Fi networks inmultiple regions, you can create additional customer accounts. Central
allows you to create up to five customer accounts.
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To create an additional customer account:

1. Click the Settings icon next to your user name on themain pane. Click Switch Customer. The customer
account selection page is displayed.

2. Click the + icon to add a new account. The Sign up with Aruba Central page is displayed.
3. Enter your address, and select the country and state.

4. Enter the city and ZIP code details.

5. Select the I agree to the Terms and Conditions check box.
6. Click Sign Up. The customer account is added.

7. Repeat the procedure to add another customer account.

To log in with a different customer account, click Switch Customer and click the account that you want to
access.

Assigning Subscriptions
You can assign any of the following types of subscriptions either through theManaged Service Portal or the
Central Standard Interface.

n Device subscriptions—Subscriptions for the devices to avail basic services such as device configuration,
monitoring, reporting, and analyzing application usage.

n Service subscriptions—Subscriptions based services for apps such as Presence Analytics, Guest Access, and
so on.

To assign subscriptions to the devices, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > Devices & Subscriptions > Subscription Assignment.
The Subscription Assignment page allows you to assign subscriptions for the devices or services for
which the users have subscribed.

2. To assign subscriptions to devices, complete the following steps:

a. Move the slider toDevices.
b. Select the device to which you want to assign a subscription.

c. Click Assign.
3. To assign service subscriptions, complete the following steps:

a. Move the slider toNetwork Services.
b. Select the device to which you want to assign a service subscription token.

c. Select the desired services.

d. Click Assign.

Assigning Devices to Groups
When the devices are added to Central, they are automatically provisioned. The devices connected to Central
are indicated in green in the Standard Enterprise view.

In the Standard Enterprise View

The group assignment in the Standard Enterprise view depends on the following conditions:

n If the device is not connected to Central, theAssign Group button is displayed.



n If the device is connected to Central, irrespective of the operational status of the device, theAssign Group
button is not displayed.

n When a user selects devices that are not connected to Central along with another device that is connected
to Central, although theAssign Group button is displayed, the group assignment operation is carried out
only for the device that is not connected to Central.

n When the device ismoved fromone group to another, the group column in theDevice Management
page shows the new group name.

To assign devices to a group, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > Devices & Subscriptions. TheDevice Provisioning page opens.
2. Select the devices type, for example Access Points. A list of Instant APs connected to Central is displayed.

3. Select the devices for group assignment.

4. Click Assign Group. TheAssign Group pop-up window opens.

5. Select the group to which you want to assign the selected devices.

6. Click Assign.
7. To assign the device to a new group, complete the following steps:

a. Enter the name of the group in the text box and click (+). The newly created group is displayed in the
list of available groups.

b. Select the newly created group and click Assign.

In the Managed Service Portal

In theManaged Service Portal, the groups are assigned to a customer account. The provisioning status of the
devices for each customer account is displayed in theAll Customers table on theMonitoring > All
Customers page. If a device is listed under the unprovisioned group for the customer account in the Standard
Enterprisemode, the status of this device is displayed in theAll Customers. To move the device from the
unprovisioned group to the default group, theManaged Service Portal Portal administratorsmust drill down to
the customer account andmove the device to default in the Standard Enterprisemode.

If a customer account is associated to a new group created in theManaged Service Portal, the configuration of
the devices associated with this customer account is pushed to thedefault group in the Standard Enterprise
view for that customer. However, theManaged Service Portal administrators can createmore groups for a
customer account by drilling down to the customer account in the Standard Enterprise view.
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Chapter 4
Central Interface

After you log in to Central, the Central main window displays theMonitoring dashboard.

Themain window consists of the following elements:

n Header Pane

n Aruba Central App Selection Pane

n Data Pane

n Other UI Elements and Functions

Header Pane
The header area of themain window displays the following information:

n Company Logo—On clicking the logo, theMonitoring > Overview page is displayed.

n Group selector—By default, the group selector view is set to All Groups. On clicking the group selector, the
list of groups is displayed.

l To search for groups, enter the name of the group in the search box.

l To add a new group and add devices to the newly created group, click the + icon.

l Tomanage groups, click the settings icon.

l If the group view is set to All Groups, you can search for a label.
l View the unprovisioned devices.

Formore information on groups, seeManaging Groups on page 40.

n The number of APs, switches, and clients:

l Access Points—Displays theAccess Points page on clicking the arrows. Click the up arrow to view the
APs that are up and down arrow to view the Instant APs that are down.

l Switches—Displays the Switches page on clicking the arrows. Click the up arrow to view the switches
that are up and down arrow to view the switches that are down.

l Clients—Displays theClients page on clicking thewired and wireless icons. If your account has the
wired clients feature enabled and it does not have any WLAN SSIDs configured, the header displays only
thewired client count.

n Themobile icon—Allows you to download the Aruba Central mobile app from the following sites:

l App Store—For Apple devices running iOS 9.0 or later.

l Google Play Store—Formobile devices running Android 5.0 Lollipop or later.

n The bubble icon

l Documentation—Opens the Central user documentation site.

l View / Update Case—Directs you to Aruba Central support site to view or update an existing support
case.

l Open New Case—Directs you to Aruba Central support site to open a new support case.

n The help icon—Click the ? icon to view a short description or definition of the selected terms and fields in a
pane or dialog box. To view the online help:

a. Click the (?).
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b. Move your cursor over a data pane item to view the help text.

c. To disable the helpmode, click (?) again.
n The user icon—Adrop-downmenu with the following options formanaging the Central user and customer

accounts:

l Switch Customer—Allows you to switch to another customer account. Formore information, see
Creating Additional Customer Accounts on page 24.

l Change Password—Allows you to change the password of account.

l User Settings—Displays the date, time, and timezone. The administrators can also set a language
preference and a timeout value for the inactive user sessions. By default, the session timeout interval is
set to 3000 minutes.

The Central UI is available in English, Spanish, and Brazilian Portuguese languages. You can now set your language
preference through the User Settingsmenu from the drop-down list on the header pane. Central saves your
language preference setting and displays the UI in the language set by you.

l Managed Service Mode—EnablesManaged Service Portal mode and switches the interface to the
Managed Service Portal.

l Terms of Service—Displays the terms and conditions for using Aruba Central services.

l Logout—Allows you to log out of your Aruba Central account.

n The Search bar—The search bar allows the users to search for devices, clients, or a specific network. When
you enter a text string in the search box, the search function suggestsmatching keywords and
automatically completes the search text entry.

Aruba Central App Selection Pane
The left navigation pane displays theApp Selector icon. On clicking theApp Selector icon, the available
apps are displayed. The contents on the top left navigation pane change dynamically based on the app you
select.

For example, clicking onGuest Access displays the function tabs andmenu options for guest network
configuration respectively. By default, theNetwork Management application view is selected.

By default, each function tab appears in a compressed view. Click the tabs to expand or collapse the tab view.

The availability of apps such as Presence Analytics are based on service subscriptions. Contact your administrator
and the Aruba Central Support team to obtain access to these application services.

Network Management
The followingmenu options are available in theNetwork Management application view:
n Monitoring

n Configuration

n Reports

n Maintenance



Monitoring
The followingmenu options are available:

n Overview—Displays the profile, status, activity, and diagnostics details such as total number of devices and
clients, number of devices that are down, and throughput to and from the client.

n Access Points—Displays details of the Instant APs provisioned in the network.

n Clients—Displays details of the client devices associated with the Instant AP.

n AppRF™—Provides a summary of client traffic to applications, application categories, websites category,
and website reputation score.

n Switches—Displays details of the Switches provisioned in the network.

n Wireless Security—Displays information about the unauthorized presence of Instant APs and clients in
the network.

n Notifications—Displays the unacknowledged notifications count at the top right corner of the Central UI.

Configuration
TheConfiguration tab allows you to configure the devices attached to a specific group or default group. It
consists of the followingmenu options:

n Access Points—TheAccess Pointsmenu allows you to configure APs, wireless or wired network profiles,
Radio Frequency (RF) settings, security settings, Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) profiles, services,
and systemparameters.

n Switch - MAS—The Switch-MASmenu allows you to configure legacy Aruba switches such asMobility
Access Switches. You can also add ormodify VLANs, ports, the DHCP, and systemparameters for these
switches.

n Switch - Aruba—The Switch-Arubamenu allows you to configure new Aruba switches. You can also add
ormodify VLANs, ports, and systemparameters for these switches.

Reports
TheReports tab allows you to generate reports such as Network Summary, Security, PCI Compliance, Client
Inventory, Infra Inventory, Client Usage, Capacity Planning, New Infra Inventory, and AppRF reports. You can
also export reports and send the reports to an email account.

Maintenance
TheMaintenance tab allows you to maintain network, view reports and audit trails, andmanage APIs:

n View the current firmware version of the devices and provides options to upgrade to the latest firmware
version.

n View audit trail for the events pertaining to device allocation, configuration, and firmware upgrade status.

n Run troubleshooting commands on AP devices.

n View APIs andmanageOAuth tokens.

Guest Access
The followingmenu options are displayed in theGuest Access application view:
n Overview—Displays a dashboard that shows the details of the cloud guest SSIDs, duration for which the

guest users are connected, client count, and the type of client devices connected to the cloud guest SSIDs.

n Splash Page—Allows you to configure splash page profiles for guest network profiles.
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n Visitors—Allows you create guest user accounts and assign these users to a guest SSID.

Presence Analytics
The Presence Analytics application view provides a real-time and historical view of the user traffic patterns in
public venues and enterprise environments.

The Presence Analytics application view includes the followingmenu options:

n Monitoring—TheMonitoring dashboard displays the following information:

l Presence—Displays graphs with traffic patterns for the passer by, visitor, engaged and dwelling users.

l Insights—Provides detailed statistics of user traffic patterns.

n Settings—Allows administrators to set RSSI thresholds to determine user engagement and classify user
traffic patterns.

Clarity
The Clarity application view provides an analytical dashboard for real-timemonitoring of the client data flow,
client association and authentication transactions, DHCP and DNS service request and responses.

TheClarity application view includes the followingmenu options:

n Activities—TheActivity dashboard displays graphs for connectivity health, latency, performance of the
network and the device, and the association and authentication transactions between the client device and
the network.

n Insights—The Insights dashboard displays trends for the onboarding performance of the network for a
time range of 1 day or 1 month.

n Troubleshooting—The Troubleshooting page allows you to view the onboarding details for a specific
client device.

Global Settings
TheGlobal Settings tab includes the followingmenu options:

n Labels—Create andmanage labels for devices. The labels can use used to tag devices to a location, to
specific owners, or departments.

n Devices & Subscriptions—Thismenu command allows you to perform the following actions:

l View andmanage devices

l View the details of subscription keys

l Assign subscriptions to devices

n Users & Roles—View andmanage users associated with a customer account.

Data Pane
Displays detailed information of the tabs and data for the selectedmenu commands.

Notifications Pane
The notifications pane at the bottomof the page displays alert notifications. For example, if a device does not
have the country code parameter configured, the notifications pane displays an alert and allows the users to
set a country code for the device.



Other UI Elements and Functions
Central UI also supports the following features and functions:

n Labels

n Variables

n Groups

n Central Interface

Labels
Labels are tags that can be used to filter devices formonitoring and reporting purposes. A device can have
multiple labels. For example, consider an Instant AP labeled asBuilding 25 and Lobby. These tags identify the
location of the Instant AP within the enterprise campus and the building. The Instant APs in other buildings can
also be tagged as Lobby to enable all the Instant APs in the lobbies of all these buildings in the campus. To filter
andmonitor Instant APs in the lobbies of all the campus buildings, you can tag all the Instant APs in a lobby
with the label Lobby. Labels can also be used to determine the ownership, departments, and functions of the
devices.

For information on creating and assigning labels, see Labels on page 173.

Filtering Devices Assigned to a Label
To filter devices based on a specific label:

1. Ensure that All Groups is selected.

The label filter cannot be applied at the individual group level. The applied filters are cleared when you
move from all groups to another group.

2. Under Enter Label to Filter on, enter the label based on which you want to filter the devices.
3. Click Apply Search. The data for the devices associated to the selected label is shown in themonitoring
dashboard pages.

Variables
Variables are device parameters that can be configured. Variables cannot inherit their values from the default
group. These user-defined parameters are specific to a device, for example, Virtual Controller name, IP address,
and VLAN.

Groups
A group consists of devices provisioned in the network. You can createmultiple groups and attach devices to
these groups. Central defines a group as a subset of the devices on thewireless LAN, ranging in size fromone
device to hundreds of devices that share some common configuration settings. For example, if one or several
VCs are grouped together with a cluster of Instant APs, you can configure the Instant APs associated with each
VC as a single unit from the Central UI. These configuration parameters are assigned with the same default
value. You can quickly configure a number of Instant APs using a group. The group configuration is shared
across all devices. Formore information on groups, seeManaging Groups on page 40.
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Overrides
The devices in a group share the same configuration settings. The configuration changes applied at the group
level takes precedence. However, the configuration changes applied at the device levels can be preserved as
well. Formore information on overrides, seeManaging Configuration Overrides on page 42.



Chapter 5
Setting up Devices and Groups

This chapter describes the following topics:

n Verifying and Configuring Ports on page 33

n Provisioning Devices on page 34

n Managing Groups on page 40

n Managing Configuration Overrides on page 42

n Modifying AP Administrator Credentials on page 42

Verifying and Configuring Ports
Most of the communication between devices on the remote site and Central server in the cloud is carried out
through HTTPS (TCP 443). However, youmay need to configure the following ports:

n TCP port 443 for configuration andmanagement of devices.

n TCP port 80 for firmware upgrade on devices.

n UDP port 123 for NTP server to configure timezonewhen factory default Instant AP comes up.

n TCP port 2083 for RADIUS authentication for guest management. If 2083 port is blocked, theHTTPS
protocol is used.

By default, Instant AP contacts pool.ntp.org to synchronize using NTP. The administrators can configure any
other NTP server or IP address. Formore information, see Configuring SystemParameters for Instant APs.

The following domain names and ports are used by Central:

Domain Name
Protocol
and
port

Description

pool.ntp.org UDP port
123

To update internal clock on APs.

device.arubanetworks.com  TCP port
443

To get provisioning rule from Aruba Activate.

NOTE: Devices such as Instant APs must be able to
resolve device.arubanetworks.com using a valid DNS
server.

activate.arubanetworks.com TCP port
443

To configure provisioning rules in Aruba Activate.

portal.central.arubanetworks.com
sso.arubanetworks.com

TCP port
443

To access Central login portal and authenticate.  After
a successful authentication, the users are redirected
to their respective accounts from which they can
manage, configure, andmonitor devices.

Table 6: Domain Names and Ports for Central
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Domain Name
Protocol
and
port

Description

app1.central.arubanetworks.com for
external/prod

TCP port
443 To allow devices to communicate with Central.

internal.central.arubanetworks.com for
internal

app2.central.arubanetworks.com for
external/prod

TCP port
443 To allow users to access Central portal.

internal2.central.arubanetworks.com for
internal

naw2.cloudguest.central.arubanetworks.com TCP port
443, 2083

To allow access to Cloud Guest server from
naw3.arubanetworks.com and
naw2.arubanetworks.com CDPs.

nae1.cloudguest.central.arubanetworks.com TCP port
443, 2083

To allow access to Cloud Guest server from
nae1.arubanetworks.com.

asw1.cloudguest.central.arubanetworks.com TCP port
443, 2083

To allow access to Cloud Guest server from
asw1.arubanetworks.com

euw1.cloudguest.central.arubanetworks.com TCP port
443, 2083

To allow access to Cloud Guest server from
euw1.arubanetworks.com.

images.arubanetworks.com TCP port
80

To access the first server for firmware image upgrade.

d2vxf1j0rhr3p0.cloudfront.net TCP port
80

To access the second server for firmware image
upgrade.

rcs-m.central.arubanetworks.com TCP port
443

To access an AP console through SSH.

cloud.arubanetworks.com TCP port
80

To open up Central evaluation sign-up page.

Provisioning Devices
The devices can join Central with either factory default configuration or the configuration previously set by the
AP administrator.

If a device joins Central with the factory default configuration, it is moved to the default group or a pre-
assigned group if any. To assign the device to an existing group, complete the following steps:

1. Go to Global Settings > Devices and Subscriptions > Device Provisioning.
2. Select the device to assign to a group.

3. Click Assign Group.

If the device joins Central with non-default configuration, the device is automatically assigned to an
unprovisioned group. The devices in the unprovisioned group have independent configuration and do not
share the common configuration settings.



If the device is in an unprovisioned group, the administrators can perform the following actions:

n Create a new group for the device and apply the existing configuration of the device to the group.

n Move the device to an existing group and apply the group configuration to the device.

If a new Instant AP cluster joins Central:

n If the new Instant AP cluster was previously a part of an existing cluster in the network, the device is
assigned to the cluster group to which it belonged earlier.

n If the new Instant AP cluster was not associated with any existing cluster groups on Central, the device is
moved to the unprovisioned group.

Importing Configuration from a Device
When a pre-configured device is included in Central, it is initially listed under unprovisioned group.

To import configuration from the device:

1. Go to https://portal.central.arubanetworks.com and log in with your user credentials.

2. Ensure that the device is connected to thewired network.

3. Click a device. The Import New Group andOverwrite Existing Config options are displayed.
4. To create a new group, click Import to New Group tab and then click Save.
To overwrite an existing configuration, clickOverwrite Existing Config.
5. Click Save. Central deletes the existing configuration and applies the group configuration.

Configuring Devices in Template Groups
Central allows you to configure devices using configuration templates or through theConfigurationmenu
underNetwork Management. However, the Aruba 5400R Switch Series and switch stacks can be configured
only by using the configuration templates.

You can set a group as a template group, so that a common configuration is applied for all devices in the group.
For devicesmapped to a template group, you can create a templatewith a standard set of CLI scripts,
configuration commands, and variables. If a group is set as a template group, the configuration wizards for the
devices in that group are disabled.

Creating a Template Group
To create a template group, complete the following steps:

1. Click the icon next to All Groups on the left pane.
2. Click (+) to create a new group. TheCreate New Group pane appears.
3. To use this group as a template group, select the Set this group as a template group check box.
4. Click Save.

Creating a Template
To create a template for the devices in a template group, complete the following steps:

1. Under theNetwork Management app, click Configuration > Templates. The Templates page opens.
2. Click + to add a new template.

3. Add the template name.

4. Select the device. You can create configuration templates for Instant APs and Switches.

5. To create a template, complete the following steps:
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a. Set themodel and firmware version parameters to ALL.
b. Add the CLI script content. Note the following points for adding contents to the template:

n Ensure that the command text indentationmatches the indentation in the running configuration.

n The commands in the template are case-sensitive. The following example illustrates the case
discrepancies that the usersmust avoid in templates and variable definitions.

trunk E1-E4 trk1 trunk

interface Trk1
dhcp-snooping trust

exit

trunk E1-E4 trk1 trunk

switch-interconnect trk1

trunk E5-E6 trk2 trunk

vlan 5

name "VLAN5"

untagged Trk2
tagged Trk1
isolate-list Trk1
ip igmp forcedfastleave Trk1
ip igmp blocked Trk1
ip igmp forward Trk1
forbid Trk1

loop-protect Trk2

trunk E1-E4 trk1 trunk

trunk E4-E5 trk2 trunk

spanning-tree Trk1 priority 4

spanning-tree Trk2 admin-edge-port

trunk A2-A4 trk1 trunk

igmp fastlearn Trk1

trunk E4-E5 trk2 trunk

ip source-binding 2 4.5.6.7 b05ada-96a4a0 Trk2

[no] ip source-binding trap OutOfResources

snmp-server mib hpSwitchAuthMIB ..

snmp-server mib hpicfMACsec unsecured-access ..

[no] lldp config <P-PORT-LIST> dot1TlvEnable ..

[no] lldp config <P-PORT-LIST> medTlvEnable ..

no lldp config <P-PORT-LIST> medPortLocation..

[no] lldp config <P-PORT-LIST> dot3TlvEnable ..

[no] lldp config <P-PORT-LIST> basicTlvEnable ..

[no] lldp config <P-PORT-LIST> ipAddrEnable <lldp-ip>

trunk-load-balance L4-based

trunk-load-balance L3-based

6. If Aruba Switch is selected as the device, perform one of the following tasks:



n To create a single template for all Switch platforms and firmware versions, select ALL.
n To create a template for a specific model and firmware version, select the Switchmodel and the firmware

version. The template created for a specific switchmodel and a firmware version takes precedence over
the template that is created for all platforms and versions.

7. If you are creating a template for Aruba Switches, ensure that the template contains the following
mandatory information:

n Header that includes a few lines of the show running-config command output.

n Module information

The following example shows themandatory lines required in the template:
; J9727A Configuration Editor; Created on release #WB.16.03.0000x

; Ver #0e:73.b8.ee.34.79.3c.29.eb.9f.fc.f3.ff.37.ef:2f

module 1 type j9727a

include-credentials

8. ClickOK.

The variables configured for the Instant AP devices functioning as the VCs are replaced with the values configured at
the template level.

For Instant APs, the template allows only one per-ap settings block andmust have the per-ap-settings %_sys_lan_
mac% variable. The per-ap-settings block uses the variables for the individual APs. The general VC configuration
uses variables for master AP to generate the final configuration from the provided template. Hence, Aruba
recommends that you upload all variables for all devices in a cluster and change values as required for individual
AP variables.

If any device in the cluster has any missing variables, the configuration push to those AP devices in the cluster fails.
The audit trail for such instances shows the missing variables.

Editing a Template
To edit or delete a template, select the template row and click the edit or delete icon, respectively.

Sample Template
The following example shows the typical contents allowed in a template file for Instant APs:
organization %org%

virtual-controller-ip 1.1.1.1

syslog-level debug

syslog-level warn ap-debug

per-ap-settings %_sys_lan_mac%

hostname %hostname%

zonename %zonename%

wlan ssid-profile %ssid_name%

%if disable_ssid=true%

disable-ssid

%endif%

%if ssid_security=wpa2%

opmode wpa2-aes

%else%

opmode opensystem

%endif%

%if condition1=true%

routing-profile 10.10.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.10.0.255
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%if condition2=true%

routing-profile 10.20.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.20.0.255

%else%

routing-profile 10.30.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.30.0.255

%endif%

%else%

routing-profile 10.40.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.40.0.255

%if condition3=true%

routing-profile 10.50.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.50.0.255

%else%

routing-profile 10.60.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.60.0.255

%endif%

%endif%

Managing Variable Files
The variable files consist of a set of configuration values defined for devices in the network.

For Instant APs, you can configure a variable file with a set of values defined for a specific AP device that functions as
the VC in the network. When the variable file is uploaded, the configuration values are applied on the Instant AP
devices in the cluster.

The following conditions apply to the variable files:

n The variable namesmust be on the left side of condition and its valuemust be defined on the right side. For
example, %if var=100% is supported and %if 100=var% is not supported.

n The < or <= or > or >= operators should have only numeric integer value on the right side. The variables
used in these 4 operations are compared as integer after flooring. For example, if any float value is set as
%if dpi_value > 2.8%, it is converted as%if dpi_value > 2 for comparison.

n The variable names should not includewhite space, and the& and% special characters. The variable names
must match regular expression [a-zA-Z0-9_]. If the variables values with% are defined, ensure that the
variable is surrounded by space. For example,wlan ssid-profile %ssid_name%.

n The first character of the variable namemust be an alphabet. Numeric values are not accepted.

n The values defined for the variablemust not include spaces. If quotes are required, they must be included
as part of the variable value. For example, if the intended template and variable name iswlan ssid-profile
"emp ssid”, the templatemust be defined template as "wlan ssid-profile %ssid_name%” and variable as
“ssid_name”: "\"emp ssid\"".

Uploading Variable Files
To upload a variable file, complete the following steps:

1. Click Download Sample Variables File. Save the JSON file with the sample variables.

2. Edit the variable file to customize the definitions.

3. Ensure that the _sys_serial and _sys_lan_mac variables are defined with the serial number andMAC
address of the devices, respectively.

4. ClickNetwork Management > Configuration > Variables. TheVariables page opens.
5. Click Upload Variables File and select the variable file to upload.
6. ClickOpen. The content of the variable file is displayed in theVariables table.
7. To search for a variable, specify a search term and click the Search icon.



Downloading Variable Files
To download the variable file applied for the devices, click the download icon in theVariables table.

Sample Variable File
The following example shows the typical contents of a variable file for Instant APs:
{ 

"CK0036968": {

"_sys_serial": "CK0036968",

"ssid": "s1",

"_sys_lan_mac": "ac:a3:1e:c5:db:7a",

"vc_name": "test_config_CK0036968",

"org": "Uber_org_test",

"vc_dns_ip":"22.22.22.22",

"zonename": "Uber_1",

"uplinkvlan": "0",

"swarmmode": "cluster",

"md5_checksum": "ed8a67a3d1be58261640ca53f8fd3bb8",

"hostname": "Uber_1"

},

"CJ0219729": {

"_sys_serial": "CJ0219729",

"ssid": "s1",

"_sys_lan_mac": "ac:a3:1e:cb:04:92",

"vc_name": "test_config_CK0036968",

"org": "Uber_org_test",

"vc_dns_ip":"22.22.22.22",

"zonename": "Uber_1",

"uplinkvlan": "0",

"swarmmode": "cluster",

"md5_checksum": "ed8a67a3d1be58261640ca53f8fd3bb8",

"hostname": "Uber_2"

},

"CK0112486": {

"_sys_serial": "CK0112486",

"ssid": "s1",

"_sys_lan_mac": "ac:a3:1e:c8:29:76",

"vc_name": "test_config_CK0036968",

"org": "Uber_org_test",

"vc_dns_ip":"22.22.22.22",

"zonename": "Uber_1",

"uplinkvlan": "0",

"swarmmode": "cluster",

"md5_checksum": "ed8a67a3d1be58261640ca53f8fd3bb8",

"hostname": "Uber_3"

},

"CT0779001": {

"_sys_serial": "CT0779001",

"ssid": "s1",

"_sys_lan_mac": "84:d4:7e:c5:c6:b0",

"vc_name": "test_config_CK0036968",

"org": "Uber_org_test",

"vc_dns_ip":"22.22.22.22",

"zonename": "Uber_1",

"uplinkvlan": "0",

"swarmmode": "cluster",

"md5_checksum": "ed8a67a3d1be58261640ca53f8fd3bb8",
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"hostname": "Uber_4"

},

"CM0640401": {

"_sys_serial": "CM0640401",

"ssid": "s1",

"_sys_lan_mac": "84:d4:7e:c4:8f:2c",

"vc_name": "test_config_CK0036968",

"org": "Uber_org_test",

"vc_dns_ip":"22.22.22.22",

"zonename": "Uber_1",

"uplinkvlan": "0",

"swarmmode": "cluster",

"md5_checksum": "ed8a67a3d1be58261640ca53f8fd3bb8",

"hostname": "Uber_6"

},

"CK0037015": {

"_sys_serial": "CK0037015",

"ssid": "s1",

"_sys_lan_mac": "ac:a3:1e:c5:db:d8",

"vc_name": "test_config_CK0036968",

"org": "Uber_org_test",

"vc_dns_ip":"22.22.22.22",

"zonename": "Uber_1",

"uplinkvlan": "0",

"swarmmode": "cluster",

"md5_checksum": "ed8a67a3d1be58261640ca53f8fd3bb8",

"hostname": "Uber_7"

},

"CK0324517": {

"_sys_serial": "CK0324517",

"ssid": "s1",

"_sys_lan_mac": "f0:5c:19:c0:71:24",

"vc_name": "test_config_CK0036968",

"org": "Uber_org_test",

"vc_dns_ip":"22.22.22.22",

"zonename": "Uber_1",

"uplinkvlan": "0",

"swarmmode": "cluster",

"md5_checksum": "ed8a67a3d1be58261640ca53f8fd3bb8",

"hostname": "Uber_8"

}

}

Check the audit trail (All Groups >Maintenance > Audit Trail) to troubleshoot issues pertaining to template-based
configuration.

Managing Groups
Central allows some configuration settings to bemanaged efficiently at the group level, while others are
managed at an individual device level. In Central, the group is a subset of the devices on thewireless LAN,
ranging in size fromone device to hundreds of devices that share some common configuration settings. When
a group is configured, all devices within a group share the same configuration settings.



Provisioning Groups in the Managed Service Portal
Unlike in the Standard Enterprisemode, the groups in theManaged Service Portal are associated with the
customer accounts. The devices are first allocated to the customer accounts, and then the groups are assigned
to these accounts.

In the Standard Enterprisemode, themonitoring dashboard or the network view is not determined by the
selection of the groups. As devices aremapped to customer accounts, all information pertaining to a customer
account is displayed.

In theManaged Service Portal, the provisioning status of the devices for each customer account is displayed in
theAll Customers table. If a device is listed under the unprovisioned group for a customer account in the
Standard Enterprisemode, the status of this device is displayed as unprovisioned in theAll Customers table.
To move this device from the unprovisioned group to the default group, theManaged Service Portal
administratorsmust drill down to the customer account andmove the device to the default group in the
Standard Enterprisemode.

If a customer account is associated to a new group created in theManaged Service Portal, the configuration of
the devices associated with this customer account is pushed to thedefault group in the Standard Enterprise
view for that specific customer. However, theManaged Service Portal administrators can createmore groups
for a specific customer by drilling down to a customer account in the Standard Enterprise view.

Creating a Group
To create a group, complete the following steps:

1. Click the icon next to All Groups on the left pane.
2. Click (+) to create a new group. TheCreate New Group pane appears.
3. Enter a name for the group in Enter Group Name.
4. Select the device that you want to assign to the new group.

5. To use this group as a template group, select the Set this group as a template group check box and
click Save.

If the group is set as a template group, the configuration is applied to all the devices in the group. For devices in such
groups, the configuration wizards in the UI are disabled.

The current version of Central allows template group creation for Instant AP devices only.

6. To create a non-template groups, clickNext and complete the following steps:

a. Enter the default device password for the newly created group in the Password text box.
b. To reconfirm the password, re-enter the default device password in theRetype Password text box.
c. Click Save.

Editing a Group
To edit or delete a group, complete the following steps:

1. Click the icon next to All Groups in the left pane.
2. Select the group to modify or delete, and then click the settings icon.

3. To create a clone of an existing group, complete the following steps:
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a. Select the group and click the clone icon next to the group. TheCreate New Group pop-up window
opens.

b. Enter a name for the group.

c. Click Save.

The cloning feature is supported only for the non-template groups. If a group is set as a template group, the cloning
icon will not be displayed for that group.

4. To delete a group, select the group to delete and click the delete icon.

5. To move a device fromone group to an another group:

a. Select a group fromGroups.
b. Select the device to move.

c. ClickMove.
d. Select the group to which you want to assign the device.

e. Click Save.

Managing Configuration Overrides
This section describes how to resolve configuration overrides.

Managing Overrides in the Standard Central Interface
Devices in Central can be configured at the group level as they share the same basic configuration settings.
However, you can also apply configuration changes at device level. If the device configuration differs from the
configuration applied at the group level, anOverride icon is displayed for this device. For example, the
configuration changes to AAA server, SNMP read-only/read-write community string, syslog server, and SSID or
network profiles at the device can bemarked as overrides. . When a device has overrides and its configuration
ismodified at the group level, the overrides are automatically preserved. You can also resolve the overrides and
remove the configuration changes applied at the device level.

To resolve overrides, complete the following steps:

1. Click theOverride icon displayed next to the device. TheOverrides window is displayed.

2. Click Resolve all Overrides to resolve configuration differences.

Setting Country Code
After a device is on-boarded to Central, if the device does not have the country code parameter configured,
Central displays an alert on the notifications pane at the bottomof thewindow.

To set the country code, perform the following actions:

1. Click Set Country Code Now link on the notifications pane. The Set Country Code popup opens.
2. Select the device and click the edit icon.

3. Specify a country code from theCountry Code drop-down list.
4. Click Save.

Modifying AP Administrator Credentials
To change AP administrator password:

1. Select Configuration > Access Points > System. The system configuration pane is displayed.



2. Click Administrator under Local, provide a new password that you would like the administrator users to
use.

3. ClickOK.
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Chapter 6
Monitoring Dashboard

TheMonitoring tab includes the following functionalmenu options for viewing the device and network
details.

Overview
TheOverview pane displays a summary of the bandwidth usage, client count, type of clients, application
usage, WLAN network details of the selected group. By default, the graphs are plotted for a time range of 3
hours. To view the graphs for a different time range, click the 3 Hours link.

Data
Pane
Item

Description

Time
Range
Panel (3
Hours link)

Allows you to select a time range for the graphs displayed on the Overview pane. You can choose to
view graphs for a time period of 3 hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month and 3 months.

Bandwidth
Usage
Graph

Displays the aggregate incoming and outgoing data traffic of all clients in the selected group.

Clients
count

Displays the total number of clients connected to an Instant AP over a specific duration.

TOP APs
By
Bandwidth
Usage

Displays the list of top Instant APs that utilize the maximum bandwidth in the network.

Application
Usage

If Deep Packet Inspection is enabled, the Application Usage graphs display the applications,
application categories, and web categories accessed by the clients in the network. The Web
Reputation graph displays the web reputation score for the websites accessed by the clients
connected to the network.

TOP
Clients By
Usage

Displays a list of clients connected to the currently available SSIDs that utilize the maximum
bandwidth in the network.
The Top Clients by Usage table displays data only for the clients that are connected to the network
for a total duration of two or more hours.

WLANs Displays the list of SSIDs configured. The WLANs table displays the SSID details such the name, type,
security settings, and the clients connected on the network. To expand or collapse the column view,
click the column settings icon next to the last column in the table.

Table 7: Overview pane

Monitoring Access Points
TheMonitoring > Access Points pane displays a summary of the number of the APs that are up or down,
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and graphs showing bandwidth and application usage for the APs in provisioned in Central.

TheAccess Points pane consists of the following tabs:
n Usage—Displays graphs for all APs in the group.

n Top N—Displays a list of APs sorted based on their usage.

n List—Displays a list of APs in the group. To view the details of an AP, click the AP entry in theAccess
Points table.

Access Points Page
TheAccess Points pane displays the following information:

Data
Pane
Content

Description

Time
Range

By default, the graphs are plotted for a time range of 3 hours. To view the graphs for a different time
range, click the 3 Hours link. You can choose to view graphs for a time period of 3 hours, 1 day, 1
week, 1 month and 3 months.

Up and
Down
Status
Indicators

Displays the total number of APs in the Up and Down status. To view the Instant APs that are up or
down, click the numbers below the status indicators.

Bandwidth
Usage

Displays the aggregate incoming and outgoing data traffic of all Instant APs over a specific duration.

Client
Count

Displays the number of clients connected to an Instant AP over a specific time period.

Bandwidth
Usage per
Network

Displays the aggregate incoming and outgoing traffic for all Instant APs per SSID over a specific
duration.

Application
Usage

If deep packet inspection is enabled, the Application Usage graphs display the applications,
application categories, and web categories accessed by the clients in the network. The Web
Reputation graph displays the web reputation score for the websites accessed by the clients
connected to the network.

Table 8: Access Points Pane



Data
Pane
Content

Description

Client
Count per
Network

Displays the number of clients connected to an access point as per SSID over a specified time period.

Top N Displays a list of Instant APs with maximum bandwidth usage.

List view—
Access
Points
table

The Access Points table displays the following information:
n Name—Name of the Instant AP.
n Location—Location of the Instant AP.
n Group—Group to which the Instant AP belongs.
n Status—Status of the Instant AP.
n Clients—Clients connected to the Instant AP.
n IP Address—IP address of the Instant AP.
n Mode—The Instant AP radio mode such as access or monitor.
n Type—Type of the Instant AP device.
n 2.4 GHz—Channels assigned under the 2.4 GHz band.
n 5.0 GHz—Channels assigned under the 5 GHz band.
n Virtual Controller—Name of the Virtual controller (VC).
n Uptime—Time since which the Instant AP is operational.
n Labels—Labels associated with the Instant AP. You can also add a new label to the Instant AP by
clicking on the edit icon.
n The Search box—The Search text box that allows you to specify a criteria for searching devices.
Central supports single column search. It filters the search results and sorts the list of devices
based on the search string specified from a single column.

To expand or collapse the column view, click the column settings icon next to the last column of the
table.

AP Details Page
On clicking, the List tab displays a list of Instant APs in the group. To view the details of an Instant AP, click the
Instant AP entry in theAccess Points table. The following details of the selected Instant AP are displayed.

Parameter Description

Time Range By default, the graphs are plotted for a time range of 3 hours. To view the graphs for a different
time range, click the 3 Hours link. You can choose to view graphs for a time period of 3 hours, 1 day,
1 week, 1 month and 3 months.
However, the application usage graphs display data for a time period of 3 hours or 1 day only.

Status Displays the current status of the Instant AP.

SSID Displays the SSIDs configured on the Instant AP.

Uptime Displays the time since which the Instant AP is operational.

Alerts Displays the alerts generated for the Instant AP.

CPU Displays the percentage of processing resources utilized on the Instant AP.

Memory Displays the percentage of memory utilized on the Instant AP.

Table 9: Access Points Details Page
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Parameter Description

Usage
Graphs

Displays the following graphs:
n Bandwidth Usage—Displays the aggregate incoming and outgoing data traffic of the Instant
AP over a specific duration. The UI provides aggregate, 2,4 GHz, and 5 GHz options to view
graphs with aggregate data, for 2.4 or 5 GHz radios only.
n Client Count—Displays the total number of clients connected to an Instant AP over a specific
duration.

NOTE: The UI provides aggregate, 2,4 GHz, and 5 GHz options to view the Bandwidth Usage and
Client Count graphs with aggregate data, or for 2.4 or 5 GHz radios only. You can also click the
Wired tab to view the wired client count for the selected Instant AP.

l Application Usage graphs:
l Apps—Displays the applications used by the clients connected to the Instant AP.
l App Categories—Displays the application categories that are accessed by the clients
connected to the Instant AP.
l Web Categories—Displays the web categories accessed by the clients connected to the
Instant AP.
l Web Reputation—Displays the Web reputation score for the websites accessed by the
clients connected to the Instant AP.

RF Health
Graphs

Displays the following graphs:
n RF Channel Utilization—Shows channel utilization statistics.
n Noise Floors—Shows the noise floor detected in the network to which the Instant AP belongs.
n Neighboring Clients—The number of clients in the Instant AP neighborhood.

Interface Displays the wired and wireless network interface details.
n Wired Interface—Displays wired interface details such as Ethernet ports, MAC and IP
addresses of the Ethernet interface link type, and duplex mode.
n Wireless Interface—Displays wireless interface details such as the type of radio, status of the
AP, the number of clients connected to the AP, SSIDs configured on the AP, channels and power
settings configured on the AP, type of the AP antenna, and the radio mode in which the AP
operates.
n Interface Bandwidth Usage—Displays a graph that shows the bandwidth usage details for the
selected wired interface. Click on the type of interface for which you want to view the graph for a
given time range. By default, the graphs are plotted for a time range of 3 hours. To view the
graphs for a different time range, click the 3 Hours link. You can choose to view graphs for a
time period of 3 hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month and 3 months.

Clients Displays the details of wired and wireless clients connected to the Instant AP. If the wired clients
feature is enabled for your account and there are no WLAN SSIDs configured in the provisioned
network, only the wired clients are displayed.
If the WLAN SSIDs are configured in the provisioned network, assign the wired network profiles to
the Ethernet ports of an Instant AP to view the wired clients information. For more information on
wired network profiles, see Configuring Profiles for Wired Network on page 78.

Alerts and
Event Log

Displays the alerts generated for the Instant AP and the list of events associated with the Instant AP.

VPN Displays the following information:
n The Bandwidth Usage per VPN graph—This graph shows the bandwidth usage by VPN. It
displays the inbound and outbound traffic for both primary and backup VPNs for the last 3 hours
(default).
n The VPN table—It provides details about the Primary and Backup VPNs , their corresponding
peer names, and indicates which VPN is active at any point of time.

Uplink His-
tory

Displays uplink connection history for the Instant AP.

Info Displays general information about the Instant AP:
n AP Name—Name of the Instant AP.
n Serial Number—Serial number of the Instant AP.



Parameter Description

n MAC Address—MAC address of the Instant AP.
n IP Address—IP address of the Instant AP.
n Mode—The radio mode in which the Instant AP operates.
n Mesh Role—Role of the mesh Instant AP.
n Country Code—Country code in which the Instant AP operates.
n VC Name—Name of the VC to which the Instant AP is connected.
n VC MAC—The MAC address of the VC.
n AP Model Type—The Instant AP hardware model.
n Firmware Version—The firmware version running on the Instant AP.
n Modem status—Status of the cellular modems connected to the Instant AP.
n Current Uplink—Current uplink connection on the Instant AP.
n Group Name—The group to which the Instant AP belongs.
n Location—Location of the Instant AP.

Map Displays the geographical location of the Instant AP.

Actions
drop-down

Displays the following menu options:
n Reboot AP—Reboots the Instant AP.
n Console—Opens the remote console for a CLI session through SSH. Remote console access is
supported only on VCs.
n Troubleshoot—Allows administrators and users with read-write permissions to run
troubleshooting or diagnostics commands Instant AP without logging in to the Instant AP. For
more information on troubleshooting Instant APs, see Troubleshooting Devices on page 160.
n Tech. Support—Allows administrators to generate a tech support dump required for
troubleshooting the device.

Monitoring Clients
TheMonitoring > Clientsmenu displays the details of the clients connected to the devices in Central.

Clients Page
TheClients page displays the total number of clients, bandwidth usage, and the application usage by the
clients connected to thewired and wireless networks.

Data
Pane
Content

Description

Time
Range

By default, the graphs on the Clients pane are plotted for a time range of 3 hours. To view the
graphs for a different time range, click the 3 Hours link. You can choose to view graphs for a time
period of 3 hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month and 3 months.

Total Displays the total number of clients.

Wired Displays the total number of clients connected to the wired network.

Wireless Displays the total number of clients connected to wireless network.

Table 10: Clients Page
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Data
Pane
Content

Description

Usage Displays the following graphs:
n Bandwidth Usage graph—Displays the incoming and outgoing throughput traffic for all the
clients during a specific time range. The graph will not show any data for the clients that are
connected to the network for less than two hours.
n Application Usage graphs:

l Apps—Displays the applications used by the clients.
l App Categories—Displays the application categories that are accessed by the clients.
l Web Categories—Displays the web categories accessed by the clients.
l Web Reputation—Displays the Web reputation score for the websites accessed by the
clients.

Distribution Displays the type of client device connected to the wireless network.

Top N Displays a list of clients connected to the currently available SSIDs that utilize the maximum
bandwidth in the network.
The Top Clients by Usage table displays data only for the clients that are connected to the network
for a total duration of two or more hours.

List If the wired clients feature is enabled for your account and there are no WLAN SSIDs configured in
the provisioned network, the wired clients are displayed. If the wired clients are enabled in the
provisioned network that has WLAN SSIDs configured, assign wired network profiles to the Ethernet
ports of an Instant AP to view the wired clients.
The following details are displayed for the clients.

n MAC Address—The MAC address of the client.
n IP Address—The IP address of the client.
n User name—The user name of the client.
n Hostname—The host name of the client.
n Device type—The type of the client device.
n SSID—The SSID to which the clients are connected.
n Labels—Labels associated with the clients.

To expand or collapse the column view, click the column settings icon next to the last column of the
table.

Central does not provide details of the wired clients under theMonitoring > Clients page if the ports are
trusted. The Switch details are provided only if the ports are untrusted.



Client Details
To view the details of a client, click a client from theClients table on theMonitoring > Clients >List page.

Data
Pane
Content

Description

Time
Range
panel

By default, the graphs on the Clients pane are plotted for a time range of 3 hours. To view the graphs
for a different time range, click the 3 Hours link. You can choose to view graphs for a time period of 3
hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month and 3 months.
However, the application usage graphs display data for a time period of 3 hours or 1 day only.

Current
AP

Displays the AP to which the client is currently connected.

SSID Displays the SSID to which the client is connected.

Role Displays the user role assigned to the client.

OS Displays the OS running on the client device.

Alerts Displays alerts generated for the client.

Usage
Graphs

Displays the following graphs:
n Bandwidth Usage graph—Displays the incoming and outgoing throughput traffic for the client
during a specific time range.
n Application Usage graphs:

l Apps—Displays the applications used by the client.
l App Categories—Displays the application categories that are accessed by the client.
l Web Categories—Displays the web categories accessed by the client.
l Web Reputation—Displays the Web reputation score for the websites accessed by the client.

RF Health Displays the following RF health statistics:
n Signal—Indicates signal strength of the client device in dB as measured by the AP
n Speed—Indicates the connection speed of the client.
n SNR—Indicates the signal-to-Noise Ratio of the client device.
n Channel/Band—Displays the channel and the radio band to which the client is assigned.

Mobility
Trail

Displays the time stamp and details of the Instant AP and client association.

Alert and
Event Log

Displays the alerts and events generated for the client.

Info Displays the following details about the client device:
n Connection rate—Data rate for client connection.
n Username—Username for the client device.
n Manufacturer—Client device manufacturer details.

Table 11: Client Details

AppRF
The AppRF pane displays the traffic summary for Instant APs and client devices. The AppRF graphs are based
on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) application andWeb Policy Enforcement service, which provides application
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traffic summary for the client devices associated with an Instant AP.

Formore information, see Application Visibility on page 134.

Monitoring Switches
The Switchesmenu displays the details of the Switches provisioned in Central.

Switches Page
The Switches page displays the status and usage of all switches provisioned in Central:

Data
Pane
Content

Description

Time
Range

By default, the graphs on the Switches pane are plotted for a time range of 3 hours. To view the
graphs for a different time range, click the 3 Hours link. You can choose to view graphs for a time
period of 3 hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month and 3 months.

Usage Displays the following graphs:
n Throughput—Indicates aggregate client data traffic detected on the switches.
n Client—Indicates the number of clients connected to the switch.

Top N Displays a list of Switches sorted based onmaximum usage. It also shows the data traffic transmitted
(Tx) and received (Rx) from clients.

List
view—
Switches
table

Displays a list of Switchess provisioned under the selected group. The Switches table provides the
following information:

n Name—Name of the Switch
n Location—Location of the Switch
n Group—Group under which the Switch is provisioned.
n Status—Operational status of the Switch
n Clients—Number of clients connected to the Switch.
n IP Address—IP address of the Switch
n Avg Usage—Average usage of the Switch.
n Labels—Labels associated with the AP. You can also add a new label to the AP by clicking on the
edit icon.
n Uplink Ports—Uplink ports configured on the Switch. To manually assign a port, click the edit icon.
n Search—The Search text box that allows you to specify a criteria for searching devices. Central
supports single column search. It filters the search results and sorts the list of devices based on the
search string specified from a single column.

To expand or collapse the column view, click the column settings icon next to the last column of the
table.

Map Displays the geographical location of the Switch.

Table 12: Switches pane



Switch Details Page
To view the details of the Switch, selectMonitoring > Switches > List pane and click the Switch for which you
want to view the details. The Switch Details pane is displayed.

Data
Pane
Content

Description

Status Indicates the operational status of the Switch.

Uptime Indicates the time since which the Switches are operational.

Ports Displays the following details of the Switch ports:
Graphs

n Throughput—The aggregate client data traffic detected on the Switches.
n Connected Clients—Number of clients connected to the Switch.
n Port#—Port number
n Oper Stat—Operational status of the Switch
n PoE—PoE status of the port
n Type—Type of Switch port.
n Mode—Operational mode of the port
n Tx Usage—Client data transmission details.
n Rx Usage—Data traffic received from the clients connected to the port.
n Trusted—Ports marked as trusted.

Uplink Displays the Uplink Stats graph. The graph displays the uplink statistics for the inbound and outbound
data traffic.

Info Displays the following details for the Switch:
n Hostname—Host name of the Switch.
n Switch Model Type—Hardware model of the Switch.
n Firmware Version—Firmware version of the Switch
n Public IP— The public IP address of the Switch
n Serial Number—Serial number of the Switch.
n Group Name—Name of the group to which Switch belongs
n Fan Speed—Fan speed of the switch. The fan speed for legacy Aruba switches is indicated in
Rotations per Minute (RPM). For the other switches, the Fan Speed field shows Ok to indicate that
the fan speed is fine.
n Management IP— Management IP address of the Switch
n MAC address—MAC address of the switch
n PoE Consumption— PoE power drawn from the Switch in watts (W).

Table 13: Switch Details Pane
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Data
Pane
Content

Description

Alerts
and
Event Log

Displays the list of events and alerts associated with the Switch.

Map Displays the geographical location of the Switch.

Actions Displays the following menu options:
n Delete Switch—Deletes the Switch.
n Reboot Switch—Reboots the Switch.
n Console—Opens the remote console for a CLI session through SSH. For the Aruba Switch
platforms, the remote console access is enabled only when the user credentials are configured on
the Configuration > Switch - Aruba > System page.
n Manage Access—This menu option is available only for the legacy Aruba Switches such as
Mobility Access Switches. This menu command allows you to set the access mode for Switch
operation. Before a Switch is connected to Central, the switch is inMonitored mode. In the
monitoredmode, the Switch has the configurations that can be modified only through the switch
console. When a Switch is connected to Central for the first time, the switch is in the managed
mode. When Switch access is changed to managedmode, you can configure the Switch features
only through Central.
n Troubleshoot—Opens the Troubleshooting Devices page for running troubleshooting commands
on the device.
n Tech. Support—Allows the administrators to generate a tech support dump for troubleshooting
the device.

NOTE: If a switch is in the monitoredmode, the configuration changes at the group or device level will
not be applied to the switch. When any configuration is modified at the group or device level for the
switches in the monitoredmode, the Configuration cannot be pushed to device as device is
monitoring modemessage is displayed.

Switch Stack
TheMonitoring > Switches page displays the status and usage of all switches and switch stacks provisioned
in Central. To view information pertaining to switch stacks, on the Switches page, click the List tab and select
the Stacks option.

The following table describes the information displayed on the Stacks page:

Stacks Pane
Content Description

Name Displays the name of the switch stack. A green bullet preceding the stack name indicates that it is
UP. A red bullet indicates that the stack is DOWN.

Location Displays the location of the switch stack.

Group Displays a list of switch stacks sorted based onmaximum usage. It also shows the data traffic
transmitted (Tx) and received (Rx) from clients.

Clients Displays the number of clients connected to the switch stack.

IP Address Displays the IP address of the switch stack.

Table 14: Stacks Page



Stack Details

To view the details of the switch stack, selectMonitoring > Switches > List > Stacks pane and click the stack
for which you want to view the details. The Stack Details page opens.

The following table describes the contents of Stack Details page:

Data Pane
Content Description

Status Indicates the operational status of the switch stack.

Uptime Indicates the time since which the switch stack is operational.

Individual stack
members

Indicates the number of switches forming the switch stack (categorized as member,
commander, and standby)

Ports Displays the following details of the switch ports:
Graphs

n Throughput—Aggregate client data traffic detected on the switch stack
n Connected Clients—Number of clients connected to the switch stack

Table column headers
n Port#—Port number
n Oper Stat—Operational status of the switch stack
n PoE—PoE status of the port
n Type—Type of switch stack port
n Mode—Operational mode of the port
n Tx Usage—Client data transmission details
n Rx Usage—Data traffic received from the clients connected to the port
n Trusted—Ports marked as trusted.

Uplink Displays the Uplink Stats graph. The graph displays the uplink statistics for the inbound and
outbound data traffic.

Info Displays the following details for the switch stack:
Stack Details

n Stack Name—Name of the switch stack
n Split Policy—Details on how the stack is split
n Stack Status—Shows if the switch stack is active or not
n Member Count—Shows number of members on the switch stack
n Topology—Type of switch stack topology

Member Details
n Member Serial Number—Serial number of member switch.
n Member ID—Member identification number
n Member Status—Status of the member
n Serial Number—Serial number of the switch stack
n Public IP— The public IP address of the switch stack
n Management IP— Management IP address of the switch stack
n MAC address—MAC address of the switch stack
n Power Consumption— Power drawn from the switch stack in watts (W).
n CPU (graph)—percentage of CPU utilization with pointer to Green, Amber, or Red portion
of the graph.
n Uplink Ports—Displays the uplink statistics of ports
n Member Role—Displays member role
n Switch Model Type—Hardware model of the switch stack
n Firmware Version—Firmware version of the switch stack
n Fan Speed—Fan speed of the switch stack. For the other switches, the Fan Speed field
shows Ok to indicate that the fan speed is fine.

Table 15: Stack Details Page
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Data Pane
Content Description

n Group Name—Name of the group to which switch is assigned
n Location—Location in which the switch stack is installed
n Memory (graph)—Percentage of memory utilization with an indicator to Green, Amber, or
Red portion of the graph

Alerts and Event
logs

Displays the alerts details and event log generated for this switch stack.
Alerts table—Shows Date/Time at which alert is generated and the description for the alert
Event Log table—Shows Date/Time at which the event occurred and a description of the event

Map Displays the geographical location of the switch stack.

Table 15: Stack Details Page

Wireless Security
TheWireless Security pane provides a summary of the rogue Instant APs, interfering Instant APs, and the
total number of wireless attacks detected on an AP and client devices at a given duration.

Data Pane
Content

Description

Time Range By default, the graphs are plotted for a time range of 3 hours. To view the graphs for a different
time range, click the 3 Hours link. You can choose to view graphs for a time period of 3 hours, 1
day, and 1 week.

Rogue APs Indicates the total number of AP detectors in the network.

Infrastructure
Attacks

Indicates the number of infrastructure attacks detected in the network

Client Attacks Indicates the number of client attacks detected in the network.

Rogues Displays a graph showing the top 5 rogue AP detectors in the network.

Table 16: WIDS pane



Data Pane
Content

Description

Interferences Displays a graph showing the top 5 interferences detected in the network.

Intrusion
Detection

Displays graphs showing the top 5 infrastructure, client, and intrusion detection attacks.

WIDS Events Displays a list of the WIDS events. The table displays information for the following types of WIDS
events:

n Rogues
n Interferences
n Infrastructure Attacks
n Client Attacks

The Rogues table displays information for the following types of WIDS events:
n Rogues—The Rogues widget displays the following information:

l Last Seen—The time stamp at which the rogue device was last detected in the network.
l Reason for Classification—Reasons for classifying the device as a rogue device.
l ESSID—The ESSIDs broadcast by the rogue device.
l Channel—Radio channels detected on the rogue device.
l SSID—SSIDs broadcast by the rogue device.
l Manufacturer—Manufacturer details of the rogue device.
l Containment Status—Details of the containment status.

The Interferences, Infrastructure Attacks, and Client Attacks widgets display the following
information:

n Type—The type of the interference or attack detected.
n Level—The level of the interference or attack detected.
n Date/Time—Date and time of the interference or attack.
n Description—Description of the attack
n Detecting AP—The MAC address of the AP that detected the interference or attack.
n Virtual Controller—The VC name of the IAP cluster in which the interference or attack was
detected.
n Station MAC—MAC address of the station
n Radio—Radio band on which the interference was detected.

Notifications
TheNotifications pane displays all types of notification alerts that are detected and unacknowledged by
Central.

The UI also shows the alerts and pending actions, such as importing a device, setting country code of
Instant APs and so on, in the bottom pane of the UI. Click the links to complete the required action.
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Data Pane
Content

Description

Notifications Displays all types of notification alerts.

Search box Allows to search for notifications and define a filter criteria to display notifications in the
table.

Acknowledge All Acknowledges all notifications at once.

Table 17: Notifications pane

Setting Notification Alerts
To configure a notification alert, complete the following steps:

1. Go toMonitoring > Notifications.
2. On theNotificationspage, click the > Settings icon.
3. Select a notification type from the Typedrop-down list.
4. Select an event type from the Event drop-down list.
5. Select a group type from theGroup drop-down list.

6. To receive email notifications, select the Email check box and enter the email address.

7. Click Save.



Chapter 7
Configuring Instant APs

This chapter describes how to configure Instant APs provisioned in Central. For detailed instructions on AP
configuration, see the following topics:

n Configuring AP Settings on page 58

n Configuring Networks on page 63

n Configuring Time-Based Services on page 80

n Configuring ARM and RF Parameters on page 82

n Configuring IDS Parameters on page 86

n Configuring Authentication and Security Parameters on page 89

n Configuring VPN Networks on page 106

n Configuring DHCP and Client IP Assignment Modes on page 111

n Configuring Services on page 116

n Configuring Uplinks on page 121

n Mobility and Client Management on page 126

n Configuring Enterprise Domains on page 128

n Configuring Logs and TFTP Dump Servers on page 130

n Resetting an AP on page 131

n Uploading andMapping Instant AP Certificates on page 132

Configuring AP Settings
This section describes the procedures for configuring settings that are specific to an Instant AP in the cluster.

To customize Instant AP parameters, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration.
2. Select a group and

3. Click Wireless > Access Points. TheAccess Points page is displayed.
4. To edit an AP, click Edit on the Access Point row. The Edit pane formodifying the Instant AP parameters
is displayed.

5. Configure the parameters described in Table 18 as required and then click Save Settings.
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UI Parameters Description

Basic
Info

Name Configures a name for the Instant AP. You can specify a character string of up to 32 ASCII
characters.

AP Zone Configures the Instant AP zone. When a zone is configured for an Instant AP and if the
same zone details are configured on an SSID, the SSID can be broadcast only by the
Instant APs in that specific zone. Only one zone can be configured on an SSID. An Instant
AP can belong to only one zone at any point in time.

SwarmMode Allows to set the one of the following operationmodes:
n Cluster—Allows Instant AP join an Instant AP cluster.
n Standalone—Allows Instant AP to function in the standalone mode.

After changing the AP operationmode, ensure that you reboot the AP.

Preferred
Master

Provisions the Instant AP as a master Instant AP.

IP Address for
Access Point

Allows IP to get an IP address from the DHCP server. By default, the Instant APs obtain IP
address from a DHCP server.
The users can also assign a static IP address to the Instant AP. To specify a static IP
address for the Instant AP, complete the following steps:

1. Enter the new IP address for the Instant AP in the IP Address text box.
2. Enter the subnet mask of the network in the Netmask text box.
3. Enter the IP address of the default gateway in the Default Gateway text box.
4. Enter the IP address of the Domain Name System (DNS) server in the DNS Server
text box.
5. Enter the domain name in the Domain Name text box.

RADIO Mode Select any of the following options:
n Access—In the Accessmode, the Instant AP serves clients, while also monitoring
for rogue Instant APs in the background.
n Monitor—In theMonitormode, the Instant AP acts as a dedicatedmonitor,
scanning all channels for rogue Instant APs and clients.
n SpectrumMonitor—In the Spectrum Monitormode, the Instant AP functions as a
dedicated full-spectrum RF monitor, scanning all channels to detect interference,
whether from the neighboring Instant APs or from non-Wi-Fi devices such as
microwaves and cordless phones.

NOTE: In theMonitor and Spectrum Monitormodes, the Instant APs do not provide
access services to clients.

You can configure a radio profile on an Instant AP either manually or by using the
Adaptive Radio Management (ARM) feature.
ARM is enabled on Central by default. It automatically assigns appropriate channel and
power settings for the Instant APs.

Uplink Uplink
Management
VLAN

The uplink traffic on Instant AP is carried out through a management VLAN. However, you
can configure a non-native VLAN as an uplink management VLAN. After an Instant AP is
provisioned with the uplink management VLAN, all management traffic sent from the
Instant AP is tagged to the management VLAN.
To configure a non-native uplink VLAN, clickUplink and specify the VLAN inUplink
Management VLAN.

Eth0 Bridging Select Enable from Eth0 Bridging if you want to convert the Eth0 uplink port to a
downlink port.

USB Port Enable the USB port if you do not want to use the cellular uplink or 3G/4G modem in your
current network setup.

Table 18: Access Points Configuration



6. Reboot the Instant AP if required.

Configuring External Antenna
If your Instant AP has external antenna connectors, you need to configure the transmit power of the system.
The configurationmust ensure that the system’s Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) is in
compliancewith the limit specified by the regulatory authority of the country in which the Instant AP is
deployed. You can also measure or calculate additional attenuation between the device and antenna before
configuring the antenna gain. To know if your Instant AP device supports external antenna connectors, see the
Installation Guide that is shipped along with the Instant AP device.

EIRP and Antenna Gain
The following formula can be used to calculate the EIRP limit related RF power based on selected antennas
(antenna gain) and feeder (Coaxial Cable loss):

EIRP = Tx RF Power (dBm)+GA (dB) - FL (dB)

The following table describes this formula:

Formula Element Description

EIRP Limit specific for each country of deployment

Tx RF Power RF power measured at RF connector of the unit

GA Antenna gain

FL Feeder loss

Table 19: Formula Variable Definitions

Configuring Antenna Gain
To configure antenna gain for Instant APs with external connectors, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Access Points > Basic Info and select the access point to configure and then
click Edit.
2. Select Radio and select External Antenna to configure the antenna gain value. This option is available
only for access points that support external antennas.

3. Enter the antenna gain values in dBm for the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands.

4. Click Save Settings.

Adding an Instant AP
To add an Instant AP to Central, assign an IP address and a subscription.

After an Instant AP is connected to the network and if theAuto Join Mode feature is enabled, the Instant AP
inherits the configuration from the VC and is listed in theAccess Points tab.

Removing an Instant AP from the Network
To remove an Instant AP from the network:

1. In theMaintenance tab, select the Instant AP to remove. TheUnassign button is displayed in the
bottomof the page.

2. Click Unassign to confirm the deletion.
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Configuring System Parameters for Instant APs
To configure systemparameters:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > System. The System details are displayed.

2. Click General and configure the following parameters:

Data Pane Item Description

Virtual Controller To configure the VC name and IP address, click edit icon and update the name and
IP address. The IP address serves as a static IP address for the multi-AP network. When
configured, this IP address is automatically provisioned on a shadow interface on the
Instant AP that takes the role of a VC. The AP sends three Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) messages with the static IP address and its MAC address to update the network ARP
cache.

n Name—Name of the VC.
n IP address—IPv4 address configured for VC. The IPv4 address uses the 0.0.0.0
notation.
n IPv6 address—IPv6 address configured for VC. You can configure IPv6 address for
VC only if the Allow IPv6 Management feature is enabled.
IPv6 is the latest version of IP that is suitable for large-scale IP networks. IPv6 supports
a 128-bit address to allow 2128, or approximately 3.4×1038 addresses while IPv4
supports only 232 addresses.
The IP address of the IPv6 host is always represented as eight groups of four
hexadecimal digits separated by colons. For example
2001:0db8:0a0b:12f0:0000:0000:0000:0001. However, the IPv6 notation can be
abbreviated to compress one or more groups of zeroes or to compress leading or
trailing zeroes; for example 2001:db8:a0b:12f0::0:0:1.

Timezone To configure a timezone, select a timezone from the Timezone drop-down list.
If the selected timezone supports DST, the UI displays the "The selected country observes
Daylight Savings Time" message.

Preferred Band Assign a preferred band by selecting an appropriate option from the Preferred Band
drop-down list.
NOTE: Reboot the Instant AP after modifying the radio profile for changes to take effect.

NTP Server To facilitate communication between various elements in a network, time synchronization
between the elements and across the network is critical. Time synchronization allows you
to:

n Trace and track security gaps, network usage, and troubleshoot network issues.
n Validate certificates.
n Map an event on one network element to a corresponding event on another.
n Maintain accurate time for billing services and similar.

The Network Time Protocol (NTP) helps obtain the precise time from a server and
regulate the local time in each network element. Connectivity to a valid NTP server is
required to synchronize the Instant AP clock to set the correct time. If NTP server is not
configured in the Instant AP network, an Instant AP reboot may lead to variation in time
data.
By default, the Instant AP tries to connect to pool.ntp.org to synchronize time. The NTP
server can also be provisioned through the DHCP option 42. If the NTP server is
configured, it takes precedence over the DHCP option 42 provisioned value. The NTP
server provisioned through the DHCP option 42 is used if no server is configured. The
default server pool.ntp.org is used if no NTP server is configured or provisioned through
DHCP option 42.
To configure an NTP server, enter the IP address or the URL (domain name) of the NTP
server. and reboot the AP to apply the configuration changes.

Table 20: System parameters



Data Pane Item Description

Virtual Controller
Netmask
Virtual Controller
Gateway
Virtual Controller
VLAN

NOTE: The IP configured for the VC can be in the same subnet as Instant AP or can be in a
different subnet. Ensure that you configure the VC VLAN, gateway, and subnet mask
details only if the VC IP is in a different subnet.
NOTE: Ensure that VC VLAN is not the same as native VLAN of the Instant AP.

Dynamic CPU
Utilization

Instant APs perform various functions such as wired and wireless client connectivity and
traffic flows, wireless security, network management, and location tracking. If an AP is
overloaded, prioritize the platform resources across different functions. Typically, the
Instant APs manage resources automatically in real time. However, under special
circumstances, if dynamic resource management needs to be enforced or disabled
altogether, the dynamic CPU management feature settings can be modified.
To configure dynamic CPU management, select any of the following options from
Dynamic CPU Utilization.

n Automatic—When selected, the CPU management is enabled or disabled
automatically during run-time. This decision is based on real time load calculations
taking into account all different functions that the CPU needs to perform. This is the
default and recommended option.
n Always Disabled in all APs—When selected, this setting disables CPU
management on all APs, typically for small networks. This setting protects user
experience.
n Always Enabled in all APs—When selected, the client and network management
functions are protected. This setting helps in large networks with high client density.

Auto Join Mode When enabled, Instant APs can automatically discover the VC and join the network. The
Auto Join Mode feature is enabled by default.

APs allowed for Auto-
Join Mode

When Auto Join is enabled, the Instant APs are automatically discovered and are allowed
to join the cluster.
When the Auto Join feature is disabled on the Instant AP, the list of allowed APs on Central
may not be synchronized or up-to-date. In such cases, you canmanually add a list of APs
that can join the Instant AP cluster in the Central UI.
To manually add the list of allowed AP devices, complete the following steps:

1. Click the All Groups drop-down. A list of groups available in Central is displayed.
2. From the list of groups, select the AP that you want to modify.
3. Click Configuration > Wireless > System.
4. Click theManage APs link next to APs allowed for Auto-Join Mode field.
5. Add the MAC address of AP that you want to allow.
6. Click Save Settings.

Allow IPv6
Management

Enables IPv6 address configuration for the VC.

NOTE: You can configure an IPv6 address for a VC IP only when Allow IPv6 Management
feature is enabled.

Terminal Access When enabled, the users can access the Instant AP CLI through SSH.

Telnet Server When enabled, the users can start a Telnet session with the Instant AP CLI.

LED Display Enables or disables the LED display for all Instant APs in a cluster.
NOTE: The LED display is always enabled during the Instant AP reboot.

Extended SSID Extended SSID is enabled by default in the factory default settings of Instant APs. This
disables mesh in the factory default settings.

Table 20: System parameters
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Data Pane Item Description

Deny Inter-user
Bridging

If you have security and traffic management policies defined in upstream devices, you can
disable bridging traffic between two clients connected to the same AP on the same VLAN.
When inter-user bridging is denied, the clients can connect to the Internet but cannot
communicate with each other, and the bridging traffic between the clients is sent to the
upstream device to make the forwarding decision.
To disable inter-user bridging, move the slider to the right.

Deny Local Routing If you have security and traffic management policies defined in upstream devices, you can
disable routing traffic between two clients connected to the same Instant AP on different
VLANs. When local routing is disabled, the clients can connect to the Internet but cannot
communicate with each other, and the routing traffic between the clients is sent to the
upstream device to make the forwarding decision.
To disable local routing, move the slider to the right.

Dynamic
RADIUS Proxy

When enabled, the virtual controller network will use the IP Address of the virtual
controller for communication with external RADIUS servers. Youmust set the virtual
controller IP Address as a NAS client in the RADIUS server if Dynamic RADIUS proxy is
enabled.

Cluster Security Enables or disables the cluster security feature. When enabled, the the control plane
communication between the Instant AP cluster nodes is secured.
For secure communication between the cluster nodes, the Internet connectionmust be
available, or at least a local NTP server must be configured.
NOTE: After enabling or disabling cluster security, ensure that the configuration is
synchronized across all devices in the cluster, and then reboot the cluster.

Mobility Access Switch
Integration

Enables LLDP protocol for Mobility Access Switch integration. With this protocol, Instant
APs can instruct the Switch to turn off ports where rogue access points are connected, as
well as take actions such as increasing PoE priority and automatically configuring VLANs
on ports where Instant APs are connected.

URL Visibility Enables URL data logging for client HTTP and HTTPS sessions and allows Instant APs to
extract URL information from ALE for DPI and analytics.

Table 20: System parameters

Configuring Networks
This section describes the following procedures:

n Configuring aWLAN SSID Profile on page 63

n Configuring Captive Portal Profiles for Guest Network on page 72

n Configuring Profiles forWired Network on page 78

n Editing a Network Profile on page 80

n Deleting a Network Profile on page 80

Configuring a WLAN SSID Profile

You can configure up to six wireless networks. By enabling Extended SSID (Configuration >Wireless > System >
General), you can create up to 16 networks.

Configuring WLAN Settings
To configureWLAN settings, complete the following steps:



1. Click Configuration > Wireless.
2. Select a group and then clickNetworks. TheNetworks page is displayed.
3. To create a new SSID profile, click the + icon. TheCreate a New Network pane is displayed.
4. UnderBasic Settings, configure the following parameters:

a. From the Type list, selectWireless.
b. Enter a name that is used to identify the network in theName (SSID) box.
c. Based on the type of network profile, select any of the following options under Primary Usage:
n Employee—An Employee network is a classicWi-Fi network. This network type is used by the

employees in an organization and it supports passphrase-based or 802.1X-based authentication
methods. Employees can access the protected data of an enterprise through the employee network
after successful authentication. The employee network is selected by default during a network profile
configuration.

n Voice—The Voice network type allows you to configure a network profile for devices that provide
only voice services such as handsets or applications that require voice traffic prioritization.

n Guest—TheGuest wireless network is created for guests, visitors, contractors, and any non-
employee users who use the enterpriseWi-Fi network. The VC assigns the IP address for the guest
clients. Captive portal or passphrase-based authenticationmethods can be set for this wireless
network. Typically, a guest network is an unencrypted network. However, you can specify the
encryption settings when configuring a guest network.

When a client is associated to the voice network, all data traffic is marked and placed into the high priority queue in
QoS (Quality of Service).

5. Configure the following SSID parameters as required.
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Parameter Description

Broadcast Filtering Select any of the following values:
n All—The Instant AP drops all broadcast andmulticast frames
except DHCP and ARP, IGMP group queries, and IPv6 neighbor
discovery protocols.
n ARP—The Instant AP drops broadcast andmulticast frames
except DHCP and ARP, IGMP group queries, and IPv6 neighbor
discovery protocols. Additionally, it converts ARP requests to
unicast and sends frames directly to the associated clients.
n Disabled—All broadcast andmulticast traffic is forwarded to
the wireless interfaces.

DTIM Interval The DTIM Interval indicates the Delivery Traffic Indication Message
(DTIM) period in beacons, which can be configured for every WLAN
SSID profile. The DTIM interval determines how often the Instant AP
delivers the buffered broadcast andmulticast frames to the
associated clients in the power save mode. The default value is 1,
which means the client checks for buffered data on the Instant AP at
every beacon. You can also configure a higher DTIM value for power
saving.

Multicast
Transmission
Optimization

Select Enabled if you want the Instant AP to select the optimal rate
for sending broadcast andmulticast frames based on the lowest of
unicast rates across all associated clients. When this option is
enabled, multicast traffic can be sent up to a rate of 24 Mbps. The
default rate for sending frames for 2.4 GHz is 1 Mbps and that for 5
GHz is 6 Mbps. This option is disabled by default.

Dynamic Multicast
Optimization

Select Enabled to allow Instant AP to convert multicast streams into
unicast streams over the wireless link. Enabling Dynamic Multicast
Optimization (DMO) enhances the quality and reliability of streaming
video, while preserving the bandwidth available to the non-video
clients.
NOTE: When you enable DMO onmulticast SSID profiles, ensure that
the DMO feature is enabled on all SSIDs configured in the same VLAN.

DMO Channel
Utilization
Threshold

Specify a value to set a threshold for DMO channel utilization. With
DMO, the Instant AP converts multicast streams into unicast streams
as long as the channel utilization does not exceed this threshold. The
default value is 90% and the maximum threshold value is 100%. When
the threshold is reached or exceeds the maximum value, the Instant
AP sends multicast traffic over the wireless link.

Transmit Rates Specify the following parameters:
n 2.4 GHz—If the 2.4 GHz band is configured on the Instant AP,
specify the minimum andmaximum transmission rates. The
default value for minimum transmission rate is 1 Mbps and
maximum transmission rate is 54 Mbps.
n 5 GHz —If the 5 GHz band is configured on the Instant AP,
specify the minimum andmaximum transmission rates. The
default value for minimum transmission rate is 6 Mbps and
maximum transmission rate is 54 Mbps.

Zone Specify the zone for the SSID. When the zone parameter is configured
in the SSID profile and if the same zone is defined on the Instant AP,
the SSID is broadcast by that IAP.

n If an SSID belongs to a zone, all Instant APs in this zone can
broadcast this SSID.
n If no Instant AP belongs to the zone configured on the SSID, the
SSID is not broadcast.

Table 21: WLAN Configuration Parameters



Parameter Description

n If an SSID does not belong to any zone, all Instant APs can
broadcast this SSID.

Bandwidth Limits Under Bandwidth Limits:
n Airtime —Select this to specify an aggregate amount of airtime
that all clients in this network can use for sending and receiving
data. Specify the airtime percentage.
n Each Radio—Select this to specify an aggregate amount of
throughput that each radio is allowed to provide for the connected
clients.

WiFi Multimedia Configure the following options for Wi-Fi Multimedia (WMM) traffic
management. WMM supports voice, video, best effort, and
background access categories. You can allocate a higher bandwidth
for voice and video traffic than other types of traffic based on the
network profile. Specify a percentage value for the following
parameters:

n Background WMM Share—Allocates bandwidth for
background traffic such as file downloads or print jobs.
n BEST Effort WMM Share—Allocates bandwidth or best effort
traffic such as traffic from legacy devices or traffic from
applications or devices that do not support QoS.
n Video WMM Share —Allocates bandwidth for video traffic
generated from video streaming.
n Voice WMM Share—Allocates bandwidth for voice traffic
generated from the incoming and outgoing voice communication.

In a non-WMM or hybrid environment, where some clients are not
WMM-capable, you can allocate higher values for Best Effort
WMM share and Voice WMM Share to allocate a higher bandwidth
to clients transmitting best effort and voice traffic.

Content Filtering Select Enabled to route all DNS requests for the non-corporate
domains to OpenDNS on this network.

Band Select a value to specify the band at which the network transmits
radio signals. You can set the band to 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz, or All. The All
option is selected by default.

Inactivity Timeout Specify an interval for session timeout. If a client session is inactive
for the specified duration, the session expires and the users are
required to log in again. You can specify a value within the range of
60–3600 seconds. The default value is 1000 seconds.

Hide SSID Select this check box if you do not want the SSID (network name) to be
visible to users.

Disable SSID Select this check box if you want to disable the SSID. When selected,
the SSID will be disabled, but will not be removed from the network.
By default, all SSIDs are enabled.

Can be used without
uplink

Select this check box if you do not want the SSID profile to use uplink.

Max Clients
Threshold

Specify the maximum number of clients that can be configured for
each BSSID on a WLAN. You can specify a value within the range of 0–
255. The default value is 64.
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Parameter Description

Local Probe Request
Threshold

Specify a threshold value to limit the number of incoming probe
requests. When a client sends a broadcast probe request frame to
search for all available SSIDs, this option controls system response
for this network profile and ignores probe requests if required. You
can specify a Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) value within
range of 0–100 dB.

SSID Encoding To encode the SSID, select UTF-8.

ESSID Enter the Extended Service Set Identifier (ESSID). If the value defined
for ESSID value is not the same as the profile name, the SSIDs can be
searched based on the ESSID value and not by its profile name.

Deny Inter User
Bridging

Disables bridging traffic between two clients connected to the same
SSID on the same VLAN. When this option is enabled, the clients can
connect to the Internet, but cannot communicate with each other, and
the bridging traffic between the clients is sent to the upstream device
to make the forwarding decision.

Time Range Profiles Click Edit. Select a time range profile from the list and a status to
apply and then click Save.

6. Click VLAN to configure VLAN settings.

Configuring VLAN Settings
To configure VLAN settings for an SSID, complete the following steps:

1. In theVLANtab, select any of the following options for Client IP Assignment:
n Virtual Controller Assigned—When selected, the client obtains the IP address from the VC.

n Network Assigned—When selected, the client obtains the IP address from the network.

2. Based on the type of client IP assignment mode selected, you can configure the VLAN assignment for
clients as described in the following table:



Parameter Description

Virtual Controller Assigned On selecting this option, the client obtains the IP address from the VC. The VC
creates a private subnet and VLAN on the Instant AP for the wireless clients.
The network address translation for all client traffic that goes out of this
interface is carried out at the source. This setup eliminates the need for
complex VLAN and IP address management for a multi-site wireless network.
For more information on DHCP scopes and server configuration, see
Configuring DHCP and Client IP Assignment Modes on page 111.

Network Assigned If this option is selected, , specify any of the following options:
n Default—Assigns IP address to the client in the same subnet as the
Instant APs. By default, the client VLAN is assigned to the native VLAN on
the wired network.
n Static —Allows you to specify a single VLAN, a comma separated list of
VLANS, or a range of VLANs for all clients on this network. If a large
number of clients need to be in the same subnet, you can select this
option to configure VLAN pooling. VLAN pooling allows random
assignment of VLANs from a pool of VLANs to each client connecting to
the SSID.
n Dynamic—Assigns the VLANs dynamically from a DHCP server. You
can also create a new VLAN assignment rules.

Table 22: VLAN Assignment

3. Click Security to configure security settings for the employee network.

Configuring Security Settings
To configure security settings for an employee or voice network, complete the following steps:

1. In Security, specify any of the following for Security Level:
n Enterprise—On selecting Enterprise security level, the authentication options applicable to the

enterprise network are displayed.

n Personal—On selecting Personal security level, the authentication options applicable to the
personalized network are displayed.

n Open—On selectingOpen security level, the authentication options applicable to an open network
are displayed:

The default security setting for a network profile is Personal.

2. Based on the security level specified, specify the following parameters:
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Data pane item Description

Encryption > Key
Management

For Enterprise security level, select any of the following options from Key Management:
n WPA-2 Enterprise
n Both (WPA-2 & WPA)
n WPA Enterprise
n Dynamic WEP with 802.1X—If you do not want to use a session key from the RADIUS
Server to derive pairwise unicast keys, set Session Key for LEAP to Enabled. This is
required for old printers that use dynamic WEP through Lightweight Extensible
Authentication Protocol (LEAP) authentication. The Session Key for LEAP feature is
Disabled by default.

NOTE: WhenWPA-2 Enterprise and Both (WPA2-WPA) encryption types are selected and if
802.1x authenticationmethod is configured, the Opportunistic Key Caching (OKC) is
enabled by default. If OKC is enabled, a cached Pairwise Master Key (PMK) is used when the
client roams to a new AP. This allows faster roaming of clients without the need for a
complete 802.1x authentication. OKC roaming can be configured only for the Enterprise
security level.

For Personal security level, select an encryption key from Key Management. For WPA-2
Personal, WPA Personal, and Both (WPA-2&WPA) keys, specify the following parameters:

n Passphrase Format: Select a passphrase format. The options are available are 8-63
alphanumeric characters and 64 hexadecimal characters.
n Enter a passphrase in Passphrase and reconfirm.

For Static WEP, specify the following parameters:
n Select an appropriate value forWEP Key Size from the WEP key size. You can specify
64-bit or 128-bit.
n Select an appropriate value for Tx key from Tx Key.
n Enter an appropriateWEP Key and reconfirm.

Authentication Configure the following parameters:
n MAC Authentication—To enable MAC address based authentication for Personal and
Open security levels, setMAC Authentication to Enabled.
n Termination—Terminates the EAP portion of 802.1X authentication on the Instant AP
instead of the RADIUS Server. When enabled, the Instant AP acts as an authentication
server and terminates the outer layers of the EAP and relays only the innermost layer to
the external RADIUS Server. If you are using LDAP for authentication, ensure that AP
termination is configured to support EAP.
n Primary Server—Sets a primary authentication server.

l To use an internal server, select Internal server and add the clients that are
required to authenticate with the internal RADIUS Server. ClickUsers to add the users.
l To add a new server, click +. For information on configuring external servers, see
Configuring External Servers for Authentication on page 95.

n Secondary Server—To add another server for authentication, configure another
authentication server.
n Authentication Survivability—If an external server is configured for authentication,
you can enable authentication survivability. Specify a value in hours for Cache Timeout
to set the duration after which the authenticated credentials in the cache expires. When
the cache expires, the clients are required to authenticate again. You can specify a value
within range of 1 to 99 hours and the default value is 24 hours. By default, authentication
survivability is disabled.
n Load Balancing—Set this to Enabled if you are using two RADIUS authentication
servers, to balance the load across these servers. For more information on the dynamic
load balancing mechanism, see Dynamic Load Balancing between Authentication Servers
on page 95.

Fast Roaming Enable the following fast roaming features as per your requirement:
n 802.11r—To enable 802.11r roaming, select 802.11r. Selecting this enables fast BSS
transition. The fast BSS transition mechanismminimizes the delay when a client
transitions from one BSS to another within the same cluster.
n 802.11k—To enable 802.11k roaming on the, select 802.11k. The 802.11k protocol

Table 23: WLAN security settings



Data pane item Description

enables Instant APs and clients to dynamically measure the available radio resources.
When 802.11k is enabled, Instant APs and clients send neighbor reports, beacon reports,
and link measurement reports to each other.
n 802.11v—To enable 802.11v based BSS transition, select 802.11v. 802.11v standard
defines mechanisms for wireless network management enhancements and BSS
transition management. It allows the client devices to exchange information about the
network topology and RF environment. The BSS transition management mechanism
enables an AP to request a voice client to transition to a specific AP, or suggest a set of
preferred APs to a voice client, due to network load balancing or BSS termination. It also
helps the voice client identify the best AP to transition to as they roam.

Accounting To enable accounting, select Enabled from Accounting. On setting this option to Enabled,
APs post accounting information to the RADIUS server at the specified Accounting Interval.

Advanced > MAC
Authentication for
Enterprise
Networks

To enable MAC address based authentication for Personal andOpen security levels, set
MAC Authentication to Enabled. For Enterprise security level, the following options are
available:

n Perform MAC Authentication Before 802.1X— Select this to use 802.1X
authentication only when the MAC authentication is successful.
n MAC Authentication Fail-Thru—On selecting this, the 802.1X authentication is
attempted when the MAC authentication fails.

If MAC authentication is enabled, configure the following parameters:
n Delimiter Character—Specify a character (for example, colon or dash) as a delimiter
for the MAC address string. When configured, the Instant AP uses the delimiter in the
MAC authentication request. For example, if you specify the colon as a delimiter, MAC
addresses in the xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx format are used. If the delimiter is not specified, the
MAC address in the xxxxxxxxxxxx format is used. This option is available only whenMAC
authentication is enabled.
n Uppercase Support—Set to Enabled to allow the Instant AP to use uppercase letters
in MAC address string for MAC authentication. This option is available only if MAC
authentication is enabled.
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Data pane item Description

Advanced > Reauth
Interval

Specify a value for Reauth Interval. When set to a value greater than zero, APs periodically
re-authenticate all associated and authenticated clients.
If the re-authentication interval is configured:

n On an SSID performing L2 authentication (MAC or 802.1X authentication): When re-
authentication fails, the clients are disconnected. If the SSID is performing only MAC
authentication and has a pre-authentication role assigned to the client, the client will get a
post-authentication role only after a successful re-authentication. If re-authentication
fails, the client retains the pre-authentication role.
n On an SSID performing both L2 and L3 authentication (MAC with captive portal
authentication): When re-authentication succeeds, the client retains the role that is
already assigned. If re-authentication fails, a pre-authentication role is assigned to the
client.
n On an SSID performing only L3 authentication (captive portal authentication): When re-
authentication succeeds, a pre-authentication role is assigned to the client that is in a
post-authentication role. Due to this, the clients are required to go through captive portal
to regain access.

Advanced >
Blacklisting

To enable blacklisting of the clients with a specific number of authentication failures, select
Enabled from Blacklisting and specify a value forMax Authentication Failures. The users
who fail to authenticate the number of times specified inMax Authentication Failures field
are dynamically blacklisted.

Advanced
> Enforce DHCP

Enforces WLAN SSID on Instant AP clients. When DHCP is enforced:
n A layer-2 user entry is created when a client associates with an Instant AP.
n The client DHCP state and IP address are tracked.
n When the client obtains an IP address from DHCP, the DHCP state changes to
complete.
n If the DHCP state is complete, a layer-3 user entry is created.
n When a client roams between the Instant APs, the DHCP state and the client IP address
will be synchronized with the new Instant AP.

3. Click Access to configure access rules.

Configuring Access Rules
You can configure up to 64 access rules for a wireless network profile. To configure access rules for an
employee or voice network, complete the following steps:

1. In Access Rules, select any of the following types of access control:
n Unrestricted—Select this to set unrestricted access to the network.

n Network-based—Select Network-based to set common rules for all users in a network. TheAllow
any to all destinations access rule is enabled by default. This rule allows traffic to all destinations. To
define an access rule:

a. Click (+) icon.
b. Select appropriate options in theNew Rule pane.
c. ClickOK.

n Role based—Select Role based to enable access based on user roles. For role-based access control:
l Create a user role if required.

l Create access rules for a specific user role. You can also configure an access rule to enforce captive
portal authentication for an SSID that is configured to use 802.1X authenticationmethod. Formore
information, see Configuring Captive Portal Profiles for Guest Network on page 72.



l Create a role assignment rule.

2. Click Save Settings.

Configuring Captive Portal Profiles for Guest Network
Central supports the captive portal authenticationmethod in which awebpage is presented to the guest users,
when they try to access the Internet in hotels, conference centers orWi-Fi hotspots. Thewebpage also prompts
the guest users to authenticate or accept the usage policy and terms. Captive portals are used at Wi-Fi hotspots
and can be used to control wired access as well.

The Central captive portal solution consists of the following:

n The captive portal web login page hosted by an internal or external server.

n The RADIUS authentication or user authentication against internal database of the AP.

n The SSID broadcast by the Instant AP.

With Central, administrators can create awired orWLAN guest network based on captive portal authentication
for guests, visitors, contractors, and any non-employee users who can use the enterpriseWi-Fi network.
Administrators can also create guest accounts and customize the captive portal pagewith organization-specific
logo, terms, and usage policy. With captive portal authentication and guest profiles, the devices associating
with the guest SSID are assigned an initial role and are assigned IP addresses. When a guest user tries to access
a URL through HTTP or HTTPS, the captive portal webpage prompts the user to authenticate with a user name
and password.

Splash Page Profiles
Central supports the following types of splash page profiles:

n Internal Captive portal—Select this splash page to use an internal server for hosting the captive portal
service. Internal captive portal supports the following types of authentication:

l Internal Authenticated—When Internal Authenticated is enabled, a guest user who is pre-
provisioned in the user database has to provide the authentication details.

l Internal Acknowledged—When Internal Acknowledged is enabled, a guest user has to accept the
terms and conditions to access the Internet.

n External Captive portal—Select this splash page to use an external portal on the cloud or on a server
outside the enterprise network for authentication.

n Cloud Guest—Select this splash page to use the cloud guest profile configured through theGuest
Management tab.

SelectingNone disables the captive portal authentication.

For information on how to creating splash page profiles, see the following sections:

n Configuring Captive Portal Profiles for Guest Network on page 72

n Configuring Internal Captive Portal Splash Page Profile on page 73

n Configuring External Captive Portal Splash Page Profile on page 75

n Associating a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile to a Guest SSID on page 77

n Disabling Captive Portal Authentication on page 78

Configuring a WLAN SSID for Guest Access

To create an SSID for guest access, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration > Wireless > Networks. TheNetworks page is displayed.
2. To create a new SSID profile, click the + icon. TheCreate a New Network pane is displayed.
3. UnderBasic Settings, configure the following parameters:
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a. From the Type list, selectWireless.
b. Enter a name that is used to identify the network in theName (SSID) box.
c. Select the Primary Usage asGuest.

4. If configuring awireless guest profile, set the requiredWLAN configuration parameters described in Table
21.

5. Click VLAN to configure VLAN settings. The VLAN details are displayed.

6. Select any of the following options for Client IP Assignment:
n Virtual Controller Assigned—Allows the VC to assign IP address to the clients. The VC creates a private

subnet and VLAN on the Instant AP for thewireless clients. TheNAT for all client traffic that goes out of
this interface is carried out at the source. This setup eliminates the need for complex VLAN and IP
addressmanagement for amulti-site wireless network. Formore information on DHCP scopes and
server configuration, see Configuring DHCP and Client IP Assignment Modes on page 111.

n Network Assigned—If theNetwork Assigned is selected, specify any of the following options:
l Default—On selecting this option, the client obtains the IP address in the same subnet as the

Instant APs. By default, the client VLAN is assigned to the native VLAN on thewired network.

l Static—On selecting this option, you need to specify a single VLAN, a comma separated list of
VLANS, or a range of VLANs for all clients on this network. Select this option for configuring VLAN
pooling.

Configuring Internal Captive Portal Splash Page Profile
To configure internal captive portal profile, complete the following steps:

1. Open the guest SSID to edit and configure the following parameters in theNetworks > Security page.



Parameter Description

Splash Page Type Select any of the following:
n Internal - Authenticated—When Internal Authenticated is enabled, the
guest users are required to authenticate in the captive portal page to access the
Internet. The guest users who are required to authenticate must already be
added to the user database.
n Internal - Acknowledged—When Internal Acknowledged is enabled, the
guest users are required to accept the terms and conditions to access the
Internet.

Splash Page Properties Under Splash Page Properties, use the editor to specify text and colors for the
initial page that is displayed to the users connecting to the network. The initial page
asks for user credentials or email, depending on the splash page type (Internal -
Authenticated or Internal -Acknowledged) for which you are customizing the splash
page design. Perform the following steps to customize the splash page design.

n Top Banner Title—Enter a title for the banner. To preview the page with the
new banner title, click Preview Splash Page.
n Header fill color—Specify a background color for the header.
n Welcome Text—To change the welcome text, click the first square box in the
splash page, enter the required text in theWelcome Textbox, and clickOK.
Ensure that the welcome text does not exceed 127 characters.
n Policy Text—To change the policy text, click the second square in the splash
page, enter the required text in the Policy Text box, and clickOK. Ensure that the
policy text does not exceed 255 characters.
n Page Fill Color—To change the color of the splash page, click the Splash page
rectangle and select the required color from the color palette.
n Redirect URL—To redirect users to another URL, specify a URL in Redirect
URL.
n Logo Image—To upload a custom logo, clickUpload, browse the image file,
and click upload image. Ensure that the image file size does not exceed 16 KB.
To delete an image, click Delete.
n To preview the captive portal page, click Preview splash page.
n Captive-portal proxy server IP and Port—If you want to configure a captive
portal proxy server or global proxy server to match your browser configuration,
enter the IP address and port number in the Captive-portal proxy server IP and
Captive Portal Proxy Server Port fields.

Encryption Select Enabled and configure the following encryption parameters:
n Key Management—Specify an encryption and authentication key
n Passphrase format—Specify a passphrase format.
n Passphrase—Enter a passphrase and retype to confirm.

Authentication Configure the following parameters:
n MAC Authentication—To enable MAC address based authentication for
Personal andOpen security levels, setMAC Authentication to Enabled.
n Primary Server—Sets a primary authentication server.

l To use an internal server, select Internal server and add the clients that
are required to authenticate with the internal RADIUS Server. ClickUsers to
add the users.
l To add a new server, click +. For information on configuring external
servers, see Configuring External Servers for Authentication on page 95.

n Secondary Server—To add another server for authentication, configure
another authentication server.
n Load Balancing—Set this to Enabled if you are using two RADIUS
authentication servers, to balance the load across these servers. For more
information on the dynamic load balancing mechanism, see Dynamic Load
Balancing between Authentication Servers on page 95.

Reauth Interval Specify a value for Reauth Interval. When set to a value greater than zero, APs
periodically re-authenticate all associated and authenticated clients.

Table 24: Internal Captive Portal Configuration Parameters
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Parameter Description

Accounting Select an accounting mode for posting accounting information at the specified
Accounting interval. When the accounting mode is set to Authentication, the
accounting starts only after client authentication is successful and stops when the
client logs out of the network. If the accounting mode is set to Association, the
accounting starts when the client associates to the network successfully and stops
when the client disconnects. This is applicable for WLAN SSIDs only.

Blacklisting If you are configuring a wireless network profile, select Enabled to enable
blacklisting of the clients with a specific number of authentication failures. This is
applicable for WLAN SSIDs only.

Disable If Uplink Type Is To exclude uplink, select an uplink type.

Table 24: Internal Captive Portal Configuration Parameters

2. Click Save Settings.

Configuring External Captive Portal Splash Page Profile
You can configure external captive portal profiles and associate these profiles to a user role or SSID. You can
create a set of captive portal profiles in the Security > External Captive Portal data pane and associate
these profiles with an SSID or awired profile. You can also create a new captive portal profile under the
Security tab of theWLAN wizard or aWired Network pane. You can configure up to eight external captive
portal profiles.

When the captive portal profile is associated to an SSID, it is used before user authentication. If the profile is
associated to a role, it is used only after the user authentication. When a captive portal profile is applied to an
SSID or wired profile, the users connecting to the SSID or wired network are assigned a role with the captive
portal rule. The guest user role allows only DNS and DHCP traffic between the client and network, and directs
all HTTP or HTTPS requests to the captive portal unless explicitly permitted.

To configure an external captive portal profile, complete the following steps:

1. Open the guest SSID to edit and configure the following parameters in theNetworks > Security page.
2. Select the Splash Page type as External.
3. To configure a captive portal proxy server or a global proxy server to match your browser configuration,
enter the IP address and port number in theCaptive-portal proxy server IP and Captive Portal Proxy
Server Port fields.
4. Select a captive portal profile. To add a new profile, click + and configure the following parameters:

Data Pane Item Description

Name Enter a name for the profile.

Type Select any one of the following types of authentication:
n Radius Authentication—Select this option to enable user authentication against a
RADIUS server.
n Authentication Text—Select this option to specify an authentication text. The
specified text will be returned by the external server after a successful user
authentication.

IP or Hostname Enter the IP address or the host name of the external splash page server.

Table 25: External Captive Portal Profile Configuration Parameters



Data Pane Item Description

URL Enter the URL of the external captive portal server.

Port Enter the port number that is used for communicating with the external captive portal
server.

Use HTTPS Select this to enforce clients to use HTTPS to communicate with the captive portal server.
This option is available only if RADIUS Authentication is selected.

Captive Portal
Failure

This field allows you to configure Internet access for the guest users when the external
captive portal server is not available. Select Deny Internet to prevent guest users from
using the network, or Allow Internet to access the network.

Server Offload Select the check box to enable the server offload feature. The server offload feature
ensures that the non-browser client applications are not unnecessarily redirected to the
external captive portal server, thereby reducing the load on the external captive portal
server.

Prevent Frame Over-
lay

Select this check box to prevent the overlay of frames. When enabled, the frames display
only those pages that are in the same domain as the main page.

Automatic URL
Whitelisting

On enabling this for the external captive portal authentication, the URLs that are allowed for
the unauthenticated users to access are automatically whitelisted.

Auth Text If the External Authentication splash page is selected, specify the authentication text that
is returned by the external server after successful authentication. This option is available
only if Authentication Text is selected.

Redirect URL Specify a redirect URL if you want to redirect the users to another URL.

5. Click Save.
6. On the external captive portal splash page configuration page, specify encryption settings if required.

7. Specify the following authentication parameters:

n MAC Authentication—To enableMAC address based authentication for Personal andOpen security
levels, setMAC Authentication to Enabled.

n Primary Server—Sets a primary authentication server.

l To use an internal server, select Internal server and add the clients that are required to authenticate
with the internal RADIUS Server. Click Users to add the users.

l To add a new server, click +. For information on configuring external servers, see Configuring External
Servers for Authentication on page 95.

n Secondary Server—To add another server for authentication, configure another authentication server.

n Load Balancing—Set this to Enabled if you are using two RADIUS authentication servers, to balance
the load across these servers.

8. If required, underWalled Garden, create a list of domains that are blacklisted and also awhite list of
websites that the users connected to this splash page profile can access.

9. To exclude uplink, select an uplink type.

10. If MAC authentication is enabled, you can configure the following parameters:

n Delimiter Character—Specify a character (for example, colon or dash) as a delimiter for theMAC
address string. When configured, the Instant AP uses the delimiter in theMAC authentication request.
For example, if you specify the colon as a delimiter, MAC addresses in the xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx format are
used. If the delimiter is not specified, theMAC address in the xxxxxxxxxxxx format is used. This option is
available only whenMAC authentication is enabled.
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n Uppercase Support—Set to Enabled to allow the Instant AP to use uppercase letters in MAC address
string forMAC authentication. This option is available only if MAC authentication is enabled.

11. Configure theReauth Interval. Specify a value forReauth Interval. When set to a value greater than
zero, Instant APs periodically re-authenticate all associated and authenticated clients.

12. If required, enable blacklisting. Set a threshold for blacklisting clients based on the number of failed
authentication attempts.

13. Click Save Settings.

Associating a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile to a Guest SSID
To use the Cloud Guest Splash page profile for the guest SSID, ensure that the Cloud Guest Splash Page profile
is configured through theGuest Management app.

To associate a Cloud Guest splash page profile to a guest SSID, complete the following steps:

1. Open the guest SSID to edit and click the Security tab:
a. Select Cloud Guest from the Splash Page Type list.
b. Select the splash page profile name from theGuest Captive Portal Profile list and clickNext.
c. To enable encryption, set Encryption to Enabled and configure the encryption parameters.

d. To exclude uplink, select an uplink fromDisable If Uplink Type Is.
e. ClickNext.

2. Click Save Settings.

Configuring Access Rules for Guest Users
To configure access rules for a guest network, complete the following steps:

1. Go to Configuration > Wireless > Networks and open the guest SSID to edit.

2. In theAccess tab, select any of the following types of access control:
n Unrestricted—Select this to set unrestricted access to the network.

n Network Based—Select Network Based to set common rules for all users in a network. By default,
Allow any to all destinations access rule is enabled. This rule allows traffic to all destinations. To
define an access rule:

a. Click (+) icon and select appropriate options forRule Type, Service,Action,
Destination, andOptions fields.
b. Click Save.

n Role Based—Select Role Based to enable access based on user roles.
For role-based access control:

1. Create a user role:

a. ClickNew in Role pane.
b. Enter a name for the new role and clickOK.

2. Create access rules for a specific user role:

a. Click (+) icon and select appropriate options forRuleType, Service,Action,
Destination, andOptions fields.
b. Click Save.



3. Create a role assignment rule.

a. UnderRole Assignment Rule, clickNew. TheNew Role Assignment Rule pane is
displayed.

b. Select appropriate options in Attribute,Operator, String, and Role fields.
c. Click Save.

3. Click Save Settings.

Disabling Captive Portal Authentication
To disable captive portal authentication, perform the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Access Points > Networks.
2. Select the network profile for which captive portal needs to be disabled and then click Edit. The
Networks > Configuration <profile-name> pane is displayed.
3. Select Security and select None from Splash Page Type.
4. Click Save Settings.

Configuring Profiles for Wired Network
If theWLAN SSIDs are configured on the devices and wired clientsmust be supported on the Instant APsmust,
configure thewired network profiles and assign these profiles to the Ethernet ports of an Instant AP.

The Ethernet ports of an Instant AP allow third-party devices such as VoIP phones or printers (which support
only wired connections) to connect to thewireless network. You can also configure an Access Control List (ACL)
for additional security on the Ethernet downlink.

To configurewired settings, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration >Wireless.
2. Select a group and then clickNetworks. TheNetworks page is displayed.
3. To create a new SSID profile, click the + icon. TheCreate a New Network pane is displayed.
4. Enter a name that is used to identify the network in theName (SSID) box.
5. From the Type list, selectWired and configure the following parameters:

a. Speed/DuplexEnsure that appropriate values are selected for Speed/Duplex. Contact your network
administrator if you need to assign speed and duplex parameters.

b. PoE—Set PoE to Enabled to enable Power over Ethernet.
c. Admin Status—Ensure that an appropriate value is selected. TheAdmin Status indicates if the port
is up or down.

d. Content Filtering—To ensure that all DNS requests to non-corporate domains on this wired
network are sent to OpenDNS, select Enabled for Content Filtering.
e. Uplink—Select Enabled to configure uplink on this wired profile. If Uplink is set to Enabled and this
network profile is assigned to a specific port, the port will be enabled as Uplink port.

f. Spanning Tree—Select the Spanning Tree check box to enable Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) on the
wired profile. STP ensures that there are no loops in any bridged Ethernet network and operates on all
downlink ports, regardless of forwardingmode. STP will not operate on the uplink port and is supported
only on Instant APs with three ormore ports. By default Spanning Tree is disabled on wired profiles.

6. ClickNext. TheVLANs pane details are displayed.
7. On the VLANs pane, configure VLANs for thewired network:

a.Mode—Specify any of the followingmodes:
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n Access—Select thismode to allow the port to carry a single VLAN specified as the native VLAN.

n Trunk—Select thismode to allow the port to carry packets formultiple VLANs specified as allowed
VLANs.

b. Specify any of the following values for Client IP Assignment:
n Virtual Controller Assigned: Select this option to allow the Virtual Controller to assign IP addresses

to thewired clients. When the Virtual Controller assignment is used, the source IP address is
translated for all client traffic that goes through this interface. The Virtual Controller can also assign a
guest VLAN to awired client.

n Network Assigned: Select this option to allow the clients to receive an IP address from the network
to which the Virtual Controller is connected. On selecting this option, theNew button to create a
VLAN is displayed. Create a new VLAN if required.

c. If the Trunkmode is selected:

n Specify theAllowed VLAN, enter a list of comma separated digits or ranges 1,2,5 or 1-4, or all. The
Allowed VLAN refers to the VLANs carried by the port in Accessmode.

n If theClient IP Assignment is set toNetwork Assigned, specify a value forNative VLAN. A VLAN
that does not have a VLAN ID tag in the frames is referred to as Native VLAN. You can specify a value
within the range of 1-4093.

d. If theAccessmode is selected:

n If theClient IP Assignment is set to Virtual Controller Assigned, proceed to step 6.
n If theClient IP Assignment is set toNetwork Assigned, specify a value forAccess VLAN to

indicate the VLAN carried by the port in theAccessmode.

8. ClickNext. The Security pane details are displayed.
9. On the Security pane, select the security options as per your requirement:

n MAC Authentication—To enableMAC authentication, select Enabled. TheMAC authentication is
disabled by default.

n 802.1X Authentication—To enable 802.1X authentication, select Enabled.
n MAC Authentication Fail-Through—To enable authentication fail-thru, select Enabled. When this

feature is enabled, 802.1X authentication is attempted whenMAC authentication fails. TheMAC
Authentication Fail-Through check box is displayed only when bothMAC Authentication and
802.1X Authentication are Enabled.

n Select any of the following options forAuthentication Server 1:
l New—On selecting this option, an external RADIUS servermust be configured to authenticate the

users. For information on configuring an external server, see Configuring External Servers for
Authentication on page 95.

l Internal Server— If an internal server is selected, add the clients that are required to authenticate
with the internal RADIUS server. Click theUsers link to add the users.

n Reauth Interval—Specify the interval at which all associated and authenticated clientsmust be
reauthenticated.

n Load Balancing—Set this to Enabled if you are using two RADIUS authentication servers, so that the
load across the two RADIUS servers is balanced. Formore information on the dynamic load balancing
mechanism, seeDynamic Load Balancing between Authentication Servers on page 95.

10. ClickNext. TheAccess pane is displayed.
11. On theAccess pane, configure the access rule parameters.

a. Select any of the following types of access control:

n Role-based—Allows the users to obtain access based on the roles assigned to them.

n Unrestricted—Allows the users to obtain unrestricted access on the port.



n Network-based—Allows the users to be authenticated based on access rules specified for a
network.

b. If the Role-based access control is selected:
n UnderRole, select an existing role for which you want to apply the access rules, or clickNew and add

the required role. To add a new access rule, click Add Rule underAccess Rules For Selected Roles.

The default role with the same name as the network is automatically defined for each network. The default roles
cannot be modified or deleted.

n Configure role assignment rules. To add a new role assignment rule, clickNew underRole
Assignment Rules. UnderNew Role Assignment Rule:

a. select an attribute.

b. Specify an operator condition.

c. Select a role.

d. Click Save.

12. ClickNext. TheNetwork Assignment pane is displayed.
13. On theNetwork Assignment pane, assign wired profiles to Ethernet ports:

e. Select a profile from the 0/0 drop down list.

f. Select the profile from the 0/1 drop down list.
g. If the Instant AP supports Enet2, Enet3 and Enet4 ports, assign profiles to these ports by selecting a
profile from the 0/2, 0/3, and 0/4 drop-down list respectively.

14. Click Finish.

Editing a Network Profile
To edit a network profile, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration >Wireless.
2. Select a group and then clickNetworks.
3. Select the network that you want to edit.

4. Click the Edit icon underActions column. The network details are displayed.

5. Modify the profile.

6. Click Save Settings to save the changes.

Deleting a Network Profile
To delete a network profile, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration >Wireless.
2. Select a group and then clickNetworks.
3. Select the network that you want to delete.

4. Click theDelete icon underActions column. A delete confirmation pane is displayed.

5. ClickOK.

Configuring Time-Based Services
Central allows you to configure the availability of aWLAN SSID at a particular time of the day. You can now
create a time range profile and assign it to aWLAN SSID, so that you can enable or disable access to the SSID
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and thus control user access to the network during a specific time period.

Before you configure time-based services, ensure that theNTP server connection is active.

Creating a Time Range Profile

To create a time range profile, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration > Wireless.
2. Select a group and click System on the left pane. The System page opens.

3. Click Time-Based Services.
4. Click + under the time range profiles in the Time-Based Profiles table. TheNew profile window for
creating a time range profile opens. Configure the parameters that are listed in the following table:

Parameter Description

Name Specify a name for the time range profile.

Type Select the type of time range profile.
n Periodic—When configured, the state of the SSID changes based on the time range
configured in the profile.
n Absolute—When configured, the state of the SSID changes during a specific date /
day and time.

Day Range For a Periodic time range profile, this field allows you to select the start and end days of a
week for which the time range profile must be applied.
For an Absolute time range profile, this field allows you to select the start day and end day,
both in mm/dd/yyyy format.

Start day and End
day

To configure a specific time period during which the time range profile must be applied,
proceed as follows:

n For Periodic type time range profile, select the start day and end day of the week from
the corresponding drop-down lists.
n For Absolute type time range profile, either enter the start and end date in
mm/dd/yyyy format or select the start date and end date from the calendar for the
respective boxes.

Start Time Select the start time for the time range profile from the Hours andMinutes drop-down
lists, respectively.

End Time Select the end time for the time range profile from the Hours andMinutes drop-down lists,
respectively.

Visualization Graph
for Time

The Visualization graph (approximated to the hour) gives the visual display of the selected
time range. This is based on the Day Range, Start Time, and End Time that you selected for
the Periodic time range profile.

Table 26: Time Range Profile Configuration Parameters

Associating a Time Range Profile to an SSID

To apply a time range profile to an SSID, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration >Wireless > Networks.
2. Click the edit icon next to the SSID to which you want to apply the time range profile.

3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Under Time Range, click Edit. Select a time range profile from the list and select a value from the Status
drop-down list.



n When a time range profile is enabled on SSID, the SSID ismade available to the users for the configured
time range. For example, if the specified time range is 12:00 to 13:00, the SSID becomes available only
between 12 PM to 1 PM on a given day.

n If a time range is disabled, the SSID becomes unavailable for the configured time range. For example, if
configured time-range is 14:00 to 17:00, the SSID ismade unavailable from 2 PM to 5 PM on a given
day.

5. Click Save.

Formore information on time range configuration, see the Aruba Instant User Guide.

Configuring ARM and RF Parameters
This section provides the following information:

n ARMOverview on page 82

n Configuring ARM Features on page 83

n Configuring Radio Parameters on page 85

ARM Overview
ARM is a radio frequency management technology that optimizesWLAN performance even in the networks
with highest traffic by dynamically and intelligently choosing the best 802.11 channel and transmitting power
for each Instant AP in its current RF environment. ARMworks with all standard clients, across all operating
systems, while remaining in compliancewith the IEEE 802.11 standards. It does not require any proprietary
client software to achieve its performance goals. ARM ensures low-latency roaming, consistently high
performance, andmaximum client compatibility in amulti-channel environment. By ensuring the fair
distribution of availableWi-Fi bandwidth to mobile devices, ARM ensures that data, voice, and video
applications have sufficient network resources at all times. ARM allowsmixed 802.11a, b, g, n, and ac client
types to inter operate at the highest performance levels.

When ARM is enabled, an Instant AP dynamically scans all 802.11 channels within its 802.11 regulatory domain
at regular intervals and sends reports on network (WLAN) coverage, interference, and intrusion detection to
the Virtual Controller. ARM computes coverage and interferencemetrics for each valid channel, chooses the
best performing channel, and transmit power settings for each Instant AP RF environment. Each Instant AP
gathers othermetrics on its ARM-assigned channel to provide a snapshot of the current RF health state.

Instant APs support the following ARM features:

n Channel or Power Assignment—Assigns channel and power settings for all the Instant APs in the network
according to changes in the RF environment.

n Voice Aware Scanning—Improves voice quality by preventing an Instant AP from scanning for other
channels in the RF spectrumduring a voice call and by allowing an Instant AP to resume scanning when
there are no active voice calls.

n Load Aware Scanning—Dynamically adjusts the scanning behavior to maintain uninterrupted data transfer
on resource intensive systemswhen the network traffic exceeds a predefined threshold.

n Bandsteering—Assigns the dual-band capable clients to the 5 GHz band on dual-band Instant APs thereby
reducing co-channel interference and increasing the available bandwidth for dual-band clients.

n Client Match—Continually monitors the RF neighborhood of the client to support the ongoing band
steering and load balancing of channels, and enhanced Instant AP reassignment for roamingmobile clients.

When Client Match is enabled on 802.11n capable Instant APs, the Client Match feature overrides any settings
configured for the legacy band steering, station hand-off assist or load balancing features. The 802.11ac capable
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Instant APs do not support the legacy band steering, station hand off or load balancing settings, so these Instant APs
must be managed using Client Match.

n Airtime Fairness—Provides equal access to all clients on thewirelessmedium, regardless of client type,
capability, or operating system to deliver uniform performance to all clients.

Formore information on ARM features supported by the APs, see the Aruba Instant User Guide.

Configuring ARM Features
To configure ARM features such as band steering, and airtime fairnessmode and Client Match, complete the
following steps:

1. Click Configuration >Wireless> RF > ARM. The ARM details are displayed.

2. Click Client Control.
3. ForBand Steering Mode, configure the following parameters:

Data
pane
item

Description

Prefer 5
GHz

Enables band steering in the 5 GHz mode. On selecting this, the Instant AP steers the client to the 5 GHz
band (if the client is 5 GHz capable), but allows the client connection on the 2.4 GHz band if the client
persistently attempts for 2.4 GHz association.

Force 5
GHz

Enforces 5 GHz band steering mode on the Instant APs.

Balance
Bands

Allows the Instant AP to balance the clients across the two radios to best utilize the available 2.4 GHz
bandwidth. This feature takes into account the fact that the 5 GHz band has more channels than the 2.4
GHz band, and that the 5 GHz channels operate in 40 MHz, while the 2.5 GHz band operates in 20 MHz.

Disable Allows the clients to select the band to use.

Table 27: Band Steering Mode Configuration Parameters

4. ForAirtime Fairness Mode, specify any of the following values:

Data Pane
Item Description

Default Access Allows access based on client requests. When Air Time Fairness is set to default access, per
user, and per SSID bandwidth limits are not enforced.

Fair Access Allocates air time evenly across all the clients.

Preferred Access Sets a preference where 802.11n clients are assignedmore air time than 802.11a/11g. The
802.11a/11g clients get more airtime than 802.11b. The ratio is 16:4:1.

Table 28: Airtime Fairness Mode Configuration Parameters

5. For Client Match, configure the following parameters:



Data
Pane
Item

Description

Client
Match

Enables the Client Match feature on APs. When enabled, client count is balanced among all the
channels in the same band. When Client Match is enabled, ensure that scanning is enabled.
NOTE: When the Client Match is disabled, channels can be changed even when the clients are active
on a BSSID.

CM
Calculating
Interval

Configures a value for the calculating interval of Client Match. The interval is specified in seconds and
the default value is 30 seconds. You can specify a value within the range of 10-600.

CM
Neighbor
Matching%

Configures the calculating interval of Client Match. This number takes into account the least similarity
percentage to be considered as in the same virtual RF neighborhood of Client Match. You can specify
a percentage value within the range of 20-100. The default value is 75%.

CM
Threshold

Configures a Client Match threshold value. This number takes acceptance client count difference
among all the channels of Client Match. When the client load on an AP reaches or exceeds the
threshold in comparison, Client Match is enabled on that AP. You can specify a value within range of
1-20. The default value is 2.

SLB Mode Enables the SLB Mode to determine the balancing strategy for Client Match. The following options
are available:

n Channel
n Radio
n Channel + Radio

Table 29: Additional ARM Configuration Parameters

6. Click Access Point Control, and configure the following parameters:

Data
pane
item

Description

Customize
Valid
Channels

Allows you to select a custom list of valid 20 MHz and 40 MHz channels for 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands.
By default, the AP uses valid channels as defined by the Country Code (regulatory domain). On
selecting Customize Valid Channels, a list of valid channels for both 2.4.GHz and 5 GHz are
displayed. The valid channel customization feature is disabled by default.
The valid channels automatically show in the static channel assignment data pane.

Minimum
Transmit
Power

Allows you to configure a minimum transmission power within a range of 3 to 33 dBm in 3 dBm
increments. If the minimum transmission EIRP setting configured on an AP is not supported by the AP
model, this value is reduced to the highest supported power setting. The default value for minimum
transmit power is 18 dBm.

Maximum
Transmit
Power

Allows you to configure the maximum transmission power within a range of 3 to 33 dBm in 3 dBm
increments. If the maximum transmission EIRP configured on an AP is not supported by the local
regulatory requirements or AP model, the value is reduced to the highest supported power setting. s

Client
Aware

Allows ARM to control channel assignments for the Instant APs with active clients. When the Client
Matchmode is set to Disabled, an Instant AP may change to a more optimal channel, which disrupts
current client traffic. The Client Aware option is Enabled by default.

Table 30: AP Control Configuration Parameters
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Data
pane
item

Description

Scanning Allows the Instant AP to dynamically scan all 802.11 channels within its 802.11 regulatory domain at
regular intervals. This scanning report includes WLAN coverage, interference, and intrusion detection
data.
NOTE: For Client Match configuration, ensure that scanning is enabled.

Wide
Channel
Bands

Allows the administrators to configure 40 MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz bands. 40 MHz
channels are two 20 MHz adjacent channels that are bonded together. The 40 MHz channel effectively
doubles the frequency bandwidth available for data transmission. For high performance, you can
select 5 GHz. If the AP density is low, enable in the 2.4 GHz band.

80 MHz
Support

Enables or disables the use of 80 MHz channels on APs. This feature allows ARM to assign 80 MHz
channels on APs with 5 GHz radios, which support a very high throughput. This setting is enabled by
default.
NOTE: Only the APs that support 802.11ac can be configured with 80 MHz channels.

7. Click Save Settings.

Configuring Radio Parameters
To configure RF parameters for the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radio bands on an Instant AP, complete the following
steps:

1. Select Configuration>Wireless > RF >Radio. The Radio details are displayed.
2. Under 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz, or both, configure the following parameters.

Data Pane
Item Description

Legacy Only When set toON, the Instant AP runs the radio in the non-802.11nmode. This option is set toOFF
by default.

802.11d /
802.11h

When set toON, the radios advertise their 802.11d (Country Information) and 802.11h (Transmit
Power Control) capabilities. This option is set toOFF by default.

Beacon
Interval

Configures the beacon period for the Instant AP in milliseconds. This indicates how often the
802.11 beaconmanagement frames are transmitted by the AP. You can specify a value within the
range of 60–500. The default value is 100 milliseconds.

Interference
Immunity Level

Configures the immunity level to improve performance in high-interference environments. The
default immunity level is 2.

n Level 0—No ANI adaptation.
n Level 1 —Noise immunity only. This level enables power-based packet detection by
controlling the amount of power increase that makes a radio aware that it has received a
packet.
n Level 2 —Noise and spur immunity. This level also controls the detection of OFDM
packets, and is the default setting for the Noise Immunity feature.
n Level 3— Level 2 settings and weak OFDM immunity. This level minimizes false detects on
the radio due to interference, but may also reduce radio sensitivity. This level is
recommended for environments with a high-level of interference related to 2.4 GHz
appliances such as cordless phones.
n Level 4 — Level 3 settings, and FIR immunity. At this level, the AP adjusts its sensitivity to in-

Table 31: Radio Configuration Parameters



Data Pane
Item Description

band power, which can improve performance in environments with high and constant levels of
noise interference.
n Level 5 — The AP completely disables PHY error reporting, improving performance by
eliminating the time the Instant AP spends on PHY processing.

NOTE: Increasing the immunity level makes the AP lose a small amount of range.

Channel Switch
Announcement
Count

Configures the number of channel switching announcements to be sent before switching to a new
channel. This allows the associated clients to recover gracefully from a channel change.

Background
Spectrum
Monitoring

When set toON, the APs in the access mode continue with their normal access service to clients,
while performing additional function of monitoring RF interference (from both neighboring APs
and nonWi-Fi sources such as, microwaves and cordless phones) on the channel they are
currently serving the clients.

Customize
ARM Power
Range

Configures a minimum (Min Power) andmaximum (Max Power) power range value for the 2.4
GHz and 5GHz band frequencies. The default value is 3 dBm. Unlike the configuration in the ARM
profile, the transmit power of all radios in the Radio profile do not share the same configuration.

Very high
throughput

When set toON, the very high throughput (VHT) is enabled on the 802.11ac devices for the 5GHz
radio band. If VHT is enabled for the 5 GHz radio profile on an Instant AP, it is automatically
enabled for all SSIDs configured on an Instant AP. By default, VHT is enabled on all SSIDs.
NOTE: If you want the 802.11ac Instant APs to function as 802.11n Instant APs, clear this check
box to disable VHT on these devices.

Table 31: Radio Configuration Parameters

3. Click Save Settings.

Configuring IDS Parameters
Central supports the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) feature that monitors the network for the presence of
unauthorized Instant APs and clients. It also logs information about the unauthorized Instant APs and clients,
and generates reports based on the logged information.

Rogue APs
The IDS feature in the Central network enables you to detect rogue APs, interfering APs, and other devices that
can potentially disrupt network operations. A rogue AP is an unauthorized AP plugged into thewired side of
the network. An interfering AP is an AP seen in the RF environment, but it is not connected to thewired
network. While the interfering AP can potentially cause RF interference, it is not considered a direct security
threat, because it is not connected to thewired network. However, an interfering APmay be reclassified as a
rogue AP.

The built-in IDS scans for APs that are not controlled by the VC. These are listed and classified as either
Interfering or Rogue, depending on whether they are on a foreign network or your network.

Configuring Wireless Intrusion Detection and Protection Policies
You can configure the following options:

n Infrastructure Detection Policies—Specifies the policy for detecting wireless attacks on APs.

n Client Detection Policies —Specifies the policy for detecting wireless attacks on clients.
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n Infrastructure Protection Policies —Specifies the policy for protecting APs fromwireless attacks.

n Client Protection Policies —Specifies the policy for protecting clients fromwireless attacks.

n Containment Methods —Prevents unauthorized stations from connecting to your Central network.

Each of these options contains several default levels that enable different sets of policies. An administrator can
customize enable or disable these options accordingly. The detection levels can be configured using the IDS
pane. The following levels of detection can be configured in theWIP Detection page:

n Off
n Low
n Medium
n High

The following table describes the detection policies enabled in the Infrastructure Detection Custom settings
field.

Detection
level Detection policy

Off Rogue Classification

Low n Detect AP Spoofing
n Detect Windows Bridge
n IDS Signature — Deauthentication Broadcast
n IDS Signature — Deassociation Broadcast

Medium n Detect Adhoc networks using VALID SSID — Valid SSID list is auto-configured based on AP
configuration
n Detect Malformed Frame — Large Duration

High n Detect AP Impersonation
n Detect Adhoc Networks
n Detect Valid SSID Misuse
n Detect Wireless Bridge
n Detect 802.11 40MHz intolerance settings
n Detect Active 802.11n Greenfield Mode
n Detect AP Flood Attack
n Detect Client Flood Attack
n Detect BadWEP
n Detect CTS Rate Anomaly
n Detect RTS Rate Anomaly
n Detect Invalid Address Combination
n Detect Malformed Frame — HT IE
n Detect Malformed Frame — Association Request
n Detect Malformed Frame — Auth
n Detect Overflow IE
n Detect Overflow EAPOL Key
n Detect BeaconWrong Channel
n Detect devices with invalid MAC OUI

Table 32: Infrastructure Detection Policies



The following table describes the detection policies enabled in the Client Detection Custom settings field.

Detection
level Detection policy

Off All detection policies are disabled.

Low n Detect Valid Station Misassociation

Medium n Detect Disconnect Station Attack
n Detect Omerta Attack
n Detect FATA-Jack Attack
n Detect Block ACK DOS
n Detect Hotspotter Attack
n Detect unencrypted Valid Client
n Detect Power Save DOS Attack

High n Detect EAP Rate Anomaly
n Detect Rate Anomaly
n Detect Chop Chop Attack
n Detect TKIP Replay Attack
n IDS Signature — Air Jack
n IDS Signature — ASLEAP

Table 33: Client Detection Policies

The following levels of detection can be configured in theWIP Protection page:

n Off
n Low
n High

The following table describes the protection policies that are enabled in the Infrastructure Protection Custom
settings field.

Protection
level Protection policy

Off All protection policies are disabled

Low n Protect SSID — Valid SSID list is auto derived from AP configuration
n Rogue Containment

High n Protect from Adhoc Networks
n Protect AP Impersonation

Table 34: Infrastructure Protection Policies
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The following table describes the detection policies that are enabled in the Client Protection Custom settings
field.

Protection level Protection policy

Off All protection policies are disabled

Low Protect Valid Station

High Protect Windows Bridge

Table 35: Client Protection Policies

Containment Methods
You can enablewired and wireless containment measures to prevent unauthorized stations from connecting to
your Central network.

Central supports the following types of containment mechanisms:

n Wired containment —When enabled, Instant APs generate ARP packets on thewired network to contain
wireless attacks.

n Wireless containment —When enabled, the system attempts to disconnect all clients that are connected or
attempting to connect to the identified AP.

l None—Disables all the containment mechanisms.

l Deauthenticate only —With deauthentication containment, the AP or client is contained by disrupting
the client association on thewireless interface.

l Tarpit containment —With tarpit containment, the AP is contained by luring clients that are attempting
to associate with it to a tarpit. The tarpit can be on the same channel or a different channel as the AP
being contained.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and some third parties have alleged that under certain
circumstances, the use of containment functionality violates 47 U.S.C. §333. Before using any containment
functionality, ensure that your intended use is allowed under the applicable rules, regulations, and policies. Aruba is
not liable for any claims, sanctions, or other direct, indirect, special, consequential or incidental damages related to
your use of containment functionality.

Configuring Authentication and Security Parameters
ThisCentral section describes the authentication and security parameters to configure on an Instant AP
provisioned in :

n Supported AuthenticationMethods on page 90

n Supported Authentication Servers on page 93

n Configuring External Servers for Authentication on page 95

n Configuring Authentication Parameters for Instant AP Management Users on page 97

n Configuring Instant AP Users on page 98

n Configuring Roles and Policies for User Access Control on page 99

n Configuring ALG Protocols on page 105

n Blacklisting Clients on page 105



Supported Authentication Methods
Authentication is a process of identifying a user through a valid username and password. Clients can also be
authenticated based on theirMAC addresses.

The authenticationmethods supported by the Instant APsmanaged through Central are described in the
following sections.

802.1X Authentication

802.1X is amethod for authenticating the identity of a user before providing network access to the user. The
Central network supports internal RADIUS server and external RADIUS server for 802.1X authentication. For
authentication purpose, thewireless client can associate to a network access server (NAS) or RADIUS client such
as awireless Instant AP. Thewireless client can pass data traffic only after successful 802.1X authentication.

The NAS acts as a gateway to guard access to a protected resource. A client connecting to the wireless network first
connects to the NAS.

Configuring 802.1X Authentication for a Network Profile

To configure 802.1X authentication for a wireless network profile, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > Networks, select an existing profile for which you want to enable
802.1X authentication, and click Edit.
2. In Edit <profile-name>, ensure that all requiredWLAN and VLAN attributes are defined, and then click
the Security tab.
3. Under Security, for the Enterprise security level, select the preferred option fromKey Management.
4. To terminate the EAP portion of 802.1X authentication on the Instant AP instead of the RADIUS server,
set Termination to Enabled.
For 802.1X authorization, by default, the client conducts an EAP exchangewith the RADIUS server, and the
AP acts as a relay for this exchange. When Termination is enabled, the Instant AP itself acts as an
authentication server, terminates the outer layers of the EAP protocol, and only relays the innermost layer
to the external RADIUS server.

5. Specify the type of authentication server to use.

6. Click Save Settings.

MAC Authentication

Media Access Control (MAC) authentication is used for authenticating devices based on their physical MAC
addresses. MAC authentication requires that theMAC address of amachinematches amanually defined list of
addresses. This authenticationmethod is not recommended for scalable networks and the networks that
require stringent security settings.

MAC authentication can be used alone or it can be combined with other forms of authentication such asWEP
authentication.

Configuring MAC Authentication for a Network Profile

To configureMAC authentication for a wireless profile, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > Networks, select an existing profile for which you want to enable
MAC authentication and click Edit.
2. In the Edit <profile-name>, ensure that all requiredWLAN and VLAN attributes are defined, and then
click the Security tab.
3. In Security, forMAC Authentication, select Enabled for Personal orOpen security level.

4. Specify the type of authentication server to use.
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5. Click Save Settings.

MAC Authentication with 802.1X Authentication

The administrators can enableMAC authentication for 802.1X authentication. MAC authentication shares all
the authentication server configurations with 802.1X authentication. If a wireless or wired client connects to
the network, MAC authentication is performed first. If MAC authentication fails, 802.1X authentication does
not trigger. If MAC authentication is successful, 802.1X authentication is attempted. If 802.1X authentication
is successful, the client is assigned an 802.1X authentication role. If 802.1X authentication fails, the client is
assigned a deny-all role ormac-auth-only role.

You can also configure the following authentication parameters forMAC+802.1X authentication:

n MAC authentication only role—Allows you to create amac-auth-only role to allow role-based access rules
whenMAC authentication is enabled for 802.1X authentication. Themac-auth-only role is assigned to a
client when theMAC authentication is successful and 802.1X authentication fails. If 802.1X authentication
is successful, themac-auth-only role is overwritten by the final role. Themac-auth-only role is primarily
used for wired clients.

n L2 authentication fall-through—Allows you to enable the l2-authentication-fallthroughmode. When
this option is enabled, the 802.1X authentication is allowed even if theMAC authentication fails. If this
option is disabled, 802.1X authentication is not allowed. The l2-authentication-fallthroughmode is
disabled by default.

Configuring MAC Authentication with 802.1X Authentication

To configureMAC authentication with 802.1X authentication for wireless network profile, configure the
following parameters:

1. Select Configuration>Wireless > Networks, select an existing profile for which you want to enable
MAC and 802.1X authentication and click Edit.
2. Click Security.
3. Select Perform MAC Authentication Before 802.1X to use 802.1X authentication only when theMAC
authentication is successful.

4. SelectMAC Authentication Fail Through to use 802.1X authentication even when theMAC
authentication fails.

5. Click Save Settings.

Captive Portal Authentication

Captive portal authentication is used for authenticating guest users. Formore information, see Configuring
Captive Portal Profiles for Guest Network on page 72.

MAC Authentication with Captive Portal Authentication

The following conditions apply to a network profile with MAC authentication and Captive Portal authentication
enabled:

n If the captive portal splash page type is Internal-Authenticated or External-RADIUS Server, MAC
authentication reuses the server configurations.

n If the captive portal splash page type is Internal-Acknowledged or External-Authentication Text and
MAC authentication is enabled, a server configuration page is displayed.

n If the captive portal splash page type is none, MAC authentication is disabled.

TheMAC authentication with captive portal authentication supports themac-auth-only role.



Configuring MAC Authentication with Captive Portal Authentication

To configure theMAC authentication with captive portal authentication for a network profile, complete the
following steps:

1. Select an existing wireless profile for which you want to enableMACwith captive portal authentication.
Depending on the network profile selected, the Edit <WLAN-Profile> data pane is displayed.
2. In Access, specify the following parameters for a network with Role Based rules:

a. Select Enforce Machine Authentication whenMAC authentication is enabled for captive portal. If
theMAC authentication fails, the captive portal authentication role is assigned to the client.

b. For wireless network profile, select Enforce MAC Auth Only Role whenMAC authentication is
enabled for captive portal. After successful MAC authentication, theMAC auth only role is assigned to
the client.

3. ClickNext and then click Save Settings.

802.1X Authentication with Captive Portal Authentication

This authenticationmethod allows you to configure different captive portal settings for clients on the same
SSID. For example, you can configure an 802.1X SSID and create a role for captive portal access, so that some
of the clients using the SSID derive the captive portal role. You can configure rules to indicate access to external
or internal Captive portal, or none.

Formore information on configuring captive portal roles for an SSID with 802.1X authentication, see
Configuring Captive Portal Profiles for Guest Network on page 72.

WISPr Authentication

Wireless Internet Service Provider roaming (WISPr) authentication allows a smart client to authenticate on the
network when they roambetween wireless Internet service providers, even if thewireless hotspot uses an
Internet Service Provider (ISP) with whom the client may not have an account.

If a hotspot is configured to useWISPr authentication in a specific ISP and a client attempts to access the
Internet at that hotspot, theWISPr AAA server configured for the ISP authenticates the client directly and
allows the client to access the network. If the client only has an account with a partner ISP, theWISPr AAA
server forwards the client’s credentials to the partner ISP’sWISPr AAA server for authentication. When the
client is authenticated on the partner ISP, it is also authenticated on your hotspot’s own ISP as per their service
agreements. The Instant AP assigns the default WISPr user role to the client when your ISP sends an
authenticationmessage to the Instant AP.

Instant APs support the following smart clients:

l iPass

l Boingo

These smart clients enable client authentication and roaming between hotspots by embedding iPass Generic
Interface Specification (GIS) redirect, authentication, and logoffmessages within HTMLmessages that are sent
to the Instant AP.

Configuring WISPr Authentication

To configureWISPr authentication, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration> Wireless > System.
2. Select WISPr. TheWISPr details are displayed. Configure the following parameters:

n ISO Country Code—The ISO Country Code for theWISPr Location ID.

n E.164 Area Code—The E.164 Area Code for theWISPr Location ID.

n Operator Name—The operator name of the hotspot.
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n E.164 Country Code—The E.164 Country Code for theWISPr Location ID.

n SSID/Zone—The SSID/Zone for theWISPr Location ID.

n Location Name—Nameof the hotspot location. If no name is defined, the name of the Instant AP, to
which the user is associated, is used.

3. Click Save Settings to apply the changes.

TheWISPr RADIUS attributes and configuration parameters are specific to the RADIUS server used by your ISP
for theWISPr authentication. Contact your ISP to determine these values. You can find a list of ISO and ITU
country and area codes at the ISO and ITU websites (www.iso.org and http://www.itu.int).

A Boingo smart client uses a NAS identifier in the format <CarrierID>_<VenueID> for location identification. To support
Boingo clients, ensure that you configure the NAS identifier parameter in the RADIUS server profile for the WISPr
server.

Walled Garden

On the Internet, a walled garden typically controls access to web content and services. TheWalled garden
access is required when an external captive portal is used. For example, a hotel environment where the
unauthenticated users are allowed to navigate to a designated login page (for example, a hotel website) and all
its contents.

The users who do not sign up for the Internet service can view the allowed websites (typically hotel property
websites). Thewebsite namesmust beDNS-based and support the option to definewildcards. When a user
attempts to navigate to other websites that are not in thewhitelist of thewalled garden profile, the user is
redirected to the login page. IAP supportsWalled Garden only for theHTTP requests. For example, if you add
yahoo.com inWalled Garden whitelist and the client sends an HTTPS request (https://yahoo.com), the
requested page is not displayed and the users are redirected to the captive portal login page.

In addition, a blacklisted walled garden profile can also be configured to explicitly block the unauthenticated
users from accessing somewebsites.

Configuring Walled Garden Access

To configurewalled garden access, complete the following steps:

1. Click theConfiguration>Wireless > Security > Walled Garden.
2. To allow access to a specific set of websites, create awhitelist, click + and add the domain names. This
allows access to a domain while the user remains unauthenticated. Specify a POSIX regular expression
(regex(7)). For example:

n yahoo.commatches various domains such as news.yahoo.com, travel.yahoo.com and
finance.yahoo.com

n www.apple.com/library/test is a subset of www.apple.com site corresponding to path /library/test/*

n favicon.ico allows access to /favicon.ico from all domains.

3. To deny users access to a domain, click + under Blacklist, and enter the domain name in thewindow. This
prevents the unauthenticated users from viewing specific websites. When aURL specified in the blacklist is
accessed by an unauthenticated user, Instant AP sends an HTTP 403 response to the client with an error
message.

4. ClickOK.

Supported Authentication Servers
Based on the security requirements, you can configure internal or external Remote Authentication Dial In User
Service (RADIUS) servers. This section describes the types of authentication servers and authentication
termination, that can be configured for a network profile:

http://www.iso.org/
http://www.itu.int/


External RADIUS Server
In the external RADIUS server, the IP address of the VC is configured as theNAS IP address. Central RADIUS is
implemented on the VC, and this eliminates the need to configuremultiple NAS clients for every Instant AP on
the RADIUS server for client authentication. Central RADIUS dynamically forwards all the authentication
requests from aNAS to a remote RADIUS server. The RADIUS server responds to the authentication request
with an Access-Accept orAccess-Reject message, and users are allowed or denied access to the network
depending on the response from the RADIUS server.

When you enable an external RADIUS server for the network, the client on the Instant AP sends a RADIUS
packet to the local IP address. The external RADIUS server then responds to the RADIUS packet.

Central supports the following external authentication servers:

n RADIUS

n LDAP

To use an LDAP server for user authentication, configure the LDAP server on the VC, and configure user IDs
and passwords.

To use a RADIUS server for user authentication, configure the RADIUS server on the VC.

RADIUS Server Authentication with VSA
An external RADIUS server authenticates network users and returns to the Instant AP the Vendor-Specific
Attribute (VSA) that contains the name of the network role for the user. The authenticated user is placed into
themanagement role specified by the VSA.

Internal RADIUS Server
Each Instant AP has an instance of free RADIUS server operating locally. When you enable the internal RADIUS
server option for the network, the client on the Instant AP sends a RADIUS packet to the local IP address. The
internal RADIUS server listens and replies to the RADIUS packet.

The following authenticationmethods are supported in the Central network:

n EAP-TLS— The Extensible Authentication Protocol-Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) method supports the
termination of EAP-TLS security using the internal RADIUS server. The EAP-TLS requires both server and
Certification Authority (CA) certificates installed on the Instant AP. The client certificate is verified on the VC
(the client certificatemust be signed by a known CA), before the username is verified on the authentication
server.

n EAP-TTLS (MSCHAPv2) — The Extensible Authentication Protocol-Tunneled Transport Layer Security (EAP-
TTLS) method uses server-side certificates to set up authentication between clients and servers. However,
the actual authentication is performed using passwords.

n EAP-PEAP (MSCHAPv2) — The Extensible Authentication Protocol-Protected Extensible Authentication
Protocol (EAP-PEAP) is an 802.1X authenticationmethod that uses server-side public key certificates to
authenticate clients with server. The PEAP authentication creates an encrypted SSL / TLS tunnel between
the client and the authentication server. Exchange of information is encrypted and stored in the tunnel
ensuring the user credentials are kept secure.

n LEAP— Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol (LEAP) uses dynamicWired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
keys for authentication between the client and authentication server.

To use the internal database of an AP for user authentication, add the names and passwords of the users to be
authenticated.

Aruba does not recommend the use of LEAP authentication because it does not provide any resistance to network
attacks.
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Authentication Termination on Instant AP
Central allows EAP termination for PEAP-Generic Token Card (PEAP-GTC) and Protected Extensible
Authentication Protocol-Microsoft Challenge Authentication Protocol version 2 (PEAP-MSCHAPv2). PEAP-GTC
termination allows authorization against an LDAP server and external RADIUS server while PEAP-MSCHAPv2
allows authorization against an external RADIUS server.

This allows the users to run PEAP-GTC termination with their username and password to a local Microsoft
Active Directory server with LDAP authentication.

n EAP-GTC—This EAPmethod permits the transfer of unencrypted usernames and passwords from client to
server. The EAP-GTC ismainly used for one-time token cards such as SecureID and the use of LDAP or
RADIUS as the user authentication server. You can also enable caching of user credentials on the Instant AP
to an external authentication server for user data backup.

n EAP-MSCHAPv2— This EAPmethod is widely supported by Microsoft clients. A RADIUS servermust be used
as the back-end authentication server.

Dynamic Load Balancing between Authentication Servers
You can configure two authentication servers to serve as a primary and backup RADIUS server and enable load
balancing between these servers. Load balancing of authentication servers ensures that the authentication
load is split acrossmultiple authentication servers and enables the Instant APs to perform load balancing of
authentication requests destined to authentication servers such as RADIUS or LDAP.

The load balancing in Instant AP is performed based on the outstanding authentication sessions. If there are
no outstanding sessions and if the rate of authentication is low, only primary server will be used. The
secondary is used only if there are outstanding authentication sessions on the primary server. With this, the
load balance can be performed across asymmetric capacity RADIUS servers without the need to obtain inputs
about the server capabilities from the administrators.

Configuring External Servers for Authentication
You can configure an external RADIUS server, TACACS or LDAP server for user authentication. To configure a
server, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Security > Authentication Servers.
2. To create a new server, click New. A pane for specifying details for the new server is displayed.

3. Configure any of the following types of server:



Type of
Server Parameters

RADIUS Configure the following parameters:
n Name—Name of the external RADIUS server.
n IP Address— IP address or the FQDN of the external RADIUS server.
n Auth Port—Authorization port number of the external RADIUS server. The default port
number is 1812.
n Accounting Port—The accounting port number used for sending accounting records to the
RADIUS server. The default port number is 1813.
n Shared Key and Retype Shared Key—Shared key for communicating with the external RADIUS
server.
n Timeout—The timeout duration for one RADIUS request. The Instant AP retries sending the
request several times (as configured in the Retry count) before the user is disconnected. For
example, if the Timeout is 5 seconds, Retry counter is 3, user is disconnected after 20
seconds. The default value is 5 seconds.
n Retry Count—The maximum number of authentication requests that can be sent to the server
group by the Instant AP. You can specify a value within the range of 1–5. The default value is 3
requests.
n RFC 3576—To allow the APs to process RFC 3576-compliant CoA and disconnect messages
from the RADIUS server, select Enabled. Disconnect messages terminate the user session
immediately, whereas the CoA messages modify session authorization attributes such as data
filters.
n NAS IP Address—Enter the VC IP address. The NAS IP address is the VC IP address that is sent
in data packets.
n NAS Identifier—Use this to configure strings for RADIUS attribute 32, NAS Identifier, to be
sent with RADIUS requests to the RADIUS server.
n Dead Time—Specify a dead time for authentication server in minutes. When two or more
authentication servers are configured on the Instant AP and a server is unavailable, the dead
time configuration determines the duration for which the authentication server is available if the
server is marked as unavailable.
n Dynamic RADIUS Proxy Parameters—If Dynamic RADIUS Proxy is enabled under
Configuration > Access Points > System, specify the following dynamic RADIUS proxy
parameters:

n DRP IP—IP address to be used as source IP for RADIUS packets.
n DRP MASK—Subnet mask of the DRP IP address.
n DRP VLAN—VLAN in which the RADIUS packets are sent.
n DRP GATEWAY—Gateway IP address of the DRP VLAN.

LDAP Configure the following parameters:
n Name—Name of the LDAP server
n IP Address—IP address of the LDAP server
n Auth Port—Authorization port number of the LDAP server. The default port number is 389.
n Admin-DN—A distinguished name for the admin user with read and search privileges across
all the entries in the LDAP database (the admin user need not have write privileges, but the
admin user must be able to search the database, and read attributes of other users in the
database).
n Admin Password and Retype Admin Password—Password for the admin user.
n Base-DN— Distinguished name for the node that contains the entire user database.
n Filter—The filter to apply when searching for a user in the LDAP database. The default filter
string is (objectclass=*)
n Key Attribute— The attribute to use as a key while searching for the LDAP server. For Active
Directory, the value is sAMAccountName.
n Timeout—Timeout interval within a range of 1–30 seconds for one RADIUS request. The
default value is 5.
n Retry Count—The maximum number of authentication requests that can be sent to the server
group. You can specify a value within the range of 1–5. The default value is 3.

Table 36: Authentication Server Configuration
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Type of
Server Parameters

TACACS Configure the following parameters:
n Name—Name of the server.
n Shared Key and Retype Key—The secret key to authenticate communication between the
TACACS client and server.
n Auth Port—The TCP IP port used by the server. The default port number is 49.
n Timeout—A number between 1 and 30 seconds to indicate the timeout period for TACACS+
requests. The default value is 20 seconds.
n IP Address—IP address of the server.
n Retry Count—The maximum number of authentication attempts to be allowed. The default
value is 3.
n Dead Time (in mins)—Specify a dead time for authentication server in minutes. When two or
more authentication servers are configured on the Instant AP and a server is unavailable, the
dead time configuration determines the duration for which the authentication server is available
if the server is marked as unavailable.

Change of
Authorization
Only

Configure the following parameters:
n Name—Name of the server.
n IP Address—IP address of the server.
n BONJOUR Support CoA Port—A port number for sending Bonjour support CoA on a different
port than on the standard CoA port. The default value is 5999.
n Shared Key and Retype Key—A shared key for communicating with the external RADIUS
server.

4. Click Save Server.

To assign the authentication server to a network profile, select the newly added server when configuring
security settings for a wireless or wired network profile.

You can also add an external RADIUS server by selecting New for Authentication Server when configuring a WLAN or
wired profile.

Configuring Authentication Parameters for Instant AP Management Users
You can configure RADIUS or TACACS authentication servers to authenticate and authorize themanagement
users of an Instant AP. The authentication servers determine if the user has access to administrative interface.
The privilege level for different types of management users is defined on the RADIUS or TACACS server. The
Instant APsmap themanagement users to the corresponding privilege level and provide access to the users
based on the attributes returned by the RADIUS or TACACS server.

To configure authentication parameters for local admin, read-only, and guest management administrator
account settings.

1. Click Configuration > Wireless > System > Administrator and configure the following parameters:



Type of the User Authentication Options Steps to Follow

Client Control Internal Select Internal if you want to specify a single set of user
credentials. If using an internal authentication server:

1. Enter a Username and Password.
2. Retype the password to confirm.

Authentication server Select the RADIUS or TACACS authentication servers.
You can also create a new server by selecting New from
the Authentication server drop-down list.

Authentication server w/
fallback to internal

Select Authentication server w/ fallback to internal
option if you want to use both internal and external
servers. When enabled, the authentication switches to
Internal if there is no response from the RADIUS server
(RADIUS server timeout).

To use this option, select the authentication servers and
configure the user credentials (username and
password)for internal server based authentication.

Load Balancing If two servers are configured, the users can use them in
the primary or backupmode, or load balancing mode. To
enable load balancing, select Enabled from the Load
balancing drop-down list. For more information on load
balancing, see Dynamic Load Balancing between
Authentication Servers on page 95.

TACACS accounting If a TACACS server is selected, enable TACACS account-
ing to report management commands if required.

View Only To configure a user account with the read-only
privileges:

1. Specify a Username and Password.
2. Retype the password to confirm.

Guest Registration
Only

To configure a guest user account with the read-only
privileges:

1. Specify the Username and Password.
2. Retype the password to confirm.

Table 37: Configuration Parameters for the Instant AP Users

3. Click Save Settings.

Configuring Instant AP Users
The Central user database consists of a list of guest and employee users. The addition of a user involves
specifying a login credentials for a user. The login credentials for these users are provided outside the Central
system.

A guest user can be a visitor who is temporarily using the enterprise network to access the Internet. However, if
you do not want to allow access to the internal network and the Intranet, you can segregate the guest traffic
from the enterprise traffic by creating a guest WLAN and specifying the required authentication, encryption,
and access rules.
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An employee user is the employeewho is using the enterprise network for official tasks. You can create
EmployeeWLANs, specify the required authentication, encryption and access rules and allow the employees to
use the enterprise network.

The user database is also used when an Instant AP is configured as an internal RADIUS
server.

The local user database of APs can support up to 512 user entries except IAP-92/93. IAP-
92/93 supports only 256 user entries. If there are already 512 users, IAP-92/93 will not be
able to join the cluster.

In the Central UI
To configure users:

1. Click theConfiguration > Wireless > Security.
2. Click Users for Internal Server.
3. Enter the username in theUsername text box.
4. Enter the password in the Password text box and reconfirm.

5. Select a type of network from the Type drop-down list.
6. Click Add and clickOK. The users are listed in theUsers list.
7. To edit user settings:

a. Select the user to modify underUsers
b. Click Edit to modify user settings.

c. ClickOK.
8. To delete a user:

a. In theUsers section, select the username to delete

b. Click Delete.
c. ClickOK.

9. To delete all ormultiple users at a time:

a. Select the user names that you want to delete

b. Click Delete All.
c. ClickOK.

Deleting a user only removes the user record from the user database, and will not disconnect the online user
associated with the username.

Configuring Roles and Policies for User Access Control
The Central firewall provides identity-based controls to enforce application-layer security, prioritization, traffic
forwarding, and network performance policies for wired and wireless networks. Using the Central firewall, you
can enforce network access policies that define access to the network, areas of the network that usersmay
access, and the performance thresholds of various applications.

Central supports a role-based stateful firewall. Central firewall recognizes flows in a network and keeps track of
the state of sessions. The Central firewall manages packets according to the first rule that matches packet. The
firewall logs on the Instant APs are generated as syslogmessages. The Central firewall also supports the
Application Layer Gateway (ALG) functions such as SIP, Vocera, Alcatel NOE, and Cisco Skinny protocols.



ACL Rules
You can use Access Control List (ACL) rules to either permit or deny data packets passing through the Instant
AP. You can also limit packets or bandwidth available to a set of user roles by defining access rules. By adding
custom rules, you can block or allow access based on the service or application, source or destination IP
addresses.

You can create access rules to allow or block data packets that match the criteria defined in an access rule. You
can create rules for either inbound traffic or outbound traffic. Inbound rules explicitly allow or block the
inbound network traffic that matches the criteria in the rule. Outbound rules explicitly allow or block the
network traffic that matches the criteria in the rule. For example, you can configure a rule to explicitly block
outbound traffic to an IP address through the firewall.

The Instant AP clients are associated with user roles, which determine the client’s network privileges and the
frequency at which clients re-authenticate. Central supports the following types of ACLs:

n ACLs that permit or deny traffic based on the source IP address of the packet.

n ACLs that permit or deny traffic based on source or destination IP address, or source or destination port
number.

You can configure up to 64 access control rules for a firewall policy.

Configuring Network Address Translation Rules
Network Address Translation (NAT) is the process of modifying network address information when packets
pass through a routing device. The routing device acts as an agent between the public (the Internet) and
private (local network), which allows translation of private network IP addresses to a public address space.

Central supports theNATmechanism to allow a routing device to use the translation tables to map the private
addresses into a single IP address and packets are sent from this address, so that they appear to originate from
the routing device. Similarly, if the packets are sent to the private IP address, the destination address is
translated as per the information stored in the translation tables of the routing device.

Formore information on roles and policies, see the following topics:

n Configuring Access Rules for Network Services on page 100

n Configuring User Roles on page 102

n Configuring Derivation Rules on page 102

n Managing Inbound Traffic on page 104

Configuring Access Rules for Network Services
This section describes the procedure for configuring ACLs to control access to network services. For
information on:

n Configuring access rules based on application and application categories, see Configuring ACL Rules for
Application Analytics on page 139.

n Configuring access rules based on web categories and web reputation, see ConfiguringWeb Policy
Enforcement on page 140.

To configure access rules, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Security, and then click Roles. TheRoles pane is displayed.
You can also configure access rules for a wired or wireless network profile in theConfiguration > Wireless
> Networks > Create a New Network > Access page.
2. Select a network profile for which you to assign the ACL rules.
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3. UnderAccess Rules For Selected Roles, click + Add Rule to add a new rule. The new rulewindow is
displayed.

4. In the new rulewindow, specify the following parameters:

Data Pane Item Description

Rule Type Select a rule type from the list, for example Access Control.

Service Select a service from the list of available services. You can allow or deny access to any or
all of the following services based on your requirement:

n any—Access is allowed or denied to all services.
n custom—Available options are TCP, UDP, and Other. If you select the TCP or UDP
options, enter appropriate port numbers. If you select the Other option, enter the
appropriate ID.

NOTE: If TCP and UDP uses the same port, ensure that you configure separate access
rules to permit or deny access.

Action Select any of following attributes:
n Select Allow to allow access users based on the access rule.
n Select Deny to deny access to users based on the access rule.
n Select Destination-NAT to allow changes to destination IP address.
n Select Source-NAT to allow changes to the source IP address.

Destination Select a destination option. You can allow or deny access to any the following destinations
based on your requirements.

n To all destinations— Access is allowed or denied to all destinations.
n To a particular server— Access is allowed or denied to a particular server. After
selecting this option, specify the IP address of the destination server.
n Except to a particular server — Access is allowed or denied to servers other than
the specified server. After selecting this option, specify the IP address of the destination
server.
n To a network— Access is allowed or denied to a network. After selecting this option,
specify the IP address and netmask for the destination network.
n Except to a network— Access is allowed or denied to networks other than the
specified network. After selecting this option, specify the IP address and netmask of the
destination network.
n To a Domain Name— Access is allowed or denied to the specified domains. After
selecting this option, specify the domain name in the Domain Name text box.

Log Select Log to create a log entry when this rule is triggered. The Central firewall supports
firewall based logging. Firewall logs on the Instant APs are generated as security logs.

Blacklist Select Blacklist to blacklist the client when this rule is triggered. The blacklisting lasts for
the duration specified as Auth failure blacklist time on the BLACKLISTING tab of the
Security window. For more information, see Blacklisting Clients on page 105.

Classify Media Select Classify Media to prioritize video and voice traffic. When enabled, a packet
inspection is performed on all non-NAT traffic and the traffic is marked as follows:

n Video: Priority 5 (Critical)
n Voice: Priority 6 (Internetwork Control)

Disable Scanning Select Disable Scanning to disable ARM scanning when this rule is triggered.
The selection of the Disable Scanning applies only if ARM scanning is enabled. For more
information, see Configuring Radio Parameters on page 85.

DSCP Tag Select DSCP Tagto specify a DSCP value to prioritize traffic when this rule is triggered.
Specify a value within the range of 0 to 63.

802.1 priority Select 802.1 priority to specify an 802.1 priority. Specify a value between 0 and 7.

Table 38: Access rule configuration parameters



5. Click Save.

Configuring User Roles
Every client in the Central network is associated with a user role, which determines the client’s network
privileges, the frequency of re-authentication, and the applicable bandwidth contracts. The user role
configuration on an Instant AP involves the following procedures:

n Creating a User Role on page 102

n Assigning Bandwidth Contracts to User Roles on page 102

Creating a User Role

To create a user role, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Security. The Security pane is displayed.
2. Click Roles. TheRoles pane contents are displayed.
3. UnderRoles, clickNew.
4. Enter a name for the new role and clickOK.

You can also create a user role when configuring wireless profile. For more information, see
Configuring Access Rules on page 71.

Assigning Bandwidth Contracts to User Roles

The administrators canmanage bandwidth utilization by assigningmaximumbandwidth rates, or bandwidth
contracts to user roles. The administrator can assign a bandwidth contract configured in Kbps to upstream
(client to the Instant AP) or downstream (Instant AP to clients) traffic for a user role. The bandwidth contract
will not be applicable to the user traffic on the bridged out (same subnet) destinations. For example, if clients
are connected to an SSID, you can restrict the upstreambandwidth rate allowed for each user to 512 Kbps.

By default, all users that belong to the same role share a configured bandwidth rate for upstreamor
downstream traffic. The assigned bandwidth will be served and shared among all the users. You can also assign
bandwidth per user to provide every user a specific bandwidth within a range of 1 to 65535 Kbps. If there is no
bandwidth contract specified for a traffic direction, unlimited bandwidth is allowed.

To assign bandwidth contracts to a user role,

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Security. The Security pane contents are displayed.
2. Click Roles. TheRoles pane contents are displayed.
3. Create a new role or select an existing role.

4. UnderAccess Rues For Selected Roles, click (+).
5. Select Bandwidth Contract underRule-Type.
6. Specify the downstream and upstream rates in Kbps. If the assignment is specific for each user, select
Peruser.
7. Click Save.
8. Associate the user role to aWLAN SSID or wired profile.

You can also create a user role and assign bandwidth contracts while Configuring an SSID.

Configuring Derivation Rules
Central allows you to configure role and VLAN derivation-rules. You can configure these rules to assign a user
role or VLAN to the clients connecting to an SSID or awired profile. Formore information on derivation rules,
see Aruba Instant User Guide.
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Creating a Role Derivation Rule
You can configure rules for determining the role that is assigned for each authenticated client.

When creating more than one role assignment rule, the first matching rule in the rule list is applied.

To create a role assignment rule:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Networks > Create New to create a new network profile.

2. UnderAccess, select Role Based.
3. UnderRole Assignment Rules, clickNew. InNew Role Assignment Rule, define amatchmethod by
which the string inOperand is matched with the attribute value returned by the authentication server.

4. Select the attribute from theAttribute list that the rule it matches against. The list of supported
attributes includes RADIUS attributes, dhcp-option, dot1x-authentication-type, mac-address, andmac-
address-and-dhcp-options. For information on a list of RADIUS attributes, see RADIUS Server
Authentication with VSA on page 94.

5. Select the operator from theOperator list. The following types of operators are supported:
n contains—The rule is applied only if the attribute value contains the string specified inOperand.

n Is the role—The rule is applied if the attribute value is the role.

n equals—The rule is applied only if the attribute value is equal to the string specified inOperand.

n not-equals—The rule is applied only if the attribute value is not equal to the string specified in
Operand.

n starts-with—The rule is applied only if the attribute value starts with the string specified inOperand.

n ends-with—The rule is applied only if the attribute value ends with string specified inOperand.

n matches-regular-expression—The rule is applied only if the attribute valuematches the regular
expression pattern specified inOperand. This operator is available only if themac-address-and-dhcp-
options attribute is selected in theAttribute list. Themac-address-and-dhcp-options attribute and
matches-regular-expression are applicable only forWLAN clients.

6. Enter the string to match in the String box.
7. Select the appropriate role from theRole list.
8. Click Save.

Configuring VLAN Derivation Rules
The users are assigned to a VLAN based on the attributes returned by the RADIUS server after users
authenticate.

To configure VLAN derivation rules for an SSID profile:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Networks, and then click Create New. TheCreate A New
Network pane is displayed.
2. For Type, selectWireless.
3. Enter a name that is used to identify the network in theName (SSID) box.
4. Based on the type of network profile, select any of the following options under Primary Usage:
n Employee
n Voice
n Guest



5. ClickNext to configure VLAN settings.

6. Select Dynamic under Client VLAN Assignment.
7. ClickNew to create a VLAN assignment rule. TheNew VLAN Assignment Rule window is displayed. In
this window, you can define amatchmethod by which the string inOperand is matched with the attribute
values returned by the authentication server.

8. Select an attribute from theAttribute list.
9. Select an operator from theOperator list. The following types of operators are supported:
n contains—The rule is applied only if the attribute value contains the string specified inOperand.

n equals—The rule is applied only if the attribute value is equal to the string specified inOperand.

n not-equals—The rule is applied only if the attribute value is not equal to the string specified in
Operand.

n starts-with—The rule is applied only if the attribute value starts with the string specified inOperand.

n ends-with—The rule is applied only if the attribute value ends with string specified inOperand.

n matches-regular-expression—The rule is applied only if the attribute valuematches the regular
expression pattern specified inOperand. This operator is available only if themac-address-and-dhcp-
options attribute is selected in theAttribute list. Themac-address-and-dhcp-options attribute and
matches-regular-expression are applicable only for theWLAN clients.

10. Enter the string to match in the String field.
11. Select the appropriate VLAN ID from VLAN.
12. Ensure that all other required parameters are configured.

13. Click Save to apply the changes.

Configuring Firewall Settings for Protection from ARP Attacks
To configure firewall settings, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > Security.
2. Click Firewall Settings. The Firewall Settings pane contents are displayed.
3. Set the following options to Enabled:
n Drop Bad ARP—Drops the fake ARP packets.

n Fix Malformed DHCP—Fixes themalformed DHCP packets.

n ARP poison check—Triggers an alert on ARP poisoning caused by the rogue APs.

4. Click Save Settings.

Managing Inbound Traffic
Central supports an enhanced inbound firewall by allowing the configuration of management subnets and
restricting corporate access through an uplink switch.

To allow flexibility in firewall configuration, Central supports the following features:

n Configurablemanagement subnets

n Restricted corporate access

Configuring Management Subnets
You can configure subnets to ensure that the Instant APmanagement is carried out only from these subnets.
When themanagement subnets are configured, Telnet, SSH, and UI access is restricted to these subnets only.
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To configuremanagement subnets, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > Security > Firewall Settings. The Firewall Settings pane
contents are displayed.

2. To add a newmanagement subnet, perform the following actions:

n Enter the subnet address in Subnet.
n Enter the subnet mask inMask.
n Click Add.
3. To addmultiple subnets, repeat step 2.

4. Click Save Settings.

Configuring Restricted Access to Corporate Network
You can configure restricted corporate access to block unauthorized users from accessing the corporate
network. When restricted corporate access is enabled, corporate access is blocked from the uplink port of
master Instant AP, including clients connected to a slave Instant AP.

To configure restricted corporate access, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > Security > Firewall Settings. The Firewall Settings pane
contents are displayed.

2. Select Enabled from theRestrict Corporate Access.
3. Click Save Settings.

Disabling Auto Topology Rules
If the firewalls rules are configured, theAuto Topology Rules are enabled by default. When the inbound
firewall settings are enabled:

n Access Control Entities (ACEs) must be configured to block auto topology messages, as there is no default
rule at the top of predefined ACLs.

n ACEsmust be configured to override the guest VLAN auto-expanded ACEs. In other words, the user defined
ACEs take higher precedence over guest VLAN ACEs.

To disable the auto topology rules, set theAuto Topology Rules toOFF.

Configuring ALG Protocols
To configure protocols for ALG:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > Security.
2. Click Firewall Settings. The Firewall Settings pane contents are displayed.
3. UnderApplication Layer Gateway (ALG) Algorithms, select Enabled against the corresponding
protocol to enable SIP, VOCERA, ALCATEL NOE, and CISCO SKINNY protocols.

4. Click Save Settings.
1 2 3

When the protocols for the ALG are Disabled the changes do not take effect until the existing user sessions have
expired. Reboot the Instant AP and the client, or wait a fewminutes for changes to take effect.

Blacklisting Clients
The client blacklisting denies connection to the blacklisted clients. When a client is blacklisted, it is not allowed
to associate with an Instant AP in the network. If a client is connected to the network when it is blacklisted, a



deauthenticationmessage is sent to force client disconnection.

Blacklisting Clients Manually
Manual blacklisting adds theMAC address of a client to the blacklist. These clients are added into a permanent
blacklist. These clients are not allowed to connect to the network unless they are removed from the blacklist.

To add a client to the blacklist manually:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Security > Blacklisting.
2. Click + and enter theMAC address of the client to be blacklisted in Enter A New MAC Address.
3. ClickOk. TheBlacklisted Since field displays the time at which the current blacklisting has started for
the client.

To delete a client from themanual blacklist, select theMAC Address of the client under theManual
Blacklisting, and then click Delete.

Blacklisting Clients Dynamically
The clients can be blacklisted dynamically when they exceed the authentication failure threshold or when a
blacklisting rule is triggered as part of the authentication process.

When a client takes time to authenticate and exceeds the configured failure threshold, it is automatically
blacklisted by an Instant AP.

In session firewall based blacklisting, an Access Control List (ACL) rule automates blacklisting. When the ACL rule
is triggered, it sends out blacklist information and the client is blacklisted.

To configure the blacklisting duration:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Security > Blacklisting.
2. UnderDynamic Blacklisting:

a. ForAuth Failure Blacklist Time, enter the duration after which the clients that exceed the
authentication failure thresholdmust be blacklisted.

b. For PEF Rule Blacklised Time, enter the duration after which the clients can be blacklisted due to an
ACL rule trigger.

You can configure a maximum number of authentication failures by the clients, after which a
client must be blacklisted. For more information on configuring maximum authentication failure
attempts, see Configuring Security Settings on page 68.

Configuring VPN Networks
This section describes the following VPN configuration procedures:

n VPN Features on page 106

n Configuring VPN Tunnels on page 107

n Configuring Routing Profiles on page 110

VPN Features
As Instant APs use a Virtual Controller architecture, the Instant AP network does not require a physical
controller to provide the configuredWLAN services. However, a physical controller is required for terminating
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) tunnels from the Instant AP networks at branch locations or data centers,
where the Aruba controller acts as a VPN concentrator.
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When the VPN is configured, the Instant AP acting as the Virtual Controller creates a VPN tunnel to Aruba
Mobility Controller in your corporate office. The controller acts as a VPN end-point and does not supply the
Instant AP with any configuration.

The VPN features are recommended for:

n Enterprises withmany branches that do not have a dedicated VPN connection to the corporate office.

n Branch offices that requiremultiple APs.

n Individuals working fromhome, connecting to the VPN.

Supported VPN Protocols
Instant APs support the following VPN protocols for remote access:

VPN Protocol Description

Aruba IPsec IPsec is a protocol suite that secures IP communications by authenticating and encrypting each IP
packet of a communication session.
You can configure an IPsec tunnel to ensure that to ensure that the data flow between the
networks is encrypted. However, you can configure a split-tunnel to encrypt only the corporate
traffic.
When IPsec is configured, ensure that you add the Instant AP MAC addresses to the whitelist
database stored on the controlleror an external server. IPsec supports Local, L2, and L3 modes of
IAP-VPN operations.
NOTE: The Instant APs support IPsec only with Aruba Controllers.

Layer-2 (L2)
GRE

Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) is a tunnel protocol for encapsulating multicast, broadcast,
and L2 packets between a GRE-capable device and an end-point. Instant APs support the
configuration of L2 GRE (Ethernet over GRE) tunnel with an ArubaController to encapsulate the
packets sent and received by the Instant AP.
You can use the GRE configuration for L2 deployments when there is no encryption requirement
between the Instant AP and controller for client traffic.
Instant APs support two types of GRE configuration:

n Manual GRE—The manual GRE configuration sends unencrypted client traffic with an
additional GRE header and does not support failover. Whenmanual GRE is configured on the
Instant AP, ensure that the GRE tunnel settings are enabled on the controller.
n Aruba GRE—With Aruba GRE, no configuration on the controller is required except for
adding the Instant AP MAC addresses to the whitelist database stored on the controller or an
external server. Aruba GRE reduces manual configuration when Per-AP tunnel configuration
is required and supports failover between two GRE end-points.

NOTE: Instant APs support manual and Aruba GRE configuration only for L2 mode of operations.
Aruba GRE configuration is supported only with Aruba Controllerss.

L2TP The Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol version 3 (L2TPv3) feature allows Instant AP to act as L2TP Access
Concentrator (LAC) and tunnel all wireless clients L2 traffic from AP to L2TP Network Server
(LNS). In a centralized L2 model, the VLAN on the corporate side are extended to remote branch
sites. Wireless clients associated with Instant AP gets the IP address from the DHCP server
running on LNS. For this, AP has to transparently allow DHCP transactions through the L2TPv3
tunnel.

Table 39: VPN Protocols

Configuring VPN Tunnels
Instant AP supports the configuration of tunneling protocols such as Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE),
IPsec, and L2TPv3. This section describes the procedure for configuring VPN host settings on an Instant AP to
enable communication with a controller in a remote location:

n Configuring IPSec Tunnel on page 108

n Enabling Automatic Configuration of GRE Tunnel on page 108

n Configuring GRE Tunnel Manually on page 109



n Configuring an L2TPv3 Tunnel on page 110

Configuring IPSec Tunnel
An IPsec tunnel is configured to ensure that the data flow between the networks is encrypted. When
configured, the IPSec tunnel to the controller secures corporate data. You can configure an IPSec tunnel from
Virtual Controller using Central.

To configure a tunnel using the IPSec Protocol, complete the following steps:

1. Click the Configuration >Wireless > VPN link in Central.

2. Click Controller. Select Aruba IPSec from the Protocol drop-down list.
3. Enter the IP address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) for themain VPN/IPSec endpoint in the
Primary host field.
4. Enter the IP address or FQDN for the backup VPN/IPSec endpoint in theBackup host field. This entry is
optional. When you specify the primary and backup host details, the other fields are displayed.

5. Specify the following parameters.

a. To allow the VPN tunnel to switch back to the primary host when it becomes available again, select
Enabled from the Preemption drop-down list. This step is optional.

b. If Preemption is enabled, specify a value in seconds forHold time. When preemption is enabled and
the primary host comes up, the VPN tunnel switches to the primary host after the specified hold-time.
The default value forHold time is 600 seconds.
c. To allow the Instant AP to create a backup VPN tunnel to the controller along with the primary tunnel,
andmaintain both the primary and backup tunnels separately, select Enabled from the Fast failover
drop-down list. When fast failover is enabled and if the primary tunnel fails, the Instant AP can switch the
data stream to the backup tunnel. This reduces the total failover time to less than oneminute.

d. Specify a value in seconds for Secs between test packets. Based on the configured frequency, the
Instant AP can verify if an active VPN connection is available. The default value is 5 seconds, which
means that the Instant AP sends one packet to the controller every 5 seconds.

e. Enter a value forMax allowed test packet loss, to define a number for lost packets, after which the
Instant AP can determine that the VPN connection is unavailable. The default value is 2.

f. To disconnect all wired and wireless users when the system switches during VPN tunnel transition from
primary to backup and backup to primary, set Reconnect user on failover to Enabled.
g. To configure an interval for which wired and wireless users are disconnected during a VPN tunnel
switch, specify a value in seconds forReconnect time on failoverwithin a range of 30—900 seconds.
By default, the reconnection duration is set to 60 seconds. TheReconnect time on failover field is
displayed only when Reconnect user on failover is enabled.

6. When the IPsec tunnel configuration is completed, the packets that are sent from and received by an
Instant AP are encrypted.

Enabling Automatic Configuration of GRE Tunnel
You can configure an Instant AP to automatically set up a GRE tunnel from the Instant AP to controller by using
Central.

1. Click theConfiguration > Wireless > VPN.
2. Click Controller. Select Aruba GRE from the Protocol drop-down list.
3. Enter the IP address or FQDN for themain VPN/IPSec endpoint in the Primary host field.
4. Enter the IP address or FQDN for the backup VPN/IPSec endpoint in theBackup host field. This entry is
optional. When you enter the primary host IP address and backup host IP address, other fields are
displayed.
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5. Specify the following parameters. A sample configuration is shown in .

a. To allow the VPN tunnel to switch back to the primary host when it becomes available again, select
Enabled from the Preemption drop-down list. This step is optional.

b. If Preemption is enabled, specify a value in seconds forHold time. When preemption is enabled and
the primary host comes up, the VPN tunnel switches to the primary host after the specified hold time.
The default value forHold time is 600 seconds.
c. To allow the Instant AP to create a backup VPN tunnel to the controller along with the primary tunnel,
andmaintain both the primary and backup tunnels separately, select Enabled orDisabled from the
Fast failover drop-down list. If the primary tunnel fails, the Instant AP can switch the data stream to the
backup tunnel. This reduces the total failover time to less than oneminute.

d. To disconnect all wired and wireless users when the system switches during VPN tunnel transition
fromprimary to backup and backup to primary, set Reconnect user on failover to Enabled.
e. To configure an interval for which wired and wireless users are disconnected during a VPN tunnel
switch, specify a value in seconds forReconnect time on failoverwithin the range of 30—900
seconds. By default, the reconnection duration is set to 60 seconds.

f. Specify a value in seconds for Secs between test packets. Based on the configured frequency, the
Instant AP can verify if an active VPN connection is available. The default value is 5 seconds, which
means that the Instant AP sends one packet to the controller every 5 seconds.

g. Enter a value forMax allowed test packet loss, to define a number for lost packets, after which the
Instant AP can determine that the VPN connection is unavailable. The default value is 2.

h. Select Enabled orDisabled from the Per-AP tunnel drop-down list. The administrator can enable
this option to create a GRE tunnel from each Instant AP to the VPN/GRE Endpoint rather than the
tunnels created just from themaster Instant AP. When enabled, the traffic to the corporate network is
sent through a Layer-2 GRE tunnel from the Instant AP itself and need not be forwarded through the
master Instant AP.

6. ClickNext to continue.

Configuring GRE Tunnel Manually
You can also manually configure a GRE tunnel by configuring theGRE tunnel parameters on the Instant AP and
controller. This procedure describes the steps involved in themanual configuration of a GRE tunnel from
Virtual Controller by using Central.

During themanual GRE setup, you can either use the Virtual Controller IP or the Instant AP IP to create theGRE
tunnel at the controller side depending upon the following Instant AP settings:

n If a Virtual Controller IP is configured and if Per-AP tunnel is disabled, the Virtual Controller IP is used to
create theGRE tunnel.

n If a Virtual Controller IP is not configured or if Per-AP tunnel is enabled, the Instant AP IP is used to create
theGRE tunnel.

To configure theGRE tunnelmanually, complete the following steps:

1. Click theConfiguration > Wireless > VPN.
2. Click Controller. SelectManual GRE from the Protocol drop-down list.
3. Specify the following parameters.

a. Enter an IP address or the FQDN for themain VPN/GRE endpoint.

b. Enter a value for theGRE type parameter.

c. Select Enabled orDisabled from the Per-AP tunnel drop-down list. The administrator can enable
this option to create a GRE tunnel from each Instant AP to the VPN/GRE Endpoint rather than the
tunnels created just from themaster Instant AP. When enabled, the traffic to the corporate network is



sent through a Layer-2 GRE tunnel from the Instant AP itself and need not be forwarded through the
master Instant AP.

By default, the Per-AP tunnel option is disabled.

4. When theGRE tunnel configuration is completed on both the Instant AP and Controller, the packets sent
from and received by an Instant AP are encapsulated, but not encrypted.

Configuring an L2TPv3 Tunnel
The Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol version 3 (L2TPv3) feature allows Instant AP to act as L2TP Access Concentrator
(LAC) and tunnel all wireless clients L2 traffic fromAP to L2TP Network Server (LNS). In a centralized L2 model,
the VLAN on the corporate side are extended to remote branch sites. Wireless clients associated with Instant
AP gets the IP address from theDHCP server running on LNS. For this, AP has to transparently allowDHCP
transactions through the L2TPv3 tunnel.

To configure an L2TPv3 tunnel by using Central, complete the following steps:

1. Click theConfiguration > Wireless > VPN.
2. Click Controller.
3. Select L2TPv3 from the Protocol drop-down list.

4. Perform the following actions to configure the tunnel profile:

a. ClickNew and enter the profile name to be used for tunnel creation.

b. Enter the primary server IP address.

c. Enter the remote end backup tunnel IP address. This is an optional field and is required only when
backup server is configured.

d. Enter the remote end UDP port number. The default value is 1701.

e. Enter the interval at which the hello packets are sent through the tunnel. The default value is 60
seconds.

f. Select themessage digest asMD5 or SHA used formessage authentication.

g. Enter a shared key for themessage digest. This key shouldmatch with the tunnel end point shared
key.

h. If required, select the failovermode as Primary or Backup (when the backup server is available).

i. Specify a value for the tunnel MTU value if required. The default value is 1460.

j. Click Save.
5. Perform the following actions to configure the session profile:

a. Enter the session name to be used for session creation.

b. Enter the tunnel profile namewhere the session will be associated.

c. Configure the tunnel IP address with the corresponding network mask and VLAN ID. This is required to
reach an AP from a corporate network. For example, SNMP polling.

d. Select the cookie length and enter a cookie value corresponding to the length. By default, the cookie
length is not set.

e. Click Save.

Configuring Routing Profiles
Central can terminate a single VPN connection on ArubaMobility Controller. The routing profile defines the
corporate subnets which need to be tunneled through IPSec.
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You can configure routing profiles to specify a policy based on routing into the VPN tunnel using Central.

1. Click Configuration >Wireless > VPN.
1. Click Routing.
2. ClickNew. The route parameters to configure are displayed.

3. Update the following parameters:

n Destination—Specify the destination network that is reachable through the VPN tunnel. This defines
the IP or subnet that must reach through the IPsec tunnel. Traffic to the IP or subnet defined herewill be
forwarded through the IPsec tunnel.

n Netmask—Specify the subnet mask to the destination defined forDestination.
n Gateway—Specify the gateway to which traffic must be routed. This IP addressmust be the controller

IP address on which the VPN connection is terminated. If you have a primary and backup host, configure
two routes with the same destination and netmask, but ensure that the gateway is the primary
controller IP for one route and the backup controller IP for the second route.

4. ClickOK.
5. Click Finish.

Configuring DHCP and Client IP Assignment Modes
This section provides the following information:

n Configuring DHCP Scopes on page 111

n Configuring DHCP Server for Client IP Assignment on page 115

Configuring DHCP Scopes
The VC supports the following types different modes of DHCP address assignment:

n Configuring Distributed DHCP Scopes on page 111

n Configuring a Centralized DHCP Scope on page 113

n Configuring Local DHCP Scopes on page 114

Configuring Distributed DHCP Scopes
Central allows you to configure theDHCP address assignment for the branches connected to the corporate
network through VPN. You can configure the range of DHCP IP addresses used in the branches and the
number of client addresses allowed per branch. You can also specify the IP addresses that must be excluded
from those assigned to clients, so that they are assigned statically.

Central supports the following distributed DHCP scopes:

n Distributed, L2 — In thismode, the VC acts as theDHCP server, but the default gateway is in the data
center. Based on the number of clients specified for each branch, the range of IP addresses is divided.
Based on the IP address range and client count configuration, the DHCP server in the VC controls a scope
that is a subset of the complete IP Address range for the subnet distributed across all the branches. This
DHCP Assignment mode is used with the L2 forwardingmode.

n Distributed, L3— In thismode, the VC acts as theDHCP server and the default gateway. Based on the
number of clients specified for each branch, the range of IP addresses is divided. Based on the IP address
range and client count configuration, the DHCP server in the VC is configured with a unique subnet and a
corresponding scope.



To configure distributed DHCP scopes such as Distributed, L2 or Distributed,L3.

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > DHCP.
2. To configure a distributed DHCPmode, clickNew underDistributed DHCP Scopes. TheNew DHCP
Scope pane is displayed.
3. Based on the type of distributed DHCP scope, configure the following parameters:

Data pane
item Description

Name Enter a name for the DHCP scope.

Type Select any of the following options:
n Distributed, L2—On selecting Distributed, L2, the VC acts as the DHCP Server but the
default gateway is in the data center. Traffic is bridged into VPN tunnel.
n Distributed, L3—On selecting Distributed, L3, the VC acts as both DHCP Server and
default gateway. Traffic is routed into the VPN tunnel.

VLAN Specify a VLAN ID. To use this subnet, ensure that the VLAN ID specified here is assigned to an
SSID profile.

Netmask If Distributed, L2 is selected for type of DHCP scope, specify the subnet mask. The subnet mask
and the network determine the size of subnet.

Default Router If Distributed, L2 is selected for type of DHCP scope, specify the IP address of the default router.

DNS Server If required, specify the IP address of a DNS server.

Domain Name If required, specify the domain name.

Lease Time Specify a lease time for the client in minutes.

IP
Address Range

Specify a range of IP addresses to use. To add another range, click the + icon. You can specify up
to four different ranges of IP addresses.

n For Distributed, L2 mode, ensure that all IP ranges are in the same subnet as the default
router. On specifying the IP address ranges, a subnet validation is performed to ensure that
the specified ranges of IP address are in the same subnet as the default router and subnet
mask. The configured IP range is divided into blocks based on the configured client count.
n For Distributed, L3 mode, you can configure any discontiguous IP ranges. The configured IP
range is divided into multiple IP subnets that are sufficient to accommodate the configured
client count.

NOTE: You can allocate multiple branch IDs (BID) per subnet. The Instant AP generates a subnet
name from the DHCP IP configuration, which the controller can use as a subnet identifier. If static
subnets are configured in each branch, all of them are assigned the with BID 0, which is mapped
directly to the configured static subnet.

Option Specify the type and a value for the DHCP option. You can configure the organization-specific
DHCP options supported by the DHCP server. For example, 176, 242, 161, and so on. To add
multiple DHCP options, click the + icon. You can add up to eight DHCP options.

Table 40: Distributed DHCP scope configuration parameters

4. ClickNext.
5. Specify the number of clients to use per branch. The client count configured for a branch determines the
use of IP addresses from the IP address range defined for a DHCP scope. For example, if 20 IP addresses
are available in an IP address range configured for a DHCP scope and a client count of 9 is configured, only a
few IP addresses (in this example, 9) from this rangewill be used and allocated to a branch. The Instant AP
does not allow the administrators to assign the remaining IP addresses to another branch, although a lower
value is configured for the client count.
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6. ClickNext. The Static IP tab is displayed. Specify the number of first and last IP addresses to reserve in
the subnet.

7. Click Finish.

Configuring a Centralized DHCP Scope
The centralized DHCP scope supports L2 and L3 clients.

When a centralized DHCP scope is configured:

n The Virtual Controller does not assign an IP address to the client and theDHCP traffic is directly forwarded
to theDHCP Server.

n For L2 clients, the Virtual Controller bridges theDHCP traffic to the controller over the VPN/GRE tunnel. The
IP address is obtained from theDHCP server behind the controller serving the VLAN/GRE of the client. This
DHCP assignment mode also allows you to add theDHCP option 82 to theDHCP traffic forwarded to the
controller.

n For L3 clients, the Virtual Controller acts as a DHCP relay agent that forwards theDHCP traffic to theDHCP
server located behind the controller in the corporate network and reachable through the IPSec tunnel. The
centralized L3 VLAN IP is used as the source IP. The IP address is obtained from theDHCP server.

To configure a centralized DHCP scope:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > DHCP.
2. To configureCentralizedDHCP scopes, clickNew under Centralized DHCP Scopes. TheNew DHCP
Scope data pane is displayed.
3. Based on type of DHCP scope, configure the following parameters:

Data
pane
item

Description

Name Enter a name for the DHCP scope.

VLAN Specify a VLAN ID. To use this subnet, ensure that the VLAN ID specified here is assigned to an SSID
profile.

DHCP
Relay

Select Enabled to allow the Instant APs to intercept the broadcast packets and relay DHCP requests.

Helper
Address

Enter the IP address of the DHCP server.

VLAN IP Specify the VLAN IP address of the DHCP relay server.

VLAN
Mask

Specify the VLAN subnet mask of the DHCP relay server.

Option 82 This option is available only if Centralized is selected. Select Alcatel to enable DHCP Option 82 to
allow clients to send DHCP packets with the Option 82 string.
The Option 82 string is available only in the Alcatel (ALU) format. The ALU format for the Option 82
string consists of the following:
Remote Circuit ID; X AP-MAC; SSID; SSID-Type
Remote Agent; X IDUE-MAC

Table 41: DHCP mode configuration parameters

4. ClickOK.



The Option 82 is specific to Alcatel and is not configurable in this version of Central.

The following table describes the behavior of the DHCP Relay Agent and Option 82 in the Instant AP.

DHCP relay Option 82 Behavior

Enabled Enabled DHCP packet relayed with the ALU-specific Option 82 string

Enabled Disabled DHCP packet relayed without the ALU-specific Option 82 string

Disabled Enabled DHCP packet not relayed, but broadcast with the ALU-specific Option 82 string

Disabled Disabled DHCP packet not relayed, but broadcast without the ALU-specific Option 82 string

Table 42: DHCP relay and option 82

Configuring Local DHCP Scopes
You can configure the following types of local DHCP scopes on an Instant AP:

n Local—In thismode, the VC acts as both theDHCP Server and default gateway. The configured subnet and
the corresponding DHCP scope are independent of subnets configured in other Instant AP clusters. The VC
assigns an IP address from a local subnet and forwards traffic to both corporate and non-corporate
destinations. The network address is translated appropriately and the packet is forwarded through the
IPSec tunnel or through the uplink. This DHCP assignment mode is used for theNAT forwardingmode.

n Local, L2—In thismode, the VC acts as a DHCP server and the gateway is located outside the Instant AP.

n Local, L3—In thismode, the VC acts as a DHCP server and default gateway, and assigns an IP address from
the local subnet. The Instant AP routes the packets sent by clients on its uplink. This DHCP assignment
mode is used with the L3 forwardingmode.

To configure a new local DHCP scope, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless >DHCP. TheDHCP Server data pane is displayed.
2. Click Local DHCP Scopes > New. TheNew DHCP Scope pane is displayed.
3. Based on type of DHCP scope, configure the following parameters:
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Data pane
item Description

Name Enter a name for the DHCP scope.

Type Select any of the following options:
n Local—On selecting Local, the DHCP server for local branch network is used for keeping
the scope of the subnet local to the Instant AP. In the NAT mode, the traffic is forwarded
through the uplink.
n Local, L2—On selecting Local, L2, the VC acts as a DHCP server and a default gateway in the
local network is used.
n Local, L3—On selecting Local, L3, the VC acts as a DHCP server and gateway.

VLAN Enter the VLAN ID. To use this subnet, ensure that the VLAN ID specified here is assigned to an
SSID profile.

Network Specify the network to use.

Netmask Specify the subnet mask. The subnet mask and the network determine the size of subnet.

Excluded
Address

Specify a range of IP addresses to exclude. You can add up to two exclusion ranges. Based on the
size of the subnet and the value configured for Excluded address, the IP addresses either before
or after the defined range are excluded.

Default Router Enter the IP address of the default router.

DNS Server Enter the IP address of a DNS server.

Domain Name Enter the domain name.

Lease Time Enter a lease time for the client in minutes.

Option Specify the type and a value for the DHCP option. You can configure the organization-specific
DHCP options supported by the DHCP server. To addmultiple DHCP options, click the (+) icon.

Table 43: Local DHCP configuration parameters

4. ClickOK.

Configuring DHCP Server for Client IP Assignment
TheDHCP server is a built-in server, used for networks in which clients are assigned IP address by the VC. You
can customize theDHCP pool subnet and address range to provide simultaneous access to more number of
clients. The largest address pool supported is 2048. The default size of the IP address pool is 512.

When the DHCP server is configured and if the Client IP assignment parameter for an SSID profile is set to
Virtual Controller Assigned, the Virtual Controller assigns the IP addresses to the WLAN or wired clients. By
default, the Instant AP automatically determines a suitable DHCP pool for Virtual Controller Assigned networks.
The Instant AP typically selects the 172.31.98.0/23 subnet. If the IP address of the Instant AP is within the
172.31.98.0/23 subnet, the Instant AP selects the 10.254.98.0/23 subnet. However, this mechanism does not avoid
all possible conflicts with the wired network. If your wired network uses either 172.31.98.0/23 or 10.254.98.0/23,
and you experience problems with the Virtual Controller Assigned networks after upgrading to Aruba Central,
manually configure the DHCP pool by following the steps described in this section.

To configure a domain name, DNS server, and DHCP server for client IP assignment.

1. Select Configuration > Wireless> System >DHCP. TheDHCP details are displayed.
2. Enter the domain name of the client inDomain Name.



3. Enter the IP addresses of the DNS servers inDNS Server. To add another DNS server, click the + icon.
4. Enter the duration of theDHCP lease in Lease Time.
5. SelectMinutes,Hours, orDays for the lease time from the list next to Lease Time. The default lease
time is 0.

6. Enter the network in theNetwork box.
7. Enter themask in theMask box.

To provide simultaneous access to more than 512 clients, use the Network andMask fields to specify a larger range.
While the network (or prefix) is the common part of the address range, the mask (suffix) specifies how long the
variable part of the address range is.

8. Click Save Settings to apply the changes.

Configuring Services
This section describes how to configure AirGroup, location services, Lawful Intercept, OpenDNS, and Firewall
services.

n Configuring AirGroup Services on page 116

n Configuring an Instant AP for RTLS Support on page 118

n Configuring an Instant AP for ALE Support on page 118

n Managing BLE Beacons on page 119

n Configuring OpenDNS Credentials on page 119

n Configuring CALEA Server for Lawful Intercept Compliance on page 119

n Integrating a Third-Party Network Firewall on page 120

n Enabling AppRF™ Service on page 121

Configuring AirGroup Services
AirGroup is a zero configuration networking protocol that enables service discovery, address assignment, and
name resolution for desktop computers, mobile devices, and network services. It is designed for flat, single-
subnet IP networks such as wireless networking at home.

Bonjour can be installed on computers runningMicrosoft Windows and is supported by the new network-
capable printers. Bonjour usesmulticast DNS (mDNS) to locate devices and the services offered by these
devices. The AirGroup solution supports both wired and wireless devices. Wired devices that support Bonjour
services are part of AirGroup when connected to a VLAN that is terminated on the Virtual Controller.

AirGroup Features
AirGroup provides the following features:

n Send unicast responses to mDNS queries and reducesmDNS traffic footprint.

n Ensure cross-VLAN visibility and availability of mDNS devices and services.

n Allow or block mDNS services for all users.

n Allow or block mDNS services based on user roles.

n Allow or block mDNS services based on VLANs.

Formore information on AirGroup solution, see Aruba Instant User Guide.
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AirGroup Services
Bonjour supports zero-configuration services. The services are pre-configured and are available as part of the
factory default configuration. The administrator can also enable or disable any or all services.

The following services are available for Instant AP clients:

n AirPlay —Apple AirPlay allowswireless streaming of music, video, and slide shows from your iOS device to
Apple TV and other devices that support the AirPlay feature.

n AirPrint —Apple AirPrint allows you to print from an iPad, iPhone, or iPod Touch directly to any AirPrint
compatible printer.

n iTunes— The iTunes service is used by iTunesWi-Fi sync and iTunes home-sharing applications across all
Apple devices.

n RemoteMgmt—Use this service for remote login, remotemanagement, and FTP utilities on Apple devices.

n Sharing—Applications such as disk sharing and file sharing, use the service ID that are part of this service on
one ormore Apple devices.

n Chat— The iChat (Instant Messenger) application on Apple devices uses this service.

Configuring AirGroup and AirGroup Services
To enable AirGroup and its services:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Services > AirGroup.
2. Select theAirGroup check box. TheAirGroup configuration parameters are displayed.

3. To allow the users to use AirGroup services enabled in a guest VLAN, select theGuest Bonjour
Multicast check box. However, the AirGroup devices are visible in the guest VLAN and AirGroup does not
discover or enforce policies in the guest VLAN.

4. Select AirGroup Across Mobility Domains to enable Inter clustermobility.

5. Select required services. To allow all services, select Allow All.
6. Based on the services configured, you can block any user roles and VLAN from accessing a AirGroup
service. The user roles and VLANsmarked as disallowed are prevented from accessing the
corresponding AirGroup service. You can create a list of disallowed user roles and VLANs for all AirGroup
services configured on the Instant AP. For example, If the AirPlay service is selected, the Edit links for the
AirPlay Disallowed Roles and AirPlay Disallowed VLANS are displayed. Similarly, if sharing service is
selected, the Edit links for the Sharing Disallowed Roles and Sharing Disallowed VLANS are displayed.
n To block user roles from accessing a AirGroup service, click the corresponding Edit link and select the

user roles for which you want to restrict access. By default, an AirGroup service is accessible by all user
roles configured in your Instant AP cluster.

n To select VLANs from allowing access to AirGroup service, click the corresponding Edit link and select the
VLANs to exclude. By default, the AirGroup services are accessible by users or devices in all VLANs
configured in your Instant AP cluster.

7. To enable DLNA support, select theDLNA check box and select the DLNA services such as AmazonTV,
Google Cast, DLNA print ormedia. DLNA is a network standard derived fromUPnP, which enables devices
to discover the services available in a network. DLNA also provides the ability to share data between the
Windows or Android-basedmultimedia devices.

8. Click Save Settings.



Configuring an Instant AP for RTLS Support
Central supports the real time tracking of devices. With the help of the RTLS, the devices can bemonitored in
real time or through history.

To configure RTLS, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Services > Real Time Locating System.

2. Select Aruba RTLS to send the RFID tag information to the Aruba RTLS server.

3. Click 3rd Party and select Aeroscout to send reports on the stations to a third-party server.
4. Specify the IP address and port number of the RTLS server, to which location reportsmust be sent.

5. If Aruba RTLS is selected, enter the passphrase required for connecting to the RTLS server.
6. Select Include Unassociated Stations to send reports on the stations that are not associated to any
Instant AP.

7. Click Save Settings.

Configuring an Instant AP for ALE Support
The Analytics and Location Engine (ALE) is designed to gather client information from the network, process it
and share it through a standard API. The client information gathered by ALE can be used for analyzing a client’s
Internet behavior for business such as shopping preferences.

ALE includes a location engine that calculates the associated and unassociated device location every 30
seconds by default. For every device on the network, ALE provides the following information through the
Northbound API:

n Client user name

n IP address

n MAC address

n Device type

n Application firewall data, showing the destinations and applications used by associated devices.

n Current location

n Historical location

ALE requires the AP placement data to be able to calculate location for the devices in a network.

ALE with Central
Central supports Analytics and Location Engine (ALE). The ALE server acts as a primary interface to all third-
party applications and the Instant AP sends client information and all status information to the ALE server.

To integrate Instant AP with ALE, the ALE server addressmust be configured on an Instant AP. If the ALE sever
is configured with a host name, the Virtual Controller performs amutual certificated-based authentication with
ALE server, before sending any information.

Enabling ALE support on an Instant AP
To configure an Instant AP for ALE support:

1. Click Configuration > Wireless > Services. The Services pane is displayed.
2. Click RTLS.
3. Select Analytics & Location Engine.
4. Specify the ALE server name or IP address.
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5. Specify the reporting interval within the range of 6–60 seconds. The Instant AP sendsmessages to the
ALE server at the specified interval. The default interval is 30 seconds.

6. ClickOK.

Managing BLE Beacons
Instant APs running the 6.4.3.4-4.2.1.0 firmware version support support Aruba Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
devices, such as BT-100 and BT-105, which are used for location tracking and proximity detection. The BLE
devices can be connected to an Instant AP and aremanaged by a cloud-based BeaconManagement Console.
The BLE BeaconManagement feature allows you to configure parameters formanaging the BLE beacons and
establishing secure communication with the BeaconManagement Console.

To manage beacons and configure BLE operationmode, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Services > Real Time Locating System.

2. To manage the BLE devices using BMC, select theManage BLE Beacons checkbox.
3. Enter the authorization token. The authorization token is a text string of 1–255 characters used by the
BLE devices in theHTTPS header when communicating with the BMC. This token is unique for each
deployment.

4. In Endpoint URL, enter the URL of the server to which the BLE sends themonitoring data.

5. Select any of the following options fromBLE Operation Mode drop-down list:

Mode Description

Beaconing The built-in BLE chip in the Instant AP functions as an iBeacon combined with the beacon
management functionality.

Disabled The built-in BLE chip of the Instant AP is turned off. The BLE operationmode is set to Disabled
by default.

DynamicConsole The built-in BLE chip of the Instant AP functions in the beaconing mode and dynamically
enables access to Instant AP console over BLE when the link to the Local Management Switch
(LMS) is lost.

PersistentConsole The built-in BLE chip of the Instant AP provides access to the Instant AP console over BLE and
also operates in the Beaconingmode.

Table 44: BLE Operation Modes

6. Click Save Settings.

Configuring OpenDNS Credentials
Central uses theOpenDNS credentials to provide enterprise-level content filtering.

To configureOpenDNS credentials:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > Services > OpenDNS. TheOpenDNS details are displayed.
2. Enter theUsername and Password.
3. Click Save Settings.

Configuring CALEA Server for Lawful Intercept Compliance
Lawful Intercept (LI) allows the Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) to perform an authorized electronic
surveillance. Depending on the country of operation, the service providers (SPs) are required to support LI in
their respective networks.



In the United States, Service Providers are required to ensure LI compliance based on Communications
Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) specifications.

Central supports CALEA integration with an Instant AP in a hierarchical and flat topology, mesh Instant AP
network, thewired and wireless networks.

Enable this feature only if lawful interception is authorized by a law enforcement agency.

Formore information on the communication and traffic flow from an Instant AP to CALEA server, see Aruba
Instant User Guide.

Configuring CALEA Server Details on an Instant AP
To enable an Instant AP to communicatewith the CALEA server, complete the following steps:

n Creating a CALEA Profile

n Creating an Access Rule for CALEA

Creating a CALEA Profile

You can create a CALEA profile by using Central.

1. Click Configuration >Wireless > Services of the Central main window.

2. Click CALEA. TheCALEA tab details are displayed.

3. Specify the following parameters:

n IP address—Specify the IP address of the CALEA server.

n Encapsulation type—Specify the encapsulation type. The current release of Central supports GRE
only.

n GRE type—Specify the GRE type.

n MTU—Specify a size for themaximum transmission unit (MTU) within the range of 68—1500. After
GRE encapsulation, if packet length exceeds the configuredMTU, IP fragmentation occurs. The default
MTU size is 1500.

4. ClickOK.

Creating an Access Rule for CALEA

You can create an access rule for CALEA by using Central.

1. To add the CALEA access rule to an existing profile, open an SSID.

2. In theAccess tab, select the role for which you want create the access rule.
3. UnderAccess Rules, clickNew. TheNew Rule window is displayed.

4. Select CALEA.
5. ClickOK.
6. Create a role assignment rule if required.

7. Click Finish.

Integrating a Third-Party Network Firewall
Instant APsmaintains the network (such asmapping IP address) and user information for its clients in the
network. To integrate the Instant AP network with a third-party network, you can enable an Instant AP to
provide this information to the third-party servers.
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To integrate an Instant AP with a third-party network, youmust add a global profile. This profile can be
configured on an Instant AP with information such as IP address, port, user name, password, firewall enabled
or disabled status.

Configuring an Instant AP for Network Integration
To configure an Instant AP for network integration:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > Services. The Services pane is displayed.
2. ClickNetwork Integration. The PAN firewall configuration options are displayed.

3. Select Enable to enable PAN firewall.

4. Specify theUser Name and Password. Ensure that you provide user credentials of the PAN firewall
administrator.

5. Enter the PAN firewall IP Address.
6. Enter the port numberwithin the range of 1—65535. The default port is 443.

7. Click Save Settings.

Enabling AppRF™ Service
To view the application details for the clients associated with an Instant AP, youmust enable the AppRF service.

To enable AppRF, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to Configuration > Wireless>Services.
2. Click AppRF™ and then select theDeep Packet Inspection check box.

Formore information on AppRF, see Application Visibility on page 134.

Configuring Uplinks
This section provides the following information:

n Uplink Interfaces on page 121

n Uplink Preferences and Switching on page 125

Uplink Interfaces
Central supports 3G and 4G USB modems, and theWi-Fi uplink to provide access to the corporate network.



Figure 1 illustrates a scenario in which the Instant APs join the Virtual Controller as slave Instant APs through a
wired ormeshWi-Fi uplink:

Figure 1 Uplink Types

The following types of uplinks are supported on Central:

n 3G/4G Uplink

n Ethernet Uplink on page 123

n Wi-Fi Uplink on page 124

3G/4G Uplink
Central supports the use of 3G/4G USB modems to provide the Internet backhaul to Central. The 3G/4G USB
modems can be used to extend client connectivity to places where an Ethernet uplink cannot be configured.
This enables the Instant APs to automatically choose the available network in a specific region.

Types of Modems

Central supports the following three types of 3G modems:

n True Auto Detect—Modems of this type can be used only in one country and for a specific ISP. The
parameters are configured automatically and hence no configuration is necessary.

n Auto-detect + ISP/country—Modems of this type require the user to specify the Country and ISP. The
samemodem is used for different ISPs with different parameters configured for each of them.

n No Auto-detect —Modems of this type are used only if they share the sameDevice-ID, Country, and ISP
details. You need to configure different parameters for each of them. Thesemodemswork with Central
when the appropriate parameters are configured.

Modem
Type Supported 4G Modem

True Auto
Detect

n Pantech UML290
n Ether-lte

Table 45: 4G supported modem

When UML290 runs in auto detect mode, the modem can switch from 4G network to 3G network or
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vice-versa based on the signal strength. To configure the UML290 for the 3G network only, manually
set the USB type to pantech-3g. To configure the UML290 for the 4G network only, manually set the
4G USB type to pantech-lte.

Configuring Cellular Uplink Profiles

You can configure 3G or 4G uplinks using Central.

1. Click Configuration > Wireless > System.

2. Click theUplink tab and perform any of the following steps:

n To configure a 3G or 4G uplink automatically, select theCountry and ISP. The parameters are
automatically populated.

n To configure a 3G or 4G uplink manually, perform the following steps:

a. Obtain themodem configuration parameters from the local IT administrator or themodem
manufacturer.

b. Enter the type of the 3G/4G modemdriver type:

n For 3G —Enter the type of 3G modem in theUSB type text box.
n For 4G —Enter the type of 4G modem in the 4G USB type text box.

c. Enter the device ID of modem in theUSB dev text box.
d. Enter the TTY port of themodem in theUSB tty text box.
e. Enter the parameter to initialize themodem in theUSB init text box.
f. Enter the parameter to dial the cell tower in theUSB dial text box.
g. Enter the username used to dial the ISP in theUSB user text box.
h. Enter the password used to dial the ISP in theUSB password text box.
i. Enter the parameter used to switch amodem from the storagemode to modemmode in theUSB
mode switch text box.

3. To configure 3G/4G switch network, provide the driver type for the 3G modem in theUSB type text box
and the driver type for 4G modem in the 4G USB type text box.
4. ClickOK.
5. Reboot the Instant AP for changes to affect.

Ethernet Uplink
The Ethernet 0 port on an Instant AP is enabled as an uplink port by default. TheEthernet uplink supports the
following:

l PPPoE

l DHCP

l Static IP

You can use PPPoE for your uplink connectivity in a single AP deployment.

Uplink redundancy with the PPPoE link is not supported.

When the Ethernet link is up, it is used as a PPPoE or DHCP uplink. After the PPPoE settings are configured,
PPPoE has the highest priority for the uplink connections. The Instant AP can establish a PPPoE session with a
PPPoE server at the ISP and get authenticated using PAP or the CHAP. Depending upon the request from the



PPPoE server, either the PAP or the CHAP credentials are used for authentication. After configuring PPPoE,
reboot the Instant AP for the configuration to take effect. The PPPoE connection is dialed after the AP comes
up. The PPPoE configuration is checked during Instant AP boot and if the configuration is correct, Ethernet is
used for the uplink connection.

When PPPoE is used, do not configure Dynamic RADIUS Proxy and IP address of the VC. An SSID created with default
VLAN is not supported with PPPoE uplink.

You can also configure an alternate Ethernet uplink to enable uplink failover when an Ethernet port fails.

Configuring PPPoE uplink profile

To configure PPPOE settings:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless >System. The System details are displayed.

2. Select Uplink, perform the following steps in the PPPoE pane:
a. Enter the PPPoE service name provided by your service provider in Service Name.
b. In theChap Secret and Retype CHAP Secret fields, enter the secret key used for CHAP
authentication. You can use amaximumof 34 characters for the CHAP secret key.

c. Enter the user name for the PPPoE connection in theUSER field.

d. In the Password and Retype Password fields, enter a password for the PPPoE connection and
confirm it.

3. To set a local interface for the PPPoE uplink connections, select a value from Local Interface. The
selected DHCP scope is used as a local interface on the PPPoE interface and the Local, L3 DHCP gateway IP
address as its local IP address. When configured, the local interface acts as an unnumbered PPPoE interface
and and allocated the entire Local, L3 DHCP subnet to the clients.

The options in Local Interface are displayed only if a Local, L3 DHCP scope is configured on the Instant AP.

4. Click Save Settings.
5. Reboot the Instant AP.

Wi-Fi Uplink
TheWi-Fi uplink is supported for all Instant APmodels, except 802.11ac APs. Only themaster Instant AP uses
theWi-Fi uplink. TheWi-Fi allows uplink to open, PSK-CCMP, and PSK-TKIP SSIDs.

n For single radio Instant APs, the radio serves wireless clients andWi-Fi uplink.

n For dual radio Instant APs, both radios can be used to serve clients but only one of them can be used forWi-
Fi uplink.

WhenWi-Fi uplink is in use, the client IP is assigned by the internal DHCP server.

Configuring a Wi-Fi Uplink Profile

The following configuration conditions apply to theWi-Fi uplink:

n To bind or unbind theWi-Fi uplink on the 5 GHz band, reboot the Instant AP.

n If Wi-Fi uplink is used on the 5 GHz band, mesh is disabled. The two links aremutually exclusive.
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To provisionan Instant AP withWi-Fi Uplink, complete the following steps:

1. If you are configuring aWi-Fi uplink after restoring factory settings on an Instant AP, connect the Instant
AP to an Ethernet cable to allow the Instant AP to get the IP address. Otherwise, go to step 2.

2. Select Configuration > Wireless > System. The System details are displayed.

3. Select Uplink and underWiFi, enter the name of thewireless network that is used forWi-Fi uplink in the
Name (SSID) box.
4. From Management, select the type of key for uplink encryption and authentication. If the uplink
wireless router usesmixed encryption, WPA-2 is recommended forWi-Fi uplink.

5. FromBand, select the band in which the VC currently operates. The following options are available:
n 2.4 GHz (default)

n 5 GHz

6. From Passphrase Format, select a Passphrase format. The following options are available:
n 8 - 63 alphanumeric characters

n 64 hexadecimal characters

Ensure that the hexadecimal password string is exactly 64 digits in length.

7. Enter a pre-shared key (PSK) passphrase in Passphrase and clickOK.

Uplink Preferences and Switching
This topic describes the following procedures:

n Enforcing Uplinks on page 125

n Setting an Uplink Priority on page 126

n Enabling Uplink Pre-emption on page 126

Enforcing Uplinks
The following configuration conditions apply to the uplink enforcement:

n When an uplink is enforced, the Instant AP uses the specified uplink regardless of uplink pre-emption
configuration and the current uplink status.

n When an uplink is enforced andmultiple Ethernet ports are configured and uplink is enabled on thewired
profiles, the Instant AP tries to find an alternate Ethernet link based on the priority configured.

n When no uplink is enforced and pre-emption is not enabled, and if the current uplink fails, the Instant AP
tries to find an available uplink based on the priority configured.

n When no uplink is enforced and pre-emption is enabled, and if the current uplink fails, the Instant AP tries to
find an available uplink based on the priority configured. If current uplink is active, the Instant AP
periodically tries to use a higher priority uplink and switches to the higher priority uplink even if the current
uplink is active.

To enforce a specific uplink on an Instant AP, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > System >Uplink. TheUplink details are displayed.
2. UnderManagement, select the type of uplink from Enforce Uplink. If Ethernet uplink is selected, the
Port field is displayed.
3. Specify the Ethernet interface port number.

4. ClickOK. The selected uplink is enforced on the Instant AP.



Setting an Uplink Priority
To set an uplink priority:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > System > Uplink. TheUplink details are displayed.
2. Under Uplink Priority List, select the uplink, and increase or decrease the priority. By default, the Eth0
uplink is set as a high priority uplink.

3. ClickOK. The selected uplink is prioritized over other uplinks.

Enabling Uplink Pre-emption
The following configuration conditions apply to uplink pre-emption:

n Pre-emption can be enabled only when no uplink is enforced.

n When pre-emption is disabled and the current uplink fails, the Instant AP tries to find an available uplink
based on the uplink priority configuration.

n When pre-emption is enabled and if the current uplink is active, the Instant AP periodically tries to use a
higher priority uplink, and switches to a higher priority uplink even if the current uplink is active.

To enable uplink pre-emption:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > >System >Uplink. TheUplink details are displayed.
2. UnderManagement, ensure that the Enforce Uplink is set to None.
3. Set Pre-Emption toON.
4. ClickOK.

Switching Uplinks based on the Internet Availability
You can configure Central to switch uplinks based on the Internet availability.

When the uplink switchover based on Internet availability is enabled, the Instant AP continuously sends ICMP
packets to somewell-known Internet servers. If the request is timed out due to a bad uplink connection or
uplink interface failure, and the Internet is not reachable from the current uplink, the Instant AP switches to a
different connection.

To configure uplink switching, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > System >Uplink. TheUplink details are displayed.
2. UnderManagement, set Internet Failover toON.
3. Specify values for Failover Internet Packet Send Frequency, Failover Internet Packet Lost
Count, and Internet Check Count.
4. ClickOK.

When Internet failover is enabled, the Instant AP ignores the VPN status, although uplink switching based on VPN
status is enabled.

Mobility and Client Management
This section provides the following information on layer-3 mobility for Instant AP clients:

n Layer-3 Mobility for Instant AP Clients on page 127

n Configuring L3 mobility domain on page 127
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Layer-3 Mobility for Instant AP Clients
Instant APs form a single Central network when they are in the same Layer-2 (L2) domain. As the number of
clients increase, multiple subnets are required to avoid broadcast overhead. In such a scenario, a client must be
allowed to roam away from the Central network to which it first connected (homenetwork) to another
network supporting the sameWLAN access parameters (foreign network) and continue its existing sessions.

Layer-3 (L3) mobility allows a client to roamwithout losing its IP address and sessions. If WLAN access
parameters are the same across these networks, clients connected to Instant APs in a given Central network
can roam to Instant APs in a foreign Central network and continue their existing sessions using their IP
addresses. You can configure a list of Virtual Controller IP addresses across which L3 mobility is supported.

Home agent load balancing
HomeAgent Load Balancing is required in large networks wheremultiple tunnelsmight terminate on a single
border or lobby AP and overload it. When load balancing is enabled, the VC assigns the homeAP for roamed
clients by using a round robin policy. With this policy, the load for the APs acting as HomeAgents for roamed
clients is uniformly distributed across the Instant AP cluster.

Configuring L3 mobility domain
To configure amobility domain, you have to specify the list of all Central networks that form themobility
domain. To allow clients to roam seamlessly among all the APs, specify the VC IP for each foreign subnet. You
may include the local Central or VC IP address, so that the same configuration can be used across all Central
networks in themobility domain.

Aruba recommends that you configure all client subnets in themobility domain. When client subnets are
configured:

n If a client is from a local subnet, it is identified as a local client. When a local client starts using the IP address,
the L3 roaming is terminated.

n If the client is from a foreign subnet, it is identified as a foreign client. When a foreign client starts using the
IP address, the L3 roaming is set up.

To configure L3 mobility domain, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless > System. The System details are displayed.

2. Select L3 Mobility. The L3 Mobility details are displayed.

3. FromHome Agent Load Balancing, select Enabled. By default, home agent load balancing is disabled.

4. ClickNew in Virtual Controller IP Addresses, add the IP address of a VC that is part of themobility
domain, and clickOK.
5. Repeat Step 2 to add the IP addresses of all VCs that form the L3 mobility domain.

6. ClickNew in Subnets and specify the following:
a. Enter the client subnet in the IP Address box.
b. Enter themask in the Subnet Mask box.
c. Enter the VLAN ID in the homenetwork in theVLAN ID box.

d. Enter the home VC IP address for this subnet in theVirtual Controller IP box.
7. ClickOK.



Configuring Enterprise Domains
The enterprise domain names list displays theDNS domain names that are valid on the enterprise network.
This list is used to determine how client DNS requests are routed. When Content Filtering is enabled, the DNS
request of the clients is verified and the domain names that do not match the names in the list are sent to the
openDNS server.

To configure an enterprise domain, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > System, click Enterprise Domains. The Enterprise Domains
details are displayed.

2. ClickNew and enter a name in theNew Domain Name.
3. ClickOk.

To remove a domain, select the domain and click Delete.

You can configure an enterprise domain using Central.

4. Select System > General, click Enterprise Domains. The Enterprise Domain details are displayed.

5. ClickNew and enter aNew Domain Name
6. ClickOK to apply the changes.

To delete a domain, select the domain and click Delete to remove the domain name from the list.

Configuring SNMP Parameters
This section provides the following information:

n SNMP Configuration Parameters on page 128

n Configuring Community String for SNMP on page 129

n Configuring SNMP Traps on page 129

SNMP Configuration Parameters

Central supports SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 for reporting purposes only. An Instant AP cannot use
SNMP to set values in an Aruba system.

You can configure the following parameters for an Instant AP:

Data Pane Item Description

Community Strings for
SNMPV1 and SNMPV2

An SNMP Community string is a text string that acts as a
password, and is used to authenticate messages sent between
the Virtual Controller and the SNMP agent.

If you are using SNMPv3 to obtain values from the Instant AP, you can configure the following
parameters:

Name A string representing the name of the user.

Authentication Protocol An indication of whether messages sent on behalf of this user can
be authenticated, and if so, the type of authentication protocol
used. This can take one of the two values:

n MD5— HMAC-MD5-96 Digest Authentication Protocol
n SHA: HMAC-SHA-96 Digest Authentication Protocol

Table 46: SNMP parameters
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Data Pane Item Description

Authentication protocol
password

If messages sent on behalf of this user can be authenticated, the
(private) authentication key for use with the authentication
protocol. This is a string password for MD5 or SHA depending on
the choice above.

Privacy protocol An indication of whether messages sent on behalf of this user can
be protected from disclosure, and if so, the type of privacy
protocol which is used. This takes the value DES (CBC-DES
Symmetric Encryption).

Privacy protocol password If messages sent on behalf of this user can be
encrypted/decrypted with DES, the (private) privacy key for use
with the privacy protocol.

Configuring Community String for SNMP
This section describes the procedure for configuring SNMPv1, SNMPv2, and SNMPv3 community strings using
the Central.

Creating Community strings for SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 using Central
To create community strings for SNMPv1 and SNMPv2:

1. Click Configuration > Wireless > System > SNMP.
2. Click +.

3. Enter the string in theNew Community String text box.
4. ClickOK.
5. To delete a community string, select the string, and click Delete.

Creating community strings for SNMPv3 using Central
To create community strings for SNMPv3:

1. Click Configuration > Wireless > System > SNMP.
2. Click + in theUsers for SNMPV3 box. Awindow for specifying SNMPv3 user information is displayed.

3. Enter the name of the user in theName text box.
4. Select the type of authentication protocol from theAuth protocol drop-down list.
5. Enter the authentication password in the Password text box and retype the password in theRetype
text box.

6. Select the type of privacy protocol from the Privacy protocol drop-down list.
7. Enter the privacy protocol password in the Password text box and retype the password in theRetype
text box.

8. ClickOK.
9. To edit the details for a particular user, select the user and click Edit.
10. To delete a particular user, select the user and click Delete.

Configuring SNMP Traps
Central supports the configuration of external trap receivers. Only the Instant AP acting as the Virtual



Controller generates traps. TheOID of the traps is 1.3.6.1.4.1.14823.2.3.3.1.200.2.X.

You can configure SNMP traps using Central.

1. Select System > SNMP. The SNMPwindow is displayed.

2. Under SNMP Traps, enter a name in the SNMP Engine ID text box. It indicates the name of the SNMP
agent on the access point. The SNMPV3 agent has an engine ID that uniquely identifies the agent in the
device and is unique to that internal network.

3. Click + and update the following fields:

n IP Address— Enter the IP Address of the new SNMP Trap receiver.

n Version—Select the SNMP version— v1, v2c, v3 from the drop-down list. The version specifies the
format of traps generated by the access point.

n Community/Username—Specify the community string for SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c traps and a
username for SNMPv3 traps.

n Port—Enter the port to which the traps are sent. The default value is 162.

n Inform—When enabled, traps are sent as SNMP INFORMmessages. It is applicable to SNMPV3 only.
The default value is Yes.

4. ClickOK to view the trap receiver information in the SNMP Trap Receivers window.

Configuring Logs and TFTP Dump Servers
This section provides the following information:

n Configuring a Syslog Server on page 130

n Configuring TFTP Dump Server on page 131

Configuring a Syslog Server
To specify a syslog server for sending syslogmessages to the external servers:

1. Select Configuration > Wireless> > System > Logging.
2. In the Syslog Server box, enter the IP address of the server to which you want to send system logs.

3. Select the required values to configure Syslog Facility Levels. Syslog facility is an information field
associated with a syslogmessage. It is an application or operating system component that generates a log
message. The following facilities are supported by syslog:

n AP-Debug—Detailed log about the AP device.

n Network—Log about change of network, for example, when a new Instant AP is added to a network.

n Security—Log about network security, for example, when a client connects using wrong password.

n System—Log about configuration and system status.

n User—Important logs about client.

n User-Debug—Detailed log about client.

n Wireless—Log about radio.
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The following table describes the logging levels in order of severity, from themost severe to the least.

Logging level Description

Emergency Panic conditions that occur when the system becomes unusable.

Alert Any condition requiring immediate attention and correction.

Critical Any critical condition such as a hard drive error.

Error Error conditions.

Warning Warning messages.

Notice Significant events of a non-critical nature. The default value for all syslog facilities.

Information Messages of general interest to system users.

Debug Messages containing information useful for debugging.

Table 47: Logging levels

4. Click Save Settings.

Configuring TFTP Dump Server
To configure a TFTP server for storing core dump files, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration >Wireless > System > Logging.
2. Enter the IP address of the TFTP server in the TFTP Dump Server box.
3. Click Save Settings.

Resetting an AP
You can reset the system configuration of an Instant AP by erasing the existing configuration on the Instant
AP. To erase the existing configuration on an Instant AP, perform any of the following procedures:

Clearing Instant AP Configuration Using Groups
To reset an IAP using groups, complete the following steps:

1. Create a new group. Ensure that the group has no additional configuration.

2. Move the Instant AP that you want to reset, under the new group. After the Instant AP ismoved to a new
group, the configuration on the Instant AP is erased and the default group configuration is pushed to the
Instant AP. However, in this procedure, only the system configuration is cleared and the Per AP Settings
on the Instant AP are retained.

Resetting an AP through the Console
To reset an Instant AP from the IAP console, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to the Instant AP console. To access the Instant AP console, selectMonitoring > Access Points
and click the Instant AP to reset.

2. Click Console Access.
3. Execute thewrite erase all command at the command prompt.



4. Reboot the Instant AP. With this procedure, the complete configuration including the Per AP Settings
on the Instant AP is reset.

After the reboot, the Instant AP ismoved to default group and will not be present in the group to which it
was previously attached.

For information on resetting an Instant AP to factory default configuration by using the reset button on the
device, see Aruba Instant User Guide.

Uploading and Mapping Instant AP Certificates
When an Instant AP joins a group that does not have a certificate, the Instant AP's existing certificate is
retained. When an Instant AP joins a group that already has a certificate, the Instant AP's certificate is
overwritten by the group's certificate.

Uploading Certificate
You can upload a CA certificate or a Server certificate for an Instant AP from the Central UI. When a certificate is
uploaded at the group level, the same certificate can be used for different groups, devices, or templates.

To upload a certificate for an Instant AP, perform any of the following procedures:

1. Select the group and wireless network for which you want to upload the certificate.

2. Select Configuration >Wireless > Access Points > Security.
3. Click Certificate > Certificate Store. The Certificate Store panewith a list available certificates is
displayed.

4. Click Add. TheAdd Certificate dialog box opens.
5. Enter the certificate name in theName text box.
6. Select the certificate type from the Type list.
7. Select the certificate format from the Format drop-down.
8. Click Choose File to browse to the location and select the certificate.

9. Click Save.

Mapping Certificates
Tomap an Instant AP certificate name to a specific certificate type or category, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration >Wireless > Access Points > Security > Certificate.
2. To view a list of available certificates, click Certificate Store. TheCertificate Store pane displays a list of
available certificates.

3. To map a certificate to a specific certificate category, select the required certificate from the
corresponding drop-down list.

Central supports the following types of certificates:

n Server certificates for RADIUS, Captive Portal, and RadSec (for cloud guest networks) authentication.

n CA certificates—To validate the identity of a client.

n Authentication Server—To verify the identity of the server to a client.

n Captive portal server—To verify the identity of internal captive portal server.

n RadSec—To verify the identity of the TLS server.

n RadSec CA—Formutual authentication between the Instant AP and the TLS server.

4. Save the changes. Central pushes the certificate to all Instant APs in that group.
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To enable certificates for the Cloud Guest Service, contact the Aruba Central support team.



Chapter 8
Analyzing Application Statistics

AppRF is a custombuilt Layer 7 firewall capability supported for Instant APsmanaged by Central. It consists of
an on-board deep packet inspection and a cloud-basedWeb Policy Enforcement service that allows creating
firewall policies based on types of application.

Instant APs with DPI capability analyze data packets to identify applications in use and allow you to create
access rules to determine client access to applications, application categories, web categories and website URLs
based on security ratings. You can also define traffic shaping policies such as bandwidth control and QoS per
application for client roles. For example, you can block bandwidthmonopolizing applications on a guest role
within an enterprise.

The Deep Packet Inspection feature is supported on Instant AP running 6.4.3.x-4.1.x.x or later releases. The AppRF
feature is not supported on IAP-104/105 and IAP-134/135 devices.

You can configure Instant Instant APs to send URL information for the blocked HTTP and HTTPS sessions to ALE. The
URL information can be extracted for the associated clients for DPI, analytics, and data mining through the
Northbound APIs. To enable URL information logging and extraction, enable the URL Visibility parameter in the
Instant Instant AP UI or CLI. For more information, see Aruba Instant User Guide.

Formore information on DPI and application analytics, see the following topics:

n Application Visibility on page 134

n Configuring ACL Rules for Application Analytics on page 139

n ConfiguringWeb Policy Enforcement on page 140

n Creating CustomURLs for Redirection on page 141

Application Visibility
TheAppRF option under theMonitoring tab provides a detailed information on application usage. On clicking
AppRF, a dashboard that provides a summary of client traffic to application and application categories is
displayed. You can analyze the client traffic flow using the graphs displayed in theAppRF dashboard. To view
the graphs on theAppRF pane, ensure that the AppRF service is enabled.

Application Visibility is supported for Instant APs running 6.4.3.1-4.2.0.0 or later release version.

Central supports AppRF monitoring, DPI configuration, and web filtering for IAP-103, RAP-108/109, IAP-114/115, RAP-
155, IAP-224/225, IAP-274/275, IAP-228, IAP-277, IAP-205, IAP-214, and IAP-324/325, IAP-304/305. IAP-207, IAP-334,
and IAP-314/315.

The Instant AP-104/105, Instant AP-134/135, RAP3WNP, and Instant AP-175 devices support only web policy
enforcement.

TheAppRF dashboard displays application information inOverview,Analyze, and Blocked Traffic tabs. To
view the client traffic details, ensure that the DPI access rules are enabled on the IAP device. Formore
information, see Configuring ACL Rules for Application Analytics and ConfiguringWeb Policy Enforcement .

You can view the client traffic to Applications, Application Categories, Website Categories, and Web
Reputation graphs for a specific time frame (3 Hours, 1 Day, 1 Week, 1 Month, 3 Months). By default, the
graphs display real-time client traffic data or usage trend in the last three hours.
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The application (Apps) andWeb Categories graphs are also displayed in theMonitoring > Access Points > AP
details andMonitoring > Clients > Client details pages.

AppRF data is updated every 0th minute of every hour. The data population on the AppRF dashboardmay be delayed
by an hour when compared to the AppRF data displayed in theMonitoring > Access Points > AP details and
Monitoring > Clients > Client details pages.

Overview
TheOverview tab provides a summary of client traffic to applications, application categories, website
categories, and web reputation. TheOverview pane displays four different graph areas with data graphs on all
client traffic flowing to application (Apps), application category (App Categories), Web Categories, andWebsite
Reputation.

App Categories Chart

TheApp Categories chart displays details on the client traffic towards the application categories. When the
cursor is placed on the chart, the app category and percentage of client traffic flowing to that app category is
displayed. The legend below the chart displays the list of application categories to which the client traffic flow is
detected. On clicking an app category from legend, the chart hides that app category and displays data for the
remaining app categories.

Apps Chart

TheApps chart displays details on the client traffic flow to specific applications. When the cursor is placed on
the chart, the application and percentage of traffic to that application is displayed. The legend below the chart
displays the list of applications to which the client traffic flow is detected. On selecting an app from the legend,
the chart hides that app and displays data for the remaining apps.

Web Categories Chart

TheWeb Categories chart displays details of the client traffic to web categories. When the cursor is placed on
the chart, theweb category and percentage of traffic to theweb category is displayed. The legend below the
chart displays the list of website categories to which the client traffic flow is detected. On selecting aweb
category from the legend, the chart hides that web category from the chart and displays data for the remaining
web categories.

Web Reputation Charts

TheWeb Reputation chart displays details of the client traffic flow to theURLs that are assigned aweb
reputation score. When the cursor is placed on the chart, theweb reputation type and percentage of traffic to
theweb reputation is displayed. On selecting aweb reputation type from the legend, the chart hides theweb
reputation type and displays data for the remaining web reputation types.

Analyze
TheAnalyze tab provides a detailed view of client traffic per application, application category, website
categories, web reputation, SSID, device type, and user roles.

The SSID, Device Type, andUser Role widgets are not displayed by default. These can be displayed by selecting
them from the Display drop-down list.



Views

All widgets provide the following view options:

n List view—Displays data usage for applications, application categories, web categories, and web reputation
in the list format.

n Chart view—Presents the data usage information for applications, application categories, web categories,
and web reputation in the graphical format. Place the cursor on the chart provides to view the data usage
details.

n Full screen—Displays the data in the full screenmode.

The following figure shows the contents of theAnalyze pane.

Figure 2 Analyze Tab Dashboard

Filter

To filter the network traffic, ensure that you are in the list view. If you want to addmultiple filters from
different widgets, do not use the full screenmode. To add filters, click the line items in each widget and notice
that the data in surrounding widgets change.

Figure 3 shows the data without filters and data with filters on:

Figure 3 Data Without Filter And With Filter

The filtered categories are displayed as filters abovewidgets. To remove a filter, click the filter or click X next to
filtered category.

Detail Pages

The details pages for apps and web categories display the following information:
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n Details in theApps widget—Applications and client traffic to all these applications.

Parameter Description

Category Name of the application.

Total Usage The total usage of the application bandwidth.

Usage(%) Percentage of client traffic to an application.

#SSID Number of SSIDs through which the clients access an application.

Table 48: Details—Apps

n Clicking onDetails in theWeb Categories widget displays a table that shows the details of the client traffic
to all web categories the last three hours or one day. By default, the details are displayed for the last 3
hours.

Parameter Description

Category Name of the web category.

Total Usage The total bandwidth used by clients accessing the web category.

Usage(%) Percentage of clients traffic to the web category.

#SSID Number of SSIDs used for accessing the web category.

Table 49: Details—Web Categories

Blocked Traffic
TheBlocked Traffic tab allows you view the blocked devices and user sessions. The blocked traffic details are
shown only for the APs on which the AppRF or DPI ACLs are enabled. Formore information, see see
Configuring ACL Rules for Application Analytics and ConfiguringWeb Policy Enforcement .

Downloading Blocked Session Details

To download the blocked session details in the CSV format, complete the following steps:

1. Go toNetwork Management > Monitoring > AppRF > Blocked Traffic.
If you group view is set to All Groups, the page displays a drop-down to select the device group.
If the device group is already selected from theGroupsmenu on the header pane, the page displays the
group name and the number of sessions blocked for the clients connected to devices in that group.

2. To download the blocked sessions report, click Download CSV. Central generates the CSV report with
data from the last 7 days.

The following example shows the typical content of the Blocked Sessions CSV report:
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The CSV file shows up to 50000 blocked sessions for a single IAP cluster.

Configuring ACL Rules for Application Analytics
This section describes the procedure for configuring access rules for application analytics. For information on
configuring access rules based on web categories and web reputation, see ConfiguringWeb Policy Enforcement
on page 140.

To configure ACL rules for a user role, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Security > Roles.
2. Select the role for which you want to configure access rules.

3. UnderAccess Rules For Selected Roles, click (+) to add a new rule. The new rulewindow is displayed.

4. UnderRule Type, select Access Control.
5. To configure access to applications or application categories, select a service category from the following
list:

n Application category

n Application

6. Based on the selected service category, configure the following parameters:

Service
category Description

Application
Category

Select the application categories to which you want to allow or deny access.

Application Select the applications to which you want to allow or deny access.

Application
Throttling

Application throttling allows you to set a bandwidth limit for an application and application
categories. For example, you can limit the bandwidth rate for video streaming applications
such as YouTube or Netflix, or assign a low bandwidth to high risk sites.

To specify a bandwidth limit:

1. Select the Application Throttling check box.
2. Specify the Downstream andUpstream rates in Kbps.

Table 50: Access Rule Configuration Parameters



Service
category Description

Action Select one of the following actions:
n Select Allow to allow access users based on the access rule.
n Select Deny to deny access to users based on the access rule.

Log Select this check box if you want a log entry to be created when this rule is triggered.
Central supports firewall based logging. Firewall logs on the Instant APs are generated as
security logs.

Blacklist Select the Blacklist check box to blacklist the client when this rule is triggered. The
blacklisting lasts for the duration specified as Auth failure blacklist time on the
Blacklisting tab of the Security window. For more information, see Blacklisting Clients on
page 105.

Disable Scanning Select Disable scanning check box to disable ARM scanning when this rule is triggered.
The selection of the Disable scanning applies only if ARRM scanning is enabled, For more
information, see Configuring Radio Parameters on page 85.

DSCP Tag Select this check box to add a Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) tag to the rule.
DSCP is an L3 mechanism for classifying andmanaging network traffic and providing
quality of service (QoS) on the network. To assign a higher priority, specify a higher value.

802.1 priority Select this check box to enable 802.1 priority. 802.1p is an L2 protocol for traffic
prioritization to manage quality of service (QoS) on the network. There are eight levels of
priority, 0-7. To assign a higher priority, specify a higher value.

Table 50: Access Rule Configuration Parameters

3. Click Save.

Configuring Web Policy Enforcement
You can configureweb policy enforcement on an AP to block certain categories of websites based on your
organization specifications by defining ACL rules.

To configureweb policy enforcement:

1. Select Configuration > Access Points > Security > Roles.
2. Select the role for which you want to configure access rules.

3. UnderAccess Rules For Selected Roles, click (+) to add a new rule. The new rulewindow is displayed.

4. UnderRule Type, select Access Control.
5. To set an access policy based on web categories:

a. Under Service, selectWeb Category.
b. Select the categories to which you want to deny or allow access. You can also search for a web
category and select the required option.

c. UnderAction, select Allow orDeny.
d. Click Save.

6. To filter access based on the security ratings of thewebsite:

a. SelectWeb Reputation under Service.
b. Move the slider to select a specific web reputation value to deny access to websites with a reputation
value lower than or equal to the configured value or to permit access to websites with a reputation value
higher than or equal to the configured value. The following options are available:
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n Trustworthy WRI >81 — These arewell known sites with strong security practices andmay not expose
the user to security risks. There is a very low probability that the user will be exposed to malicious links or
payloads.

n Low Risk WRI 61-80 — These are benign sites andmay not expose the user to security risks. There is a
low probability that the user will be exposed to malicious links or payloads.

n ModerateWRI 41-60 — These are generally benign sites, but may pose a security risk. There is some
probability that the user will be exposed to malicious links or payloads.

n SuspiciousWRI 21-40 — These are suspicious sites. There is a higher than average probability that the
user will be exposed to malicious links or payloads.

n High Risk WRI<20 — These are high risk sites. There is a high probability that the user will be exposed to
malicious links or payloads.

c. UnderAction, select Allow orDeny as required.
7. To set a bandwidth limit based on web category or web reputation score, select theApplication
Throttling check box and specify the downstream and upstream rates in Kbps. For example, you can set a
higher bandwidth for trusted sites and a low bandwidth rate for high risk sites.

8. If required, select the following check boxes:

n Log —Select this check box if you want a log entry to be created when this rule is triggered. Central
supports firewall based logging. Firewall logs on the Instant APs are generated as security logs.

n Blacklist—Select this check box to blacklist the client when this rule is triggered. The blacklisting lasts
for the duration specified asAuth Failure Blacklist Time on theBlacklisting pane of the Security
window. Formore information, see Blacklisting Clients on page 105.

n Disable Scanning—Select Disable scanning check box to disable ARM scanning when this rule is
triggered. The selection of theDisable scanning applies only if ARM scanning is enabled, Formore
information, see Configuring Radio Parameters on page 85.

n DSCP Tag—Select this check box to add aDifferentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) tag to the rule.
DSCP is an L3 mechanism for classifying andmanaging network traffic and providing quality of service
(QoS) on the network. To assign a higher priority, specify a higher value.

n 802.1 priority—Select this check box to enable 802.1 priority. 802.1p is an L2 protocol for traffic
prioritization to manage quality of service (QoS) on the network. There are eight levels of priority, 0-7. To
assign a higher priority, specify a higher value.

9. Click Save to save the rules.
10. Click Save Settings in theRoles pane to save the changes to the role for which you defined ACL rules.

In mixed versions of the groups, the application rule update is supported only at the VC level and not at the group
level. If you have a group with multiple Instant APs running 6.2.1.0-4.0 and if you upgrade one or more VC to 6.2.1.0-
4.1, you can configure application rules at the VC level, but not at the group level. To use application rules at the
group level, create a new group andmove Instant APs running 6.2.1.0-4.1 to the newly created group. If application
rules are configured in this group, ensure that the Instant APs with versions lower than 6.2.1.0-4.1 are not moved to
that group.

Creating Custom URLs for Redirection
You can create a list of URLs to redirect users to when they access blocked websites. You can define an access
rule to use these redirect URLs and assign the rule to a user role in theWLAN network.

Creating a List of Error Page URLs
To create a list of error pageURLs, complete the following steps:



1. Go to Configuration >Wireless > Security >Custom Blocked Page URL.
2. Click + and enter theURL to block.
3. Repeat the procedure to addmoreURLs. You can add up to 8 URLs to the list of blocked web pages.

4. ClickOK.

Configuring ACL Rules to Redirect Users to a Specific URL
To configure ACL rules to redirect users to a specific URL:

1. Navigate to Configuration >Wireless > Security > Roles.
2. Select a role assigned to a network profile, and click + in the Access Rules section. TheNew Rule window
is displayed.

3. Select the rule type asBlocked Page URL.
4. Select the URLs from the existing list of custom redirect URLs. To add a newURL, click +.
5. ClickOK.
6. ClickOK in theRoles tab to save the changes.
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Chapter 9
Managing Aruba Switches

This chapter provides an overview of the supported Aruba switches and describes the procedures for
provisioning, configuring, monitoring, and troubleshooting switches from the Central UI.

n Aruba Switches on page 143

n Aruba Switch Stack

n Adding Switches to Central on page 1

n Configuring Switches on page 1

n Monitoring Switches on page 1

Aruba Switches
The Aruba Switches enable secure, role-based network access for wired users and devices, independent of their
location or application.

The switch operates as awired access point when deployed with an ArubaMobility Controller. As awired access
point, users and their devices are authenticated and assigned a unique role by theMobility Controller. These
roles are applied irrespective of whether the user is aWi-Fi client, or is connected to a port on the Switch. The
use of switch allows an enterprise workforce to have consistent and secure access to network resources based
on the type of users, client devices, and connectionmethod used.

Supported Switch Platforms
Central supports the following Aruba Switch platforms:

Switch Platform Supported Software Versions on Central

Aruba 2930M Switch Series WC.16.04.0004 or later

Aruba 2920 Switch Series WB.16.02.0012 or later

Aruba 2930F Switch Series WC.16.02.0012 or later

Aruba 3810 Switch Series KB 16.03.0003 or later

Aruba 5400R Switch Series KB.16.04.0008 or later

Aruba 2530 Switch Series YA/YB 16.04.0008 or later

Aruba 2540 Switch Series YC.16.02.0012 or later

Table 51: Supported Aruba Switches

Legacy Aruba Switch Platforms
Central also supports the following legacy Switchmodels:

n S1500-12P

n S1500-24P
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n S2500-24P

n S3500-24T

Central supports the following ArubaOS software versions on the legacy Switch platforms:

n 7.3.2.6

n 7.4.0.3

n 7.4.0.4

Configuring Switch Parameters
You can export configurations from an existing Switch to a new Switch within the same group. In this case, the
new configuration of the Switch overwrites the existing configuration (including the device override).

You can configure parameters of a Switch through theUI. By default, these parameters have the values
configured using the Switch.

If the switch inherits the group configuration, the configuration parameters are already defined. However, if
required, you can edit these parameters.

To view the configuration parameters for the Switch, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration.
n To configure a legacy Aruba Switch, click Switch-MAS.
n To configure other Aruba Switches, click Switch-Aruba.
2. Click Switches. The Switches page displays information described in the following table.

Name Description

MAC Address MAC address of the Switch

Hostname Name of the host.

IP Assignment Method of IP assignment as Static or DHCP.

IP Address IP address for static IP assignment.

Netmask Netmask for static IP assignment.

Default Gateway Default gateway for static IP assignment.

Table 52: Switches Pane

3. To view the details of the switch, click theMAC address of the switch.

4. To edit the switch configuration parameters, click the edit icon.

Configuring Ports
To view the port details of a switch, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration.
n To configure a legacy Aruba switch , click Switch-MAS.
n To configure other Aruba switches, click Switch-Aruba.
2. Click  Ports. The Ports page displays the list of ports configured on the switch.
For the legacy switches, the Ports page displays the following information:



Name Description

Port Number Indicates the number assigned to the switch port.

Admin Status Indicates the operational status of the port.

Port Mode Indicates the mode of operation. The port can be configured to
function in Trunk or Access mode.

VLAN Shows the VLAN to which the port is assigned. Based on the port
mode, you can assign different types of VLAN.

n For Accessmode, an Access VLAN can be specified.
n For Trunkmode, the Native VLAN and Allowed VLAN can
be configured.

Power over Ethernet Displays the enabled or disabled status of Power over Ethernet
(PoE).

Auto Negotiation Indicates the status of the Auto Negotiation.
n If auto negotiation is enabled, the Speed and Duplex fields
are automatically set to Auto.
n If auto negotiation is disabled, the speed can be set to 10
Mbps, 100 Mbps, or 1 Gbps and the duplex mode can be set to
half or full.

Speed/Duplex Displays the speed and duplex configuration settings for the client
traffic.

Trusted Indicates if the port is trusted.

Table 53: Contents of the Ports Page for Legacy Switches

For the other Aruba switches, the Ports page displays the following information:

Name Description

Port Number Indicates the number assigned to the switch port.

Admin Status Indicates the operational status of the port.

Power over Ethernet Displays the enabled or disabled status of Power over Ethernet (PoE).

Access Policy (In) Allows you to apply an existing access policy for the inbound traffic on the
port.

Access Policy (Out) Allows you to apply an existing access policy for the outbound traffic on the
port.

Table 54: Contents of the Ports Page for Other Aruba Switches

3. To edit port details, click Edit and configure the port parameters.

4. Click Save.
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Configuring Access Policies
To restrict certain types of traffic on physical ports of ArubaSwitches, you can configure ACLs from the Central
UI.

To create an access policy, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration > Switch-Aruba.
2. Click +. TheNew Access Policy pop-up opens.
3. Enter a name for the policy.

4. To add a rule to the access policy, click + underRules, and configure the following parameters:

a. Source—Select a source of the traffic for which you want to an access rule.

b. Destination—Select a destination port.

c. Protocol—Select the type of network port or protocol.

d. Action—Allow or deny access as required.

5. ClickOk.

The access policiesmust be applied to a Switch port and the VLAN assigned to a port. Formore information on,
access policy assignment to ports and VLANs, see the following topics:

n Configuring Ports on page 144

n Configuring VLANs on page 146

Configuring VLANs
The Aruba switches support the following types of VLANs:

n Port-based VLANs— In the case of trusted interfaces, all untagged traffic is assigned a VLAN based on the
incoming port.

n Tag-based VLANs— In the case of trusted interfaces, all tagged traffic is assigned a VLAN based on the
incoming tag.

The Aruba legacy switches such as theMobility Access Switch also support the following types of VLANs.

n Voice VLANs—You can use voice VLANs to separate voice traffic fromdata traffic when the voice and data
traffic are carried over the same Ethernet link.

n MAC-based VLANs— In the case of untrusted interfaces, you can associate a client to a VLAN based on the
sourceMAC of the packet. Based on theMAC, you can assign a role to the user after authentication.

Adding VLAN Details
By default, all the ports in the Switches are assigned to VLAN 1. However, if the ports are assigned to different
VLANs, the VLANs page displays these details.

To add a VLAN, complete the following steps:

1. Click Configuration.
n To configure a legacy Aruba switch , click Switch-MAS.
n To configure other Aruba switches, click Switch-Aruba.
2. Click VLANs. TheVLANs page is displayed.
3. Click + add a VLAN and configure the following parameters:

n ID—The VLAN ID.

n Description—Ashort description for VLAN.

n IP Address—IP address of the VLAN interface.



n Netmask—Netmask of the IP address of the VLAN interface.

n DHCP—Slider for enabling DHCP pool associated with the VLAN.

n Access Policy (In)—Access policy assignment to VLAN for the inbound traffic (vlan-in). The VLAN-
IN rule is applied for the bridged and routed inbound packets on a VLAN.

n VLAN Port Mode—Port mode to apply on the VLAN. To apply a port, complete the following steps:

a. Select the port number.

b. Select any of the following port modes:

l Tagged Ports—Tagged ports if any. A tagged port will normally carry traffic formultiple VLANs from
the switch to other network devices such as an upstream router or an edge switch.

l Untagged Ports—Untagged ports if any. In case of untagged ports, the Ethernet frames are not
VLAN tagged.

c. Click Apply.
4. ClickOK.

Editing the VLAN Details
To edit the VLAN details, select the VLAN row and click the edit icon.

Deleting VLAN Details
To delete the VLAN details, complete the following steps:

1. Ensure that the VLANs are not tagged to any ports.

2. Click the delete icon for the VLAN you want to delete.

VLAN 1 is the primary VLAN and cannot be deleted.

Adding CLI Snippets
Central allows you to apply configuration commands from a CLI snippet to the Aruba Switches provisioned in
your network. You can use the CLI snippets to modify the configuration of an individual Switch, Switches
provisioned in a group, or the Switches configured using a template group.

If you want to add new configuration changes to a Switch or to a device group consisting of Switches, you can
use theConfiguration > Switches - Aruba > Advanced Settingsmenu. However, if you want to add new
configuration ormodify the existing configuration of Switches provisioned using template group, select the
template group and use theConfiguration > Advanced Settingsmenu.

Central supports variable definitions in CLI snippets only for the Switches provisioned in a template group. You
can also use the CLI snippets to override the variable definitions for each device in a template group. Formore
information on template groups, see Configuring Devices in Template Groups on page 35

Adding CLI Snippets for Template Groups
To add a CLI snippet to devices in a template group, complete the following steps:

1. Select the template group from theGroupsmenu.

2. Click Configuration > Advanced Settings.
3. To apply the configuration changes to a specific Switchmodel or firmware version, select the desired
values forModel and Version.
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4. To apply the configuration changes to all Switches provisioned in the template group, select All for
Model and Version.
5. Paste the CLI snippet. The configuration in the CLI snippet is applied to the devicesmatching the selected
criteria. The variables in the CLI snippet are applied for template groups.

Adding CLI Snippets to Switches Provisioned in Other Groups
You can apply a CLI snippet to a Switch both at the group and device levels.

To add a CLI snippet to the Switch configuration, complete the following steps:

1. Select the group from theGroupsmenu.

2. Click Configuration > Switches - Aruba > Advanced Settings.
3. To apply the configuration to all the switches provisioned in the group, select All forModel and Version.
4. To apply the configuration to a specific Switchmodel and the firmware version, select the desired values
forModel and Version.
5. Paste the CLI snippet. Ensure that the CLI snippet does not include variable definitions. The configuration
changes are added to the devicesmatching the selected criteria.

Configuring DHCP Pools
To configure a newDHCP pool on a switch, complete the following steps:

1. To configure a DHCP pool on aMobility Access Switch, click Configuration> Switch-MAS > DHCP Pools.
To configure a DHCP pool on other Aruba switches, click Configuration > Switch-Aruba > DHCP Pools.
DHCP is supported only on Aruba Switches running the following versions:

n Aruba 2920 Switch Series—WB.16.02.0012 or later

n Aruba 2930F Switch Series—WC.16.02.0012 or later

n Aruba 2540 Switch Series—YC.16.02.0012 or later

If any of the devices is running a lower version, a warningmessage is displayed, and theDHCP configuration
changes are pushed only to the devices that support the DHCP. If the devices are upgraded to a supported
version ormoved out of the group, thewarningmessagewill not be displayed.

2. To activate theDHCP service, select the Enable DHCP service check box. TheDHCP service can be
enabled only if there is a valid DHCP pool.

3. To edit the DHCP pool details, click the edit icon.

4. To delete a DHCP pool, click the delete icon. When theDo you want to delete <DHCP Pool Name>?
pop-up window prompts you, click Yes.

Adding a New DHCP Pool
1. To add a newDHCP pool, clickNew and configure the following parameters:

n Name—Nameof the pool.

n Network—Avalid network IP address to assigned to theDHCP pool.

n Netmask—Netmask of theDHCP pool.

n Lease Time—The lease time for theDHCP pool in days-hours-minutes format. You can set amaximum
value of 365 days 23 hours and 59 minutes in theDD-HH-MM format.

n Default Router—IP address of the default router in the subnet. You can add up to 8 IP addresses.

n DNS Server—Address of the DNS server. To addmultiple DNS servers, click +. You can add up to 8 DNS
servers.



n WINS Server—Address of theWINS server. TheWINS server address is required for legacy Aruba
switches only. To addmultipleWINS servers, click +.

n Netbios server—Address of theNetbios server. TheNetbios server address configuration is not
required for legacy Aruba switches. To addmultipleWINS servers, click +. You can add up to 8 Netbios
servers.

n IP address Range—IP address rangewithin the network and network mask combination.

n Exclude Address Range—IP address range to exclude. This field is available for legacy Aruba Switches
such asMobility Access Switches. To addmultiple excluded address range, click +.

n Option—The code and type of theDHCP option to configure. A valuewithin the range of 2-254 with
type as hexadecimal and ASCII is valid.

n Value—The value to assign to theDHCP option. To addmultiple values, click +.

2. Click Add.

Configuring System Parameters for a Switch
The Systemmenu under Switch-MAS and Switch-Aruba allows you to configure administrator credentials
and enablemode on a switch.

Configuring Administrator Credentials for Mobility Access Switch
To configure administrator credentials for aMobility Access Switch, complete the following steps:

1. Click theConfiguration> Switch-MAS > System. The System page opens.

2. Enter the password for admin in theAdmin Password text box and confirm the administrator
password.

3. Enter the password for enablemode in the Enable Mode Password text box and confirm the password.

4. Click Save Settings.

Configuring Administrator and Operator Credentials for Other Aruba Switches
To configure administrator credentials for other Aruba switches, complete the following steps:

1. Click theConfiguration >  Switch-Aruba > System. The System page opens.

2. Enter the username for the administrator user.

3. Enter the password for admin in theAdmin Password text box and confirm the administrator
password.

4. Enter the password for enablemode in the Enable Mode Password text box and confirm the password.

5. To configure the operator user credentials, complete the following steps:

6. Select the Set Operator Username check box.
7. Enter a username and password for the operator user.

8. Confirm the password.

9. Click Save Settings.

Configuring a Name Server
To set a static IP switches, youmust configure a name server. To configure a name server, complete the
following steps:

1. Click Configuration.
n To configure a legacy Aruba switch , click Switch-MAS.
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n To configure other Aruba switches, click Switch-Aruba.
2. Enter the IP address of the name server obtained from theDNS server in theName Server text box.
3. Click Save Settings.



Chapter 10
Managing Reports

TheReports pane displays the reports generated for network and the reports that configured to run a
particular schedule.

This section includes the following topics:

n Generated Reports on page 151

n Managing Reports on page 151

n Viewing a Generated Report on page 154

n Creating a Report on page 154

Generated Reports
On clicking theGenerated Reports, a table listing the parameters used for generating a report is displayed.

Parameter Description

Title Displays the title name of the report generated.

Date Run Displays the date on which report was generated.

Saved By Indicates the user login name using which the report was generated.

Device Group Indicates the device group or groups for which the report was generated.

Labels Indicates the labels for which the report was generated.

Report Type Indicates the type of report.

Status Displays the current status of the report generated.

Actions Allows to either export the report locally or send to an email address.

Periodicity Indicates when the report is triggered.

Table 55: Reports Pane
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Contents of a Report
The following table displays the parameters for the reports generated in Central.

Report Type Parameters Displayed

All Displays all scheduled and generated reports.

Network
Summary
Report

Displays the following parameters:
n Number of Instant APs
n Instant AP Model
n Top TenWireless Clients By Usage
n Top Ten Instant APs By Usage
n Total Usage By SSID
n Device Types
n Wireless Clients
n Wireless Data Usage
n Wireless Data Peak Usage
n Top Ten Applications By Usage
n Top TenWeb Categories By Usage
n Switches
n Switch Model
n Top Ten Switches By Usage (Tx/Rx)
n Top Ten Ports By Usage (Tx/Rx)
n Wired Uplink Stats
n Wired Peak Uplink Stats

Security Report Displays the following parameters:
n Rogue APs
n Total Rogue APs Detected
n Wireless Intrusions
n Total Wireless Intrusions

PCI Compliance Displays the PCI Compliance result as Fail or Pass.

Client Inventory Displays the client details summarized by all aggregation fields. The report includes the following
details:

n Number of APs, APs and the AP model
n Number of Clients, Top 10 Clients by Usage, and the type of client device
n Top Ten APs by Usage
n Total Usage by SSID
n Wireless Clients
n Wireless Data Usage graphs such as Top Ten APs by Usage, Total Usage by SSID, Wireless
Clients, Wireless Data Usage, Wireless Data Peak Usage, Top 10 applications by usage, Top
10 web categories by usage
n Switch information such as the Switches in the network, Switch model, Top 10 Switches by
Usage, Top 10 Ports by Usage, wired uplink stats, and wired peak uplink stats graphs.

Infra Inventory Displays the inventory and subscription information for the devices that are online during a
specific duration. The report includes the following details:

n Number of Instant APs
n Number of Switches
n AP interfaces summary
n Model and Firmware version for APs
n Model and Firmware version for Switches

Table 56: Report Parameters



Report Type Parameters Displayed

n Instant AP and Switches subscription information
n Subscription utilization graph

Client Usage Displays information about the client usage, client count, and client traffic to applications,
application categories, web categories, and applications with web reputation score assigned.

New Infra
Inventory

Displays the inventory and subscription information to the devices that are newly added in
Central.

Capacity
Planning

Displays the throughput and client density information for devices provisioned in Central. The
report includes the following details:

n Top 25 APs by throughput
n Top-25 APs by peak client density
n Top-25 APs by average client density
n Top-25 Switches by throughput
n Subscription usage

AppRF Displays application usage report for a specific device group. The report displays the following
widgets:

n Top 10 applications accessed by the clients
n Top 10 web categories accessed by the clients
n Top 10 applications accessed by each type of the client device.
n Top 10 applications for the user roles assigned to the client devices.
n Top 10 applications for the SSIDs on which the client devices are connected.

Client Session Displays the details of client sessions for the SSIDs provisioned on Instant APs. The report also
displays the client count, the number of sessions, cumulative duration, and the usage based on
the following parameters :

n Client Device OS
n Connectionmode
n SSIDs
n User roles
n MAC address vendors of the device

RF Health Displays the following RF usage statistics for the AP radios.

n Channel changes
n Transmission power changes
n Average Noise (in dBm)
n Average channel utilization (%)
n Total error (%)
n Interfering devices
n Clients
n Usage

Configuration
Audit Status

Displays the last configuration action audited for devices assigned to groups in Central. This
report shows the following information categories:

n Aggregate Statistics—Shows configuration status for all the devices.
n Detailed Statistics—Shows detailed configuration status for each device.
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Viewing a Generated Report
To view a generated report, complete the following steps:

1. To view reports for the devices attached to a group, select the group or groups from the group selector.
By default, reports are displayed for all groups.

2. To view reports for the devices attached to a specific label, click All Groups > Labels and select the
desired label.

Central does not support creating or filtering AppRF and PCI Compliance reports based on labels.

3. Select Reports > Generated Reports.
4. Select theReport Type. The following types of reports are available:
n Network

n PCI Compliance

n Security

n Client Inventory

n Infra Inventory

n Client Usage

n New Infra Inventory

n Capacity Planning

n AppRF

n Client Session

n RF Health

n Configuration Audit Status

5. To export the report to a PDF format, click the export icon.

6. To send the report through email, click the email icon, enter the email address, and then click Send
email.

Creating a Report
You can generate reports for devices associated with a group or label. You can also set a periodicity for running
the reports. The reports generatedmanually or automatically as per the schedule are listed on theGenerated
Reports page.

Although your page view is set to a specific group or label, you can create reports for a different group or label.
However, if your page view is set to an Instant AP cluster or Switch, you can schedule report generation only for that
Instant AP cluster or Switch.

To create a report, complete the following steps:

1. Select Reports > Configure Reports. TheCreate New Report page is displayed.
1. To generate reports for the devices attached to a group:

a. Select theGroups option.
b. From theDevice Groups drop-down, select one or several groups for which you want to generate
the report.



2. To generate reports for devices attached to a label:

a. Select the Label option.
b. From the Label drop-down, select a label for which you want to generate the report.

3. Enter the name for the report in Title.
4. Select the type of the report to generate.

5. Select the period for which you want to view the report from Time Span.
6. Select Now fromRun Report to generate report immediately. To run reports at a later time, select Later
and specify the duration.

7. Select how often you want to generate the report by choosingOne Time,Daily Interval,Weekly
Interval,Monthly Interval, or Yearly Interval fromREPEAT.
8. If you are creating a PCI Compliance report, specify the Cardholder Data Environment (CDE) subnets or
CDE SSIDs for which you want to generate the report. You can also run report on all SSIDs.

9. To email the generate report, specify the email address of the recipient.

10. Click Create.
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Maintenance

TheMaintenance tab displays themaintenance pane for the Central. TheMaintenance pane consists of the
followingmenu options:

n Maintaining Firmware Versions

n Viewing Audit Trails

n Troubleshooting Devices

n API Gateway

Maintaining Firmware Versions
The Firmware tab provides an overview of the latest supported version of firmware for the device, details of
the device, and the option to upgrade the device.

Viewing Firmware Details
To view the firmware details for devices provisioned in Central, go toMaintenance > Firmware. The
Firmware window opens and displays the following information:

Data Pane
Item

Description

Latest Firmware
Version

Displays the latest firmware version available on the public firmware server.

Virtual Controllers Displays the following information:
n VC Name—Name of the VC
n APs—Number of APs associated to VC
n Location—Location of the Instant AP device
n Firmware Version—The firmware version on the Instant AP
n Status—The upgrade status of the Instant AP

Switch-MAS Displays the following details about the legacy (Mobility Access Switch) and other Aruba
switches managed through Central:

n Hostname—Host name of the switch
n MAC Address—MAC address of the switch
n Model—Model of the switch
n Firmware Version—The current firmware version running on the switch.
n Latest Available Version—The latest firmware version available for the switch platform
n Status—The upgrade status of the switch

Switch-Aruba

Filter by Upgrade
Status

Filters the device list based on any of the following firmware upgrade status:
n Need upgrade
n Scheduled
n In progress
n Failed
n Upgrade not required

Table 57: Firmware Maintenance
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Data Pane
Item

Description

Update Firmware Allows you to upgrade the device firmware to the latest supported version. For more
information, see Automatically Upgrading Firmware on a Device on page 157.

Update All Allows you to simultaneously upgrade firmware for multiple devices.

Cancel Upgrade Cancels a scheduled upgrade.

Cancel All Cancels a scheduled upgrade for all devices.

Search Filter Allows you to define a filter criterion for searching devices based on the host name, MAC
address, location, firmware version, and the current upgrade status of the device.

Upgrading a Device
You can upgrade a device eithermanually or by using the automatic image check feature.

Automatically Upgrading Firmware on a Device
To check for a new version on the image server in the cloud, complete the following steps:

1. Go toMaintenance > Firmware. The Firmware window is displayed.

2. Select the devices to upgrade.

3. Click Upgrade Firmware, select Automatic.
4. Specify if the upgrademust be carried out immediately or at a later date and time.

5. Click Upgrade. The device downloads the image from the server, saves it to flash, and reboots.
Depending on the progress and success of the upgrade, one of the followingmessages is displayed:

n Upgrading—While image upgrading is in progress.

n Upgrade failed—When the upgrade fails.

6. If the upgrade fails, retry upgrading your device.

Manually Upgrading Firmware on a Device
Tomanually upgrade to a new firmware image version, complete the following steps:

1. SelectMaintenance > Firmware. The Firmware pane is displayed.
2. Click Upgrade Firmware.
3. Select theManual option.
4. Select one of the following from the Type drop-down:
n General Availability Build

n Early Availability Build

n CustomBuild

5. Select a firmware to upgrade from the Select a firmware version list. The list of available images for
release firmware images are displayed. If you are upgrading to a custombuild, enter a valid release version
and then press Enter.



To obtain custom build details, contact Aruba Support.

6. Specify the upgrade schedule. To upgrade now, clickNow. To upgrade at a later date, click Later Date
and specify the upgrade schedule.

7. Click Upgrade.

After upgrading a switch, click Reboot.

Forcing Firmware Upgrade
Central now allows you to force firmware upgrade for devices in a group. To force a specific firmware version
for all AP devices or Switches in a group, complete the following steps:

1. Select the desired device group from theGroupsmenu.

2. ClickMaintenance > Firmware. The Firmware page opens.
3. Verify the firmware upgrade status for the device.

4. Click the settings icon next to Firmware at the top. The Firmware Compliance Setting window opens.

5. Select the devices and the firmware versions for upgrade.

6. Click Save. Central initiates a firmware upgrade operation for the devices that support the selected
firmware version. Central also displays a list of unsupported devices on which the firmware upgrade
operation cannot be enforced.

Viewing Audit Trails
TheAudit Trail page shows the logs for all the events triggered in Central at theAll Groups level. To view the
details of a particular event, click the details icon under theDetails column.

Viewing Audit Trails in Standard Enterprise Portal
TheAudit Trail logs are displayed for the following types of operations in the Standard Enterprise Portal:

n Device status and configuration

n Firmware upgrade

n Device assignment to subscriptions and groups

n Label assignment to devices

n User addition and deletion

n License reconciliation
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TheAudit Trail page in the Standard Enterprise portal displays the following details:

Data Pane
Content Description

Time Time stamp of the events for which the audit trails are shown.

Username The username of the admin user who applied the changes.

IP Address IP address of the client device.

Classification Type of modification and the affected device management category.

Target The group or device to which the changes were applied.

Details A short description of the changes such as subscription assignment, firmware upgrade, and
configuration updates.

Table 58: Audit Trail Pane in the Standard Enterprise View

API Gateway
Central supports an Application Programming Interface (APIs) to allow the administrator users to create and
manage APIs. It supports the following types of APIs:

n A polling-based API—The Representational State Transfer (REST)-based APIs support HTTP GET operations
by providing a specific URL for each query. The output for these operations are returned in the JSON
format.

n Push or Event APIs—The Push API gives web applications the ability to receivemessages pushed to them
from a server.

The API Gateway feature in Central offers the following benefits:

n Provides an API management gateway to create, publish, mange the life cycle of APIs

n Provides a gateway that can run on public and private cloud as containers

n Displays the API usage pattern

n Provides a developer portal to develop applications using the APIs

The administrators of a web API gateway can create a API gateway cluster to route the API traffic to Aruba
cloud services. Central offers the following consoles for API management:

n Administrator Console—The console formanaging APIs and consumers.

n Publisher Console—The console for creating and publishing an API.

API Framework Plug-in
The Central API Framework plugin supports OAuth2 authentication and authorization, and provides all API
services. To enable API services, youmust configure the access token, refresh token, API logging level, and
other security settings.

Using OAuth 2.0 to Access API
Central supports theOAuth 2 RFC 6749 specification for accessing a new set of modern APIs. All OAuth2
requestsmust use the SSL endpoint available at https://<host IP or FQDN>/api/oauth.



OAuth 2.0 is a simple and secure authorization framework. It allows applications to acquire an access token for
Central through a variety of work flows supported within theOAuth2 specification. After an application is
assigned an access token, it can access the various APIs serviced by Central.

Access and Refresh Tokens
The access token is a string that identifies a user, app, or web page and is used by the app to access an API. The
access tokens provide a temporary and secure access to the APIs. The access tokens have a limited lifetime. If
the application uses web server or user-agent OAuth authentication flows, a refresh token is provided during
authorization that can be used to get a new access token.

Central supports the followingmethods of obtaining access token:

n Authorization code grant—The authorization code grant type enables the administrators to use third-party
applications to access Central APIs without providing password on third-party applications. Thismethod is
optimized for confidential clients and is the preferred and themost secure option.

n REST API to download tokens—In thismethod, the administrator provides username and password to login
to portal for initial bootstrapping. The access token can be downloaded after logging in.

n Offline Token Download—In thismethod, the administrator downloads access token flow from a device
and uploads the filemanually to client application.

Viewing APIs
To view the APIsmanaged by Central:

1. ClickMaintenance > API Gateway. TheAPI Gateway page shows the list of published APIs.
2. To view the details of an API, click Details.
3. To view the API documentation, click Documentation. The documentation is displayed in a new
window.

Viewing Tokens
To view tokens, complete the following steps:

1. ClickMaintenance > API Gateway. TheAPI Gateway page is displayed.
2. Click Authorized Apps & Tokens.
3. To view tokens, click View Tokens. The Token List pop-up window opens.

4. To download tokens, click Download Token.
5. To revoke tokens, click Revoke Token.

Adding a New Token
To add a new token, complete the following steps:

1. ClickMaintenance > API Gateway. TheAPI Gateway page is displayed.
2. Click Authorized Apps & Tokens.
3. Click + to add a new token.

4. Enter the application name and then click Generate.

Troubleshooting Devices
This section includes the following topics:

n Troubleshooting Overview

n Troubleshooting a Device
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Troubleshooting Overview
The Troubleshootingmenu in theMaintenance tab in the Central UI allows the administrators and the
users with read-write access to run the troubleshooting or diagnostics commands directly on the devices.
When a troubleshooting session begins, Central establishes a session with the devices selected for the
troubleshooting operation, retrieves the output of the selected diagnostics commands, and displays the
output in theUI.

Central supports the troubleshooting operations at the device level, group level, and also at theAll Groups
level. If the user access is restricted to only certain groups within a network, Central allows the users to run the
troubleshooting commands only on the devices in these groups. Similarly, the users with the administrator or
read-write access to All Groups can execute the troubleshooting commands on the entire list of devices
associated with a user account.

The users can run commands at a given time or set a periodic interval at which the selected commands can be
run.

If you want to run the troubleshooting commands on an Instant AP, ensure that the Instant AP is upgraded to 6.4.3.1-
4.2.0.3 or later firmware versions.

Troubleshooting a Device
To run troubleshooting commands on a device, complete the following steps

1. ClickMaintenance > Troubleshooting. The Troubleshooting page opens.
2. Select the device category. Table 59 describes the contents of the Troubleshooting page:

Data Pane Item Description

Switches Allows you to run the troubleshooting commands on a Switch.

Access Points Allows you to run the troubleshooting commands on an AP.

AP Name Allows you to select the devices for troubleshooting. You can also search for a specific
device by typing the first few letters of the device name. Central allows you to select up to 10
devices for a troubleshooting operation.

Switch Name Allows you to specify the devices for troubleshooting.

Tools Allows you to run commands such as Ping and Traceroute from the UI. To execute a
command, complete the following steps:

1. Select the type of the command to run from the Tools drop-down.
2. Specify the host name or the IP address of the device on which you want to run the
command.
3. Click the command name.

Commands Category—Allows you to select a category. The troubleshooting commands are segregated
under the following categories:
Access Points

n Wireless
n Security
n Network
n AirGroup
n System
n ARM

Table 59: Contents of the Troubleshooting Page



Data Pane Item Description

n Datapath
n Logs
n AirWave

Switches
n Physical Connection
n PoE andMedia Access
n L2 loop prevention
n Link aggregation
n Loop detection
n Routing
n Management
n Security and traffic
n Show tech

On selecting a category, the commands grouped under that category are displayed. You can
select one or several commands to run on the devices.

Run Executes the troubleshooting commands on the selected devices.

Auto Run Sets a schedule for running the troubleshooting commands at specific user-defined
intervals.

Filter Sets a filter criteria for the command output. Enter a search text string to filter the
command output. For example, if you enter DPI in the Filter text box, only the command
output with the DPI text is displayed.

Clear All Clears all the output.

Export All Exports the output files generated for each device in a zip file.

Output pane Shows the output for the commands that are run. The output contains commands with the
UTC time stamp and is segregated per device. To view the command output for a specific
device, select the Instant AP from the list of devices in the Output pane.

Table 59: Contents of the Troubleshooting Page

4. To troubleshoot an AP, click theAccess Points tab, specify the AP name. If the desired AP is not listed,
type the first few letters or digits of the device name. The drop-down list displays a list of APsmatching the
text string you typed.

5. To troubleshoot a Switch, click the Switches tab and specify the name of the Switch.

6. Select a category and the commands to run under that category.

7. To run commands from a different category, select another category and the commands grouped under
that category.

8. Click Run. The command output is displayed.

9. To set a frequency for automatically running the troubleshooting commands, perform the following
actions:

a. Click Auto Run.
b. Specify the interval within a range of 30 seconds to 1 hour.

c. Select the duration for running the troubleshooting commandswithin a range of 1 minute to 1 hour.

d. Click Start.
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Chapter 12
Presence Analytics

This section describes the Presence Analytics application:

n Presence Analytics Overview on page 163

n Configuring Sites on page 164

n Presence Analytics on page 163

n Using the Presence Analytics App on page 164

n Analyzing Client Presence on page 164

n Setting RSSI Threshold and Dwell Time on page 167

Presence Analytics Overview
Central offers the Presence Analytics application to provide a solution for analyzing client presence patterns in
public venues and enterprise environments. Using this feature, businesses can collect and analyze client
presence data to determine a usage pattern. Based on this analysis, these businesses can develop or improve
strategies for customer engagement, and thereby maximizing revenue opportunities, optimizing workspace,
and increasing theirmarket presence.

Central supports Presence Analytics only on the APs running Aruba Instant 6.4.4.4-4.2.3.0 or a later software version.

Service Subscription
The Presence Analytics application is available only if the Presence Analytics service is enabled on an Instant AP.
To start using the Presence Analytics service, contact the Aruba Central Support team and obtain a
subscription.

If the Presence Analytics service subscription is enabled on one Instant AP in the cluster, the other Instant APs in the
cluster inherit the Presence Analytics configuration settings, and send the RSSI feeds to Central. However, the
Presence and Loyalty statistics are displayed only for the Instant APs on which the Presence Analytics feature is
enabled.

Data Aggregation and Display
When the Presence Analytics service is enabled on your devices, you can configure yourWLAN APs in Central to
detect the presence of Wi-Fi enabled clients within the range of a particular site. Central aggregates the data
gathered from the APs and presents this data on the dashboard as graphs, trends, and statistics.

The analytics dashboard provides a clear and detailed view of presence classifications, the criteria for classifying
clients into passerby and visitors, the time spent by the clients at a site, and loyalty metrics for clients who
frequently visit a site.
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Passerby and Visitors
Based on the proximity of the client device to a specific site, theWi-Fi signal strength, and the time spent at the
sites, the clients are classified as follows:

n Passerby—An associated or unassociated client who is in vicinity of a specific site and has an RSSI value
greater than or equal to -90 dBm.

n Visitors—The passerby clients who spendmore than 5 minutes at the site and have an RSSI value greater
than -65 dBm. You can customize parameters for dwell time and RSSI values on the Presence Analytics >
Settings page.

If a client is idle for more than 30 minutes, Central removes the presence instance for that client. When the client
reappears, it creates a new instance for that client and applies the same presence classification criteria.

The Presence graphs on the dashboard provide statistical analysis of the aggregate count of passerby clients,
the dwell time of these clients at the sites, the rate at which the passerby clients converted to visitors, and the
aggregate count of visitors over a specific duration.

Loyalty Metrics
Based on the engagement pattern and the time spent by the clients at the site, Central classifies clients as
visitors. It also maintains a record of the number of repeat visitsmade by these clients over a specific duration.
Based on these records, it plots the frequency at which the visitors return to the sites, and classifies these
repeat visitors as loyal visitors.

The Loyalty graphs on the dashboard provide a statistical analysis of the clients classified as new, unique, and
loyal visitors for a given time range.

Configuring Sites
You can attach your devices in specific stores and venues to sites. By default, Central displays presence data
based for all sites. Formore information on creating labels, see Labels on page 173.

Using the Presence Analytics App
On clicking Presence Analytics app in theAruba Central Apps area on the left navigation pane, the
followingmenu options are displayed.

n Activity—Adashboard that shows the client presence details and loyalty metrics.

n Settings—The configuration page on which the RSSI threshold and dwell time for the clients can be set.

Analyzing Client Presence
TheActivitymenu displays the presencemetrics for passerby clients and visitors. TheActivity page also
shows loyalty metrics for the visitors.

Table 60 describes the graphs and data displayed on theActivity page.



Dashboard
View Description

Time range You can view the client presence data for the following time ranges:
n 3 Hours—Data from the current time to last 3 hours. This is the default time range for which
the data is presented.
n 1 day—Data from the current time to last 1 day. 1 week—Data from the 00:00 hour of the
current week to 00:00 of last 1 week.
n 1 Month—Data from the 00:00 hour of the current week to 00:00 of last 1 month.

The granularity of data point for activity trends is as follows:
n 5 min for a time range of 3 hours
n 1 hour for a time range of 1 day
n 1 day for a time range of 1 week and 1 month

Advanced The Advanced toggle switch allows you to set your dashboard view to show detailed presence
information, or a quick summary of the presence data. By default, the Advanced mode is turned off.
To view the graphs and trends with granular and detailed statistics for presence or loyalty, enable
the Advanced mode.

Baseline and
Change
Metrics

The Baseline and Changemetrics are shown for most of the graphs displayed on the Activity
page.
The baseline metric for presence data is calculated for each time range in the following way:

n 3 hours—The baseline metric is not applicable.
n 1 Day—The baseline value is derived from the average of the presence data collected in the
last 30 days.
n 1 week and 1 month—The baseline value is derived from the presence data collected in the
last 6 months.

Baseline
Versus
Aggregate
trends

These trends display the aggregate or average values across the selected time range in
comparison to the baseline value.

Presence
Graphs

The Presence graphs displays presence metrics for passerby clients and visitors. To view detailed
presence information, switch to the Advanced mode. The following graphs with presence metrics
are displayed for all sites or a specific site.

n Passerby—Shows the aggregate count of passersby clients for the selected time range. The
graph also shows the baseline value for the passersby clients based on the selected time range,
and the percentage of change in the count of passersby clients in comparison to the baseline
value.
n Visitors—Shows the aggregate count of visitors. The graph also shows the baseline value for
the visitors trend based on the selected time range, and the percentage of change in the count
of visitors in comparison to the baseline value.
n Draw Rate—Draw rate refers to the percentage of passerby clients converted to visitors for a
specific time duration. The Draw Rate graph shows average draw rate. It also shows the
baseline value for the draw rate metric based on the time range selection, and the percentage
of change in draw rate compared to the baseline value.
n Dwell Time—Dwell time refers to the average time spent by visitors at a site at a given point
in time. This graph shows the average dwell time of the visitors for all sites or a specific site. It
also shows the baseline value for the dwell time metric based on the time range selection, and
the percentage of change in the dwell time compared to the baseline value.

Passerby &
Draw Rate
Graphs

To view the Passerby and Draw Rate graphs, switch to the Advanced mode.
n The Passersby chart plots the passersby clients trend for the selected time range. For
example, if the time range is set to 3 hours, it shows the passerby clients count for every 5
minutes for the last 3 hours. Similarly, when the time range is set to 1 day, the count is displayed
for every one hour.
n The Draw Rate shows the rate of conversion of passerby clients to visitors for the selected
time range. For example, if the time range is set to 3 hours, it shows the passerby count for
every 5 minutes for the last 3 hours. Similarly, when the time range is set to 1 day, the count is

Table 60: Activity Dashboard
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Dashboard
View Description

displayed for every one hour.
l 5th Percentile—The 5th percentile is the value of draw rate, below which 5% of the sites
could be found. The graph plots the draw rate trend at 5th percentile.
l 95th Percentile—The 95th percentile is the value of draw rate, below which 95% of the
sites may be found. The graph plots draw rate trend at the 95th percentile.

Visitor &
Dwell Time
Graphs

If the Advanced mode is set to on, the Visitor & Dwell Time graph is displayed as well.
n The Visitors graph shows the visitors trend for the selected time range. For example, if the
time range is set to 3 hours, it shows the visitors count for every 5 minutes in the last 3 hours.
Similarly, when the time range is set to 1 day, the count is displayed for every one hour.
n The Dwell Time graph shows the average dwell time for the visitors for a given time range.
For example, if the time range is set to 3 hours, it shows the dwell time of the visitors whose
presence was detected during every 5 minutes in the last 3 hours. Similarly, when the time
range is set to 1 day, the average time spent by the visitors is displayed for every one hour.
The graph also shows the dwell time of visitors detected at the site that falls in the 5th and 95th
percentile.

Top 5 and
Bottom 5
Graphs

The Top 5 and Bottom 5 graphs display the top 5 and bottom 5 sites and plots trends for
categories such as Passerby, Visitors, Draw Rate, and Dwell Time.
The graph also shows the median derived based on the values gathered from the trends observed
for a selectedmetric across all sites for the selected time period.
NOTE: If number of sites is less than 10, the graph does not show the bottom 5 trends.

View
Presence
Data

On clicking this link, the presence data for each site is displayed. You can choose to view the
presence data in the map view or table format.

n The map view shows data for one metric at a time. For example, to view the visitors count at
various sites, select Visitors from the drop-down.
n The table view shows the passerby client and visitors count, draw rate and dwell time metrics.
You can also download the presence data for all sites for a given time range.

Loyalty The Loyalty area displays the following graphs with loyalty metrics for visitors:
n Unique Visitors—Shows the unique visitors count, which is the sum of new and loyal visitors
for the selected time range. The graph also shows the baseline metric calculated for a given
time range and the percentage of change in the unique visitors count in relation to the baseline
metric.
n New Visitors—Shows the aggregate count of the new visitors categorized. Visitors who have
visited only once in the last 1 month are referred to as the new visitors. The graph also shows
the baseline metric calculated for a given time range and the percentage of change in the new
visitors count in relation to the baseline metric.
n Loyal Visitors—Shows the aggregate count of the visitors categorized as loyal. Visitors who
have visited a site for more than once in last 1 month are referred to as loyal visitors. The graph
also shows the baseline metric calculated for a given time range and the percentage of change
in the loyal visitors count in relation to the baseline metric.

Visitor
Loyalty
Composition

This graph shows the number of visitors categorized as new and loyal visitors for a specific time
range.

Table 60: Activity Dashboard



Dashboard
View Description

Loyal
Visitors

This graph shows the number of visits that the loyal visitors made to a site in the last three months.

Top 5 and
Bottom 5
Graphs

The Top 5 and Bottom 5 graphs show the top 5 sites and bottom 5 sites for new visitors, unique
visitors, and loyal visitors. It also shows trends for the top and bottom sites for the selected
category.
The graph also shows the median derived based on the values gathered from the trends observed
for a selectedmetric across all sites for a selected time period.
NOTE: If number of labels is less than 10, the graph does not show the bottom 5 trends.

View Loyalty
Data

On clicking this link, the loyalty metrics for all sites are displayed. You can choose to view the
presence data in the map view or table format.

n The map view shows data for one metric at a time. For example, to view the loyal visitors
count at various sites, select Loyal Visitors from the drop-down.
n The table view shows the loyalty metrics for new, unique, and loyal visitors. You can also
download the presence data for all sites for a given time range.

Table 60: Activity Dashboard

Setting RSSI Threshold and Dwell Time
The RSSI and dwell time configuration allows the administrators to classify the type of client, analyze presence
patterns, and determine if the usage has increased over a period of time.

Tomodify the default RSSI and dwell time configuration parameters, complete the following steps:

1. Click Presence Anaytics. The top of the left navigation pane displays the Presence Analyticsmenu
options.

2. Click Settings.
3. Under Passerby to Visitor, specify theRSSI threshold andDwell Time parameters. By default, the
RSSI threshold is set to -65 dBm. The dwell time is set to 5 minutes by default.

4. Click Save Settings.

Chapter 12
Clarity

This section provides a description of the Clarity application and its features.

Clarity Application Overview
The Aruba Clarity solution allows you to monitor deployments and proactively detect issues pertaining to
network performance in the deployment. The administrators can use this data to analyze the device and
network performance, and plan for corrective actions to resolve the onboarding issues detected in the
network.

The Clarity application in Central supports the Clarity Live component of Aruba Clarity solution. The Clarity Live
application allows you to monitor non-RF and connectivity issues that impact thewireless user experience.
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With Clarity Live, administrators can proactively monitor client data flow, client association, authentication,
DHCP, and DNS service response times in real timewith amaximum latency of 10–15 minutes.

Using the Clarity analytics dashboard, the administrators can view the status of thewireless connection for the
devices added in Central, and troubleshoot issues detected in the network.

Central supports the infrastructure for Clarity application in the current release. To view the network performance
data using the Clarity application, ensure that the AP devices in your network are running the firmware version
6.5.1.0-4.3.1.0 or later.

The Clarity application to filters network performance data based on the labels assigned to the devices in your
network. Ensure that your AP devices that support Aruba Clarity are assigned to labels. For more information, see
Labels on page 173.

Enabling Clarity Service
To access the Clarity application, youmust obtain a valid subscription and enable theClarity service on your
devices. To obtain subscription for the Clarity application, contact the Aruba Central Sales team.

If you have a valid subscription, enable theClarity service on your APs.

1. Click Global Setting > Subscription Assignment.
2. Select the device.

3. Move theManage slider toNetwork Services. The list of available services is displayed.
4. Select Clarity.
5. Click Assign.

Clarity Monitoring Dashboard
To view the Clarity monitoring dashboard, from theAruba Central App selector, click Clarity. TheClarity
Monitoring dashboard opens.

The header pane for the Clarity app view displays the following data consolidated in the last 10 minutes:

n Onboarded—Indicates the number of client devices that were successfully connected to APs in the
network.

n Success Rate—Displays the percentage of success rate computed based on the onboarding experience of
the client devices.

n Connectivity Health—Displays a health index score based on the connectivity issues detected in the
network.

The Clarity monitoring dashboard includes the followingmenu options:

Activity
TheActivity dashboard displays graphs for connectivity health, latency, performance of the network and the
device, and the association and authentication transactions between the client device and the network. This
dashboard also displays the causes for network and transaction failures detected in the network.



Dashboard
View Description

Time range Allows you to view the charts and graphs in any of the following time ranges:
n 3 Hours—Displays data from the current time to last 3 hours. This is the
default time range for which the data is presented. When the time range is
set to 3 hours, the graphs display the aggregate data points for every 10
minutes.
n 1 day—Displays data from the current time to last 1 day. When the time
range is set to 1 day, the graphs display the aggregate data points for
every two hours.
n 1 week—Displays data from the current day to last 1 week. When the
time range is set to 1 day, the graphs display the aggregate data points for
every day.
n 1 Month—Displays data from the current day to last 1 month. If the time
range is set to 1 month, the graphs display the aggregate data points for
every two days.

Search and
data display
criteria

Allows you to specify a criterion based on the SSIDs on which the clients are
connected, and the labels to which the AP devices are attached. You can filter
the monitoring data based on the following criteria.

n All labels—Displays data for devices attached to all the labels defined in
the network. This option also displays the monitoring data for all the SSIDs
enabled on the devices that are attached to the labels defined in the
network.
n All SSIDs for a specific label—Displays data for all the SSIDs enabled on
the devices attached a specific label. You can select a label from the All
Labels drop-down on the header pane.
n All Labels for a specific SSID—Displays data for a specific SSID enabled
on the devices that are attached to the labels defined in the network.
n Specific SSID in a Label—Displays data for a specific SSID enabled on the
devices attached to a specific label.

Connectivity
Health

Displays a cumulative score computed based on the onboarding performance
of the network. The data is presented in the following colors to indicate the
connectivity health score ranges:

n Green—100-85
n Orange—84-70
n Red—69-0

The connectivity health index is calculated based on the following parameters:
n Attempts—Number of attempts made by the client devices to connect to
the network.
n Success Rate—The percentage of successful onboarding of the client
devices in the network.
n Delays—The delays detected in client connections and associations to
the Instant APs provisioned in your network.
n Timeliness—The number of client connections that were established on
time, without any failure or delay.
n Failures—The number of unsuccessful attempts made by the client
devices to connect to the network.

Connectivity
Performance

Displays a graph that summarizes the connectivity performance of the
network for the selected time range.
The graph plots the following data points:

n Number of timely and successful onboarding of client devices.
n Number of delays observed when onboarding a client device.
n Number of failed attempts at onboarding a client device.
n The connectivity health score for the network.

Table 61: Activity Monitoring Dashboard
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Dashboard
View Description

Stage-Wise
Performance

Displays the connectivity health index for each category of network
performance based on parameters such as timeliness, delays, and failed
attempts detected when onboarding client devices.

n Association—Number of successful, timely, delayed, and failed
association attempts made by the client devices to connect to the network.
n Authentication—Number of successful, timely, delayed, and failed
authentication attempts made by the client devices to connect to the
network.
n DHCP—Number of successful, timely, delayed, and failed DHCP
requests and responses detected when onboarding the client devices.
n Captive Portal—Number of successful, timely, delayed, and failed
attempts made by the client devices to connect to the guest SSIDs in the
network.
n DNS—Number of successful, timely, delayed, or failed attempts in
DNS resolutions detected when client devices connect to the network. The
DNS chart is displayed only when the dashboard view is set to display the
aggregate connectivity and network performance data for all labels and
SSIDs defined in the network.

Delay
Causes

Displays a pie chart that provides a summary of the causes for the delays
detected during various stages such as client association, 802.1X
authentication, MAC authentication, Key-Exchange, captive portal
authentication, and the DHCP services in a network.

Failure Causes Displays a pie chart that provides a summary of the causes for the failed
attempts detected during various stages such as client association, 802.1X
authentication, MAC authentication, key-exchange, captive portal
authentication, and the DHCP services in a network.

Device
Performance

Displays a chart shows the types of client devices and other that attempt to
establish connection with the network. The chart displays the top 5 types of
client devices based on

Authentication
Performance

Displays a chart that provides a summary of the connectivity health based on
type of authenticationmethods used by the client devices to establish
connection with the network.

Insights
The Insights dashboard displays themost relevant issues detected during the onboarding of client devices.
The Insights page segregates these issues based on their impact on the onboarding performance of the
network.

Cumulative Issue Impact Chart
The chart on the Insights page displays a cumulative impact of the issues on the onboarding performance of
network.

The color code in the chart indicate the following:

n Dark shade— Indicatesmore number of insights

n Lighter shade—Indicates less number of insights

n White—No insights



To view insights for a specific time range, drag the slider to a desired point on the chart. The list of insights is
displayed.

The insights include the following information:

n Failure instances

n Number of devices impacted

n Timestamp of the event

n Associated labels and SSIDs

n Impacted AP and client devices
Filtering Content for Insights Display

The Insights page allows you to filter insights for a specific onboarding stage or an SSID.

n To view insights for a specific onboarding stage, select one or several stages from the Select Stage drop-
down as required.

n To view insights for a specific SSID, select the SSID from the Select SSID drop-down.

Dynamic Range Selection

The chart on the Insights page allows you to dynamically select the time range and view insights specific to
that time range.

To view insights for a specific time range, use the slider and select the desired time period.

Performance Summary
The Insights page also lists the alerts based on onboarding experience of the client devices. The insights can
be drilled down to view details such as time of events, and causes for the delayed or failed onboarding of client
devices. Using these insights, you can analyze the performance of the network and proactively plan corrective
actions to restore and enhancewireless user experience.

Exporting Insights
To export insights analytics data, complete the following steps:

1. Select the duration for which you want to view the Insights.

2. Click Export Insights (CSV). The insights information is exported in the CSV format.

Troubleshooting
The Troubleshooting page allows you to view details such as failure or delay in onboarding a specific client
device.

To view a log of the onboarding events associated with a client device, enter theMAC address of the client
device or the username, and then click the search icon. The search function on the Troubleshooting page also
supports partial MAC address and username in the search text.

The event log for client devices displays the following information:

n Timestamp—Time stamp of the onboarding event.

n Stage—The stage of onboarding such as association with the AP, authentication, DHCP status.

n SSID—The SSID to which the client device attempts to establish connection.

n APMAC—MAC address of the AP.

n Status—The onboarding status of the client device

n Reason—The reasons for the delayed or failed onboarding.
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Global Settings
TheGlobal Settings link allows you to perform the following actions:

n View and Assign Labels

n ManageDevices

n Manage Subscriptions

n ManageUser Accounts



Labels
Labels are tags that can be used for filtering devices in theMonitoring dashboard. You can
assignmultiple labels to a device. For example, an AP can be labeled as Building 25 and Lobby.

These labels can be used to tag the device to a location, or to specific owners or departments.

The devices can also be classified using Groups. The group classification can be used for role-based
access to a device, while labels can be used for tagging a device to a location or region. However, if a
device is already assigned to a group and has a label associated with it, it is classified based on both
groups and labels.

Label Classification
Labels are classified into the following categories:

n Default—A default label can be assigned to multiple devices. However, a single device can be assigned only
five default labels.

n Site—Each site can havemultiple Instant APs assigned to it. However, one Instant AP be assigned to only
one site at any point in time. The site category is used only for the Presence Analytics application. Formore
information, see Presence Analytics on page 163.

Label Management
This section describes the following procedures:

n Creating a Label on page 173

n Editing or Deleting a Label on page 173

n Assigning a Device to a Label on page 174

n Detaching a Device from a Label on page 174

Creating a Label
To create a label, complete the following steps:

1. On the Aruba Central App selector area, click Global Settings. The Label Management page is
displayed.

2. To add a new label, click the + icon. TheCreate New Label pop-up opens.
3. Select any of the following label categories:

a. To create a default label, select Default.
b. To create a label for Presence Analytics, select Site.

4. Enter a name for the label.

5. Click Create. The new label is added to theAll Labels table.

Editing or Deleting a Label
To edit or delete a label, complete the following steps:

1. In the Aruba Central App selector area, click Global Settings. The Label Management page is
displayed.
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2. Select the label to edit or delete.

3. To edit the label, click the edit icon in theActions column. Edit the label and click Update.
4. To delete the label, click the delete icon in theActions column. To view the devices attached to the label
before deleting, click View Devices. Click Delete to remove the label.

Assigning a Device to a Label
To assign a label to a device, complete the following steps:

1. In the Aruba Central App selector area, click Global Settings.
2. Under Labels, click Assignment. The Label Assignment page is displayed.
3. To assign a label to an Instant AP, select the Instant AP and click Edit.
4. To assign a label to a switch:

a. Click the Switches tab.
b. Select a switch and click the edit icon.

5. On the Label Assignment pop-up window, select the label and click Accept Changes.

Detaching a Device from a Label
To remove a label assigned to a device, complete the following steps:

1. Click Labels > Assignment. The Label Assignment page is displayed.
2. Select the device and click the edit icon.

3. In the Label Assignment pop-up window, delete the label underAssigned Labels.
4. Click Accept Changes.

Managing Devices
This section describes the procedures for adding, viewing, and assigning devices to a group or subscription.

Adding Devices
Central allows you to import devices using your Aruba Activate user credentials, theMAC address and cloud
activation key of a device, or theMAC address and Serial Number of a device. You can specify themethod for
retrieving device information when adding a device.

Formore information onmanually adding devices, see Adding Devices to Central on page 21.

Viewing Devices
To view the devices added to Central, click Global Settings > Devices & Subscriptions. Table 62 shows the
contents of theDevice Provisioning page.



Parameter Description

Access Points List of Instant AP devices provisioned in Central.

Switches List of Switches provisioned in Central.

Sync Now Synchronizes devices from the inventory.

Add Devices Adds devices to Central network. Typically, the devices assigned to a
customer account are automatically retrieved. If the automatic device
addition fails, you canmanually add the devices.

Filter by
Subscription Status

Devices sorted based on their subscription assignment status.

Serial Number Serial number of the device.

MAC Address MAC address of the device.

Model Hardware model of the device.

Group Group to which the device is assigned. To assign a device to a group,
see Assigning Devices to a Group. If the device is already provisioned
in Central, the group assignment status is indicated in green.

Location Physical location of the device.

Subscription Status Status of the subscription assignment.

Table 62: Device Management Page in the Standard Enterprise View

Parameter Description

Access
Points

List of Instant AP devices connected to Central.

Switches List of Switches connected to Central.

Sync Now Synchronizes devices from the inventory.

Add Devices Adds devices to Central network. Typically, the devices assigned to a customer account are
automatically retrieved. If the automatic device addition fails, you canmanually add the devices.

Filter by
subscription
status

Filter for viewing devices based on their subscription status.

Allocated
Devices

Devices allocated or assigned to customer accounts.

Available
Devices

Devices available in the inventory for assignment.

Total
Devices

The total number of devices in Central.

Table 63: Device Management Pane in Managed Service Portal
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Parameter Description

Not
subscribed
Devices

Number of unsubscribed devices in Central.

Serial
Number

Serial number of the device.

MAC
Address

MAC address of the device.

Model Hardware model of the device.

Customer The customer account to which the device is associated.

Location Physical location of the device.

Subscription
Status

Subscription assignment status of the device.

Assigning Subscriptions to Devices
For information on assigning subscriptions, seeManaging Subscriptions on page 177.

Assigning Devices to a Group
When the devices are added to Central, they are automatically provisioned. The devices connected to Central
are indicated in green.

Mapping Devices to Groups in the Managed Service Portal

TheManaged Service Portal maintains the list of devices owned by theManaged Service Portal customer
account in the device table. TheManaged Service Portal periodically synchronized with Aruba Activate to keep
the device table up-to-date. It also maintains the customer and device associationmap. After this registration,
theManaged Service Portal administrators can log in into Central and add devices in the Standard Enterprise
mode. The devices can be assigned to customers and subscriptions in theManaged Service Portal mode.

In theManaged Service Portal, the groups are assigned to a customer account. The provisioning status of the
devices for each customer account is displayed in theAll Customers table on theMonitoring > All
Customers page. If a device is listed under the unprovisioned group for the customer account in the Standard
Enterprisemode, the status of this device is displayed in theAll Customers. To move the device from the
unprovisioned group to the default group, theManaged Service Portal Portal administratorsmust drill down to
the customer account andmove the device to default in the Standard Enterprisemode.

Group Assignment in the Standard Interface View

When the devices are added to Central, they are automatically provisioned. The devices connected to Central
are indicated in green. The group assignment depends on the following conditions:

n If the device is connected to Central, irrespective of the operational status of the device, theAssign Group
button is not displayed.

n If the device is not connected to Central, theAssign Group button is displayed.



n When a user selects devices that are not connected to Central along with another device that is connected
to Central, although theAssign Group button is displayed, the group assignment operation is carried out
only for the device that is not connected to Central.

n When the device ismoved fromone group to another, the group column in theDevice Management
page shows the new group name.

To assign devices to a group, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > Devices & Subscriptions. TheDevice Provisioning page opens.
2. Select the devices type, for example Access Points. A list of Instant APs connected to Central is displayed.

3. Select the devices for group assignment.

4. Click Assign Group. TheAssign Group pop-up window opens.

5. Select the group to which you want to assign the selected devices.

6. Click Assign.
7. To assign the device to a new group, complete the following steps:

a. Enter the name of the group in the text box and click (+). The newly created group is displayed in the
list of available groups.

b. Select the newly created group and click Assign.

Formore information on configuring andmanaging devices, see the following topics:

n Verifying and Configuring Ports

n Provisioning Devices

n Managing Configuration Overrides

n Troubleshooting Devices

Managing Subscriptions
The Subscription Keys and the Subscription Assignmentmenu options allow you to view and assign
subscriptions to devices respectively.

Viewing Subscription Key Details
To view the subscription key details, click Global Settings > Devices & Subscriptions > Subscription Keys.

Data Pane
Item

Description

Virtual Controllers Subscription details for the APs.

Switches Subscription details for switches.

Devices Device management subscriptions.

Network Services Subscriptions for cloud services. The network services subscriptions allow you to avail services
such as Presence Analytics, Guest Access, and so on.

Total
subscriptions

The total number of subscriptions.

Table 64: Subscription Keys Pane
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Data Pane
Item

Description

Used The total number of subscriptions that are in use.

Available The total number of available subscriptions.

Expiring in 90
Days

The number of subscriptions about to expire in 90 days.

Add Another
Subscription Key

Allows you to add another subscription key.

Name Name of the subscription.

Start Date Start date from which the subscription is valid.

Expires on subscription expiration date.

Subscriptions The number of subscriptions associated with the subscription.

Adding Another Subscription Key
When a subscription is extended or renewed, a new subscription key is assigned and is sent to the user. To
activate the subscription key:

1. Click Global Settings > Devices & Subscriptions > Subscription Keys. The Subscription Keys page
opens.

2. Click Add Another Subscription Key and enter the subscription key.
3. Click Activate. The subscription key is added to the list.

Acknowledging Subscription Expiry Notifications
The Subscription Keys page displays the subscriptions that are about to expire in 90 days. The users with
evaluation subscription receive subscription expiry notifications on the 30th, 15th and 1 day before the
subscription expiry and on day 1 after the subscription expires.

The users with paid subscriptions receive subscription expiry notifications on the 90th, 60th, 30th, 15th, and 1
day before expiry and two notifications per day on the day 1 and day 2 after the subscription expiry.

Acknowledging Notifications through Email

If the user hasmultiple subscriptions, a consolidated email with the expiry notifications for all subscriptions is
sent to the user. The users can also acknowledge these notifications by clickingAcknowledge or
Acknowledge All links in the email notification.

Acknowledging Notifications in the UI

If a subscription has already expired or is about to expire within 24 hours, a subscription expiry notification
message is displayed in a pop-up windowwhen the customer logs in to Central.



To prevent Central from generating expiry notifications, click Acknowledge. Central does not generate expiry
notificationmessages either in theUI or through email for the acknowledged subscriptions.

Assigning Subscriptions to Devices
The subscription keys associated with a customer account can havemultiple subscriptions associated with it.

When a subscription assigned to a device expires, Central checks the inventory for the available subscriptions
for the device and verifies if the subscription key has adequate capacity. If a subscription key with adequate
capacity is available, Central automatically assigns the longest available subscription to the device. If the
subscription does not have adequate capacity, Central assigns asmany devices as possible.

To assign subscription to a device, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > Devices & Subscriptions > Subscription Assignment. The Subscription
Assignment page allows you to assign subscriptions for the devices or services for which the users have
subscribed.

2. To assign subscriptions to devices, move the slider toDevices and select a device. For service
subscriptions, move the slider toNetwork Services and then select the devices and services.
3. Click Assign.
4. To unassign subscription from a device, click Unassign. The subscription is unassigned and available for
assignment to other devices.

Managing User Accounts and Roles
In the previous releases, Central mapped users to groups and these groups were in turn used formanaging
devices. Central now supports a role-based usermanagement function that allows you to configure various
types of users with a specific level of access control.

Role-based Access
Central supports the following types of roles:

Predefined User Roles
Central supports the following pre-defined user roles:

Pre-Defined User Roles in Central Standard Enterprise portal
TheUsers & Roles page in the Central Standard Enterprise portal allows you to configure the following types
of users with system-defined roles:

n Administrator—The Administrator users have full access to all the groups and have special rights to create
or update user details, groups, labels, and provision devices and application services.

n Read/Write—These users have read/write access to the groups/devices assigned by the Administrator
user. The Read/Write users can perform operations which can change the behavior of devices or groups
such asmodifying the configuration of a device, deleting a device and so on.

n Read Only—These users have only read access to the groups or devices assigned by the Admin user. The
read only access is limited to view the statistics and other details for groups and devices.
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n Guest operator—The guest operator users have read/write access to cloud guest splash page profiles, and
can also configure visitor accounts for these cloud guest splash page profiles.

Custom Roles
Along with the pre-defined user roles, you can also create custom roles with specific security requirements and
access control:

Only the users with the administrator role and privileges can create, modify, clone or delete a custom role in
Central.

With custom roles, you configure access control at the application level and specify access rights to view or
modify access to the applicationmodules. For example, you can create a custom rolewith access permissions
to view ormodify the configurationmodule of theNetwork Management application. When such a role is
assigned to a user account, the access rights configured for the role would determine the user's access to
Network Management application and itsmodules.

Configuring Users
TheUsers & Rolesmenu underGlobal Settings allows you to create, modify, and delete users, and view the
number of users assigned to user role.

Adding a User
To add a new user account, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > User & Roles.
2. Click theUsers tab.
3. To add a new user, click +. TheNew Userwindow is displayed.

4. Enter the name of the user in theUsername text box.
5. Select a group to which you want to assign the user, from theAllowed Groups drop-down list.
6. Select a user role from theRole drop-down list.
7. Click Save. An email invite is sent to the user with a registration link. Formore information on registering,
see Adding Devices to Central on page 21.

8. If the user has not received an email invite, click Actions > Resend Invite Email to resend the invitation.

Editing a User
To edit a user account, select the user and click the edit icon.

Deleting a User
To delete a user account, select the user and click the delete icon. TheManaged Service Portal users can deleted
only from theManaged Service Portal interface.

Configuring Roles
TheUsers & Rolesmenu underGlobal Settings allows you to create custom roles and configure access
rights for these roles.



Adding a Custom Role
To add a custom role, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > User & Roles.
2. Click theRoles tab.
3. To add a new role, click +. TheNew Role window is displayed.

4. Specify a name for the role.

5. Set permissions at the application level by selecting theView Only orModify option.
6. For applications such as Network Management, you can set access rights at themodule level.

To set view or edit permissions or block the users from accessing a specific module, complete the
following steps:

a. Click Customize.
b. Select one of the following options for eachmodule as required :

n View Only
n Modify
n Block

7. Click Save.
8. Assign the role to a user account as required.

Viewing User Role Details
To view the details of a user role, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > User & Roles.
2. Click theRoles tab. The Roles tab displays the following information:

n Role Name—Nameof the user role.

n Allowed Applications—The applications to which the users have access.

n Assigned Users—Number of users assigned to a role.

The User & Roles pane also includes the Support Access and Two-factor Authentication (2FA) options under
Actions. For more information on two-factor authentication, see Two-Factor Authentication on page 181.

When Support Access is set to on, the Aruba support team can access your Central account remotely.

Two-Factor Authentication
Central now supports two-factor authentication to offer a second layer of security to your login, in addition to
password. When two-factor authentication is enabled on a user account, the users can sign in to their Central
account either through themobile app or theweb application, only after providing their password and the six-
digit verification code displayed on their trusted devices.

When two-factor authentication is enabled at the customer account level, all the users belonging to the
customer account are required to complete the authentication procedurewhen logging in to Central. If a user
account is associated withmultiple customer accounts and if two-factor authentication is enabled on one of
these accounts, the usermust complete the two-factor authentication during the login procedure.

If two-factor authentication is enabled on your accounts, youmust install the Google Authenticator app on
your devices such asmobile phones to access the Central application. When the users attempt to log in to
Central with their credentials, the Google Authenticator app provides a six-digit verification code to complete
the login procedure.
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Installing Google Authenticator App

For two-factor authentication, ensure that the Google Authenticator app is installed on yourmobile device.

During the registration process, the Central application shares a secret key with themobile device of the user
over a secure channel when the user logs in to Central. The key is stored in theGoogle Authenticator app and
used for future logins to the application. This prevents unauthorized access to a user account as this
authentication procedure involves two-levels for secure transaction.

When you register yourmobile device successfully, the Google Authenticator app generates a six-digit token
for the second level authentication. The token is generated every thirty seconds.

Enabling Two-factor Authentication for User Accounts

To enable two-factor authentication, complete the following steps:

1. Click Global Settings > User& Roles. TheUser & Roles page opens.
2. From theActionsmenu, set Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) toON. The two-factor authentication
is enabled for all the users associated with a customer account.

Two-factor Authentication for Central Web Application

When two-factor authentication is enabled for a customer account, the users associated with that customer
account are prompted for two-factor authentication when they log in to Central.

To complete two-factor authentication, perform the following actions:

1. Access the Central website.

2. Log in with your credentials. If two-factor authentication is enforced on your account, the two-factor
authentication page opens.

3. Install the Google Authenticator app on yourmobile device if not already installed.

4. ClickNext.
5. If this is your first login since two-factor authentication is enforced on your account, open Google
Authenticator on yourmobile device.

6. Scan theQR Code. If you are unable to scan theQR code, perform the following actions:

a. Click the Problem in Reading QR Code link. The secret key is displayed.
b. Enter this secret key in theGoogle Authenticator app.

c. Ensure that the Time-Based parameter is set. Aruba Central is added to the list of supported clients
and a six-digit token is generated.

7. ClickNext.
8. Enter the six-digit token.

9. Select theRemember 2FA for 30 Days check box if you want the authentication to expire only after 30
days.

10. Click Finish.

Two-factor Authentication for the Central Mobile App

To log in to Central app on yourmobile device, perform the following actions:

1. Open the Central app on yourmobile device.

2. Enter your username and password and click Log in. If the registration process is pending, an error
message is displayed.

The registration process for two-factor authenticationmust be completed only through a web browser on your
Desktop. Ensure that this procedure is completed before accessing the Central app on your mobile device if two-
factor authentication is enabled on your account.



3. Enter the token.

4. Click Authenticate. On successful authentication, the Central app opens.

Registering a New Mobile Device

If you have changed yourmobile device, you need to install Google Authenticator app on your new device and
register again using aweb browser on your Desktop for two-factor authentication.

To register your newmobile device, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to Central web application. The two-factor authentication page is displayed.

2. Click theChanged Your Mobile Device? link.
3. To register your new device and receive a reset email with instructions, click Send 2FA Reset Email. A
reset email with instructions will be sent to your registered email address.

4. Follow the instructions in the email and complete the registration.
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Guest Access

The guest management feature allows guest users to connect to the network and at the same time, allows the
administrator to control guest user access to the network.

Central allows administrators to create a splash page profile for guest users. Guest users can access the
Internet by providing either the credentials configured by the guest operators or their respective social
networking login credentials. For example, you can create a splash page that displays a corporate logo, color
scheme and the terms of service, and enable logging in from a social networking service such as Facebook,
Google +, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

Businesses can also pair their network with the Facebook Wi-Fi service, so that the users logging into Wi-Fi
hotspots are presented with a business page, before gaining access to the network.

To enable logging using Facebook, Google+, Twitter, and LinkedIn credentials, ensure that you create an
application (app) on the social networking service provider site and enable authentication for that app. The
social networking service provider will then issue a client ID and client secret key that are required for
configuring guest profiles based on social logins.

Guest operators can also create guest user accounts. For example, a network administrator can create a guest
operator account for a receptionist. The receptionist creates user accounts for guests who require temporary
access to thewireless network. Guest operators can create and set an expiration time for user accounts. For
example, the expiration time can be set to 1 day.

Formore information, see the following topics:

n Guest Access Dashboard on page 184

n Creating Apps for Social Login on page 185

n Configuring a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile on page 188

n Configuring Visitor Accounts on page 193

Guest Access Dashboard
TheOverview page in theGuest Access application provides a dashboard displaying the number of guests,
guest SSID, client count, type of clients, application usage, and guest connection for the selected group.

Table 65 describes the contents of theGuest Access Overview page:

Data Pane
Item

Description

Time Range Time range for the graphs and charts displayed on the Overview pane. You can choose to
view graphs for a time period of 1 day, 1 week, and 1 month.

Guests Number of guests connected to the SSIDs with Cloud Guest splash page profiles.

Guest SSID Number of guest SSIDs that are configured to use the Cloud Guest splash page profiles.

Table 65: Guest Access Overview Page
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Data Pane
Item

Description

Avg. Duration The average duration of client connection on the SSIDs with Cloud Guest splash page profiles.

MAX Concurrent
Guests

Maximum number of client devices connected concurrently on the guest SSIDs.

Guest Connection
Graph

Time stamp for the client connections on the cloud guest for the selected time range.

Guest Count by
Authentication

Number of client devices based on the authentication type configured on the cloud guest
SSIDs.

Guest count by
SSID

Number of guest connections per SSID.

Client Type Type of the client devices connected on the guest SSIDs.

Application Usage The application usage by the guest clients connected to the Instant APs on which the Deep
Packet Inspection feature is enabled.

Creating Apps for Social Login
The following topics describe the procedures for creating applications to enable the social login feature:

n Creating a Facebook App on page 185

n Creating a Google+ App on page 186

n Creating a Twitter App on page 187

n Creating a LinkedIn App on page 187

Creating a Facebook App
Before creating a Facebook app, ensure that you have a valid Facebook account and you are registered as a
Facebook developer with that account.

To create a Facebook app, complete the following steps:

1. Visit the Facebook app setup URL at https://developers.facebook.com/apps.

2. FromMy Apps, select Add a New App.
3. Enter the app name and your email address in theDisplay Name and Contact Email text boxes,
respectively.

4. Click Create App ID.
5. Hover themouse on Facebook Login and select Setup.
6. ClickWeb (that is, theWWWplatform).

7. Enter thewebsite URL in the Site URL box. This URL is the same as the server URL mapped in the splash
page configuration.

8. Click Save.
9. Read through theNext Steps section for further information on including Login Dialog, Access Tokens,
Permissions, and App Review.

10. Go to PRODUCTS > Facebook Login > Settings from the left navigationmenu.

11. Click theClient OAuth Login toggle switch to turn to Yes.



12. Enter theOAuth URI in theValid OAuth redirect URIs box. TheURI is the server URL mapped in the
splash configuration with /oauth/reply appended to it. To get the valid Oauth redirect URL, go to the
Guest Access > Splash Pages path and click the eye ( ) icon available against the specific splash page
name in the Splash Pages table.

Ensure that the URL is an HTTPS URL with a domain name and not the IP address. For example,
https://example1.cloudguest.arubanetworks.com/oauth/reply.

13. From the left navigationmenu, select App Review.
14. Select theMake <App Name> Public toggle switch to make your app available to public.

15. Click Category.
16. In theChoose a Category pop-up window, select a category.
17. Click Confirm.

18. Select other extra permissions you want to provide for the users of your app. There are 41 permissions
available for you to select from.

19. Click Add xx Items, where x represents the number of permissions you selected.

20. Enter the reason for providing specific permissions and click Save.
21. Click Submit for Review.
22. On the left navigation pane, click the Settings icon. Note the app ID and app secret key. Use the app ID
and secret key when configuring Facebook login in the Central UI.

23. UnderApp Domains, enter the server URL.

Creating a Google+ App
Before creating a an app for Google+ based login, ensure that you have a valid Google+ account.

To create a Google+ app, complete the following steps:

1. Access theGoogle Developer site at https://code.google.com/apis/console.

2. To select an existing project, click Select a project and select the desired project.
3. If the project is not created, click Create a project, enter the project name and click Create.
4. Click Enable APIs and Services.
5. Navigate to Social category, and then click Google+ API. TheGoogle+ APIwindow opens.

6. To enable the API, click Enable.
7. Click Create Credentials. If the credentials are already created, click Go to credentials.
8. In theCredentials pane, perform the following actions:

n Under theWhere will you be calling the API from section, selectWeb Browser.
n Under theWhat data you will be accessing section, select User Data.
n ClickWhat Credentials do I need.
9. Under Create an OAuth 2.0 client ID. Enter theOAuth 2.0 Client ID Name.
10. UnderAuthorized JavaScript Origins, enter the baseURL with FQDN of the cloud guest instance
that will be hosting the captive portal. For example, https://%hostname%/.

11. UnderAuthorized Redirect URIs, enter the cloud server OAuth reply URL that includes the FQDN of
the cloud server instancewith /oauth/reply appended at the end of theURL.

Ensure that the URL is an HTTPS URL with a domain name and not the IP address. For example,
https://example1.cloudguest.examplenetworks.com/oauth/reply.
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12. Click Create Client ID.
13. Under Set up the OAuth 2.0 consent screen, provide your Email Address and product name, and
then click Continue. The client ID is displayed.

14. Click Done. A page showing theOAuth Client IDs opens.
15. Click theOauth client ID to view the client ID and client secret key. Use this client ID and client secret
key when configuring Google+ login in the Central UI.

Creating a Twitter App
Before creating a Twitter app, ensure that you have a valid Twitter accosunt.

To create a Twitter app, complete the following steps:

1. Visit the Twitter app setup URL at https://apps.twitter.com.

2. Click Create New App. TheCreate an application web page is displayed.

3. Enter the application name and description.

4. For OAuth 2.0 Redirect URLs, enter theHTTPS URL of the cloud guest server to which you want to
connect this social authentication source, and append /oauth/reply at the end of theURL.

Ensure that the URL is an HTTPS URL with a domain name and not the IP address. For example,
https://exa.example.com/oauth/reply.

5. Select Yes, I agree to accept theDeveloper Agreement terms.

6. Click Create a Twitter application.
7. ClickManage Keys and Access Tokens. TheKeys and Access Tokens tab opens. The consumer key
(API key) and consumer secret (API key) are displayed.

8. Note the ID and the secret key. The consumer key and consumer secret key when configuring Twitter
login in Central UI.

Creating a LinkedIn App
Before creating a LinkedIn app, ensure that you have a valid LinkedIn account.

To create a LinkedIn app, complete the following steps:

1. Visit the LinkedIn app setup URL at https://developer.linkedin.com.

2. ClickMy Apps. You will be redirected to https://www.linkedin.com/secure/developer/apps.

3. Click Create Application. TheCreate a New Application web page is displayed.

4. Enter your company name, application name, description, website URL, application logo with the
specificationmentioned, application use, and contact information.

5. Click Submit. TheAuthentication page is displayed.

6. Note the client ID and client secret key displayed on theAuthentication page.

7. ForOAuth 2.0 Redirect URLs, enter theHTTPS URL of the cloud guest server to which you want to
connect this social authentication source and append /oauth/reply at the end of theURL.

8. Click Add and then click Update. The API and secret keys are displayed.
9. Note the API and secret key details. Use the API ID and secret key when configuring LinkedIn login in the
Central UI.



Configuring a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile
This topic describes the following procedures:

n Adding a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile on page 188

n Configuring a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile on page 188

n Associating a Splash Page Profile to an SSID on page 192

Adding a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile
To create a splash page profile:

1. From the Aruba Central App selector, click Guest Access. The guest access configuration and
management menu options are displayed.

2. Click Splash Page. The Splash Page pane is displayed.
3. Select a group. You can create splash page profiles only for the individual groups. The splash page
creation function is not available if the page view is set to All Groups.
4. To create a new Splash page, Click the + icon. TheNew Splash Page pane is displayed.
5. On theConfiguration tab, configure the parameters described in the following table:

Data Pane
Content Description

Name Enter a unique name to identify the splash profile.
NOTE: If you attempt to enter an existing splash profile's name, Central displays a message
stating that Splash page with this name already exists.

Type Configure any of the following authenticationmethods to provide a secure network access
to the guest users and visitors.

n Anonymous
n Authenticated
n Facebook Wi-Fi

Anonymous Configure the Anonymous login method if you want to allow guest users to log in to the
Splash page without providing any credentials.
For anonymous user authentication, you can also enable a pre-shared key to allow access.
To enable a pre-shared key based authentication, set the Guest Key to ON and specify a
password.

Authenticated
Configure authentication and authorization attributes, and login credentials that enable
users to access the Internet as guests. You can configure an authenticationmethod based
on sponsored access and social networking login profiles.
The authenticated options available for configuring the cloud guest splash page are
described in the following rows.

Username/Password

The Username/Password based authenticationmethod allows pre-configured visitors to
obtain access to wireless connection and the Internet. The visitors or guest users can
register themselves by using the splash page when trying to access the network. The
password is delivered to the users through print, SMS or email depending on the options
selected during registration.
To allow the guest users to register by themselves:

1. Enable Self-Registration.
2. Set the Verification Required toON if the guest user account must be verified.

Table 66: Splash Page Configuration
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Data Pane
Content Description

3. Specify a verification criteria to allow the self-registered users to verify through email
or phone.
n If email-based verification is enabled and the Send Verification Link is selected, a
verification link is sent to the email address of the user. The guest users can click the link
to obtain access to the Internet.
n If phone-based verification is enabled, the guest users will receive an SMS. The
administrators can also customize the content of the SMS by clicking on Customize
SMS.
4. Specify the duration within the range of 1-60 minutes, during which the users can
access free Wi-Fi to verify the link. The users can log in to the network for the specified
duration and click the verification link to obtain access to the Internet.

By default, the expiration date for the accounts of self-registered guest users is set to
infinite during registration. The administrator or the guest operator can set the expiration
date after registration.

Social Login

Social Login—Enable this option to allow guest users to use their existing login credentials
from social networking profiles such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, or LinkedIn and sign
into a third-party website. When a social login based profile is configured, a new login
account to access the guest network or third-party websites is not required.

n Facebook— Allows guest users to use their Facebook credentials to log in to the
splash page. To enable Facebook integration, youmust create a Facebook app and
obtain the app ID and secret key. For more information on app creation, see Creating a
Facebook App. Enter the app ID and secret key for client ID and client Secret respectively
to complete the integration.
n Twitter—Allows guest users to use their Twitter credentials to log in to the splash
page. To enable Twitter integration, youmust create a Twitter app and obtain the app ID
and secret key. For more information, see Creating a Twitter App. Enter the app ID and
secret key for client ID and client secret respectively to complete the integration.
n Google+—Allows guest users to use their Google+ credentials to log in to the splash
page. To enable Google+ integration, youmust create a Google app and obtain the app
ID and secret key. For more information, see Creating a Google+ App on page 186.

1. Enter the app ID and secret key for client ID and client secret
respectively.
2. To restrict authentication attempts to only the members of a Google
hosted domain, enter the domain name in the Gmail for Work Domain
text box. Ensure that you have a valid domain account licensed by Google
Domains or Google Apps. For more information see:
n https://apps.google.com/intx/en_in/
n https://domains.google.com/about/
3. Specify a text for the Sign-In button.

n LinkedIn—Allows guest user to use their LinkedIn credentials to log in to the splash
page. To enable LinkedIn integration, youmust create a LinkedIn app and obtain the app
ID and secret key. For more information, see Creating a LinkedIn App. Enter the app ID
and secret key for client ID and client secret respectively to complete the integration.

Facebook Wi-Fi

If you want to enable network access through the free Wi-Fi service offered by Facebook.
Select the Facebook Wi-Fi option. The Facebook Wi-Fi feature allows you to pair your
network with a Facebook business page, thereby allowing the guest users to log in fromWi-
Fi hotspots using their Facebook credentials.
After selecting the Facebook Wi-Fi option, complete the following steps to continue with the
Facebook Wi-Fi configuration.

1. Click the Configure Now link.
2. Sign in to your Facebook account.
3. If you do not have a business page, click Create Page. For more information on
setting Facebook Wi-Fi service, see Setting up Facebook Wi-Fi for Your Business at
https://www.facebook.com/help/126760650808045.

Table 66: Splash Page Configuration
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Data Pane
Content Description

If the Facebook Wi-Fi business page is set up, when the users try to access the Internet, the
browser redirects the user to the Facebook page. The user can log in with their Facebook
account credentials and can either check in to access free Internet or skip checking in and
then continue.
NOTE: Instant AP devices support Facebook Wi-Fi services on their own, without Central.
However, for enabling social login based authentication, the guest splash pages must be
configured in Central. For more information on Facebook Wi-Fi configuration on an Instant
AP, see the Aruba Instant User Guide.

Allow Internet In
Failure

To allow users access the Internet when the external captive portal server is not available,
click the Allow Internet In Failure toggle switch. By default, this option is disabled.

Override Common
Name

To override the default common name, click the Override Common Name toggle switch
and specify a common name. The common name is the web page URL of the guest access
portal. By default, the common name is set to securelogin.arubanetworks.com. The guest
users can override this default name by adding their own common name.
If your devices are managed by AirWave and you want to use your own certificate for the
captive portal service, ensure that the captive portal certificate is pushed to the Instant AP
from the AirWave management system. When the appropriate certificate is loaded on the
AP, perform the following actions:

1. Run the show captive-portal-domains command at the Instant AP command
prompt.
2. Note the common name or the internal captive portal domain name.
3. Add this domain name in the Override Common Name field on the Splash Page
configuration page.
4. Save the changes.

Authentication
Success Behavior

If Anonymous or Authenticated option is selected as the guest user authentication
method, specify a method for redirecting the users after a successful authentication. Select
one of the following options:

n Redirect to Original URL—When selected, upon successful authentication, the user
is redirected to the URL that was originally requested.
n Redirect URL—Specify a redirect URL if you want to override the original request of
users and redirect them to another URL.

Authentication
Failure Message

If the Authenticated option is selected as the guest user authenticationmethod, enter the
authentication failure message text string returned by the server when the user
authentication fails.

Session Timeout Enter the maximum time in Day(s): Hour(s): Minute(s) format for which a client session
remains active. The default value is 0:8:00. When the session expires, the users must re-
authenticate.
If MAC caching is enabled, the users are allowed or denied access based on the MAC
address of the connective device.

Share This Profile Select this check box if you want to allow the users to share the Splash Page profile. The
Splash Page profiles under All Groups can be shared across all the groups.

Table 66: Splash Page Configuration
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Data Pane
Content Description

Simultaneous Login
Limit

To set limit for the simultaneous logins from the same user for authenticated Splash Page
profiles, select a value from the Simultaneous Login Limit drop-down list.

Daily Usage Limit To configure the connection time or data usage limit per day for the guest users, specify the
following parameters:

n By Time—Specify the number of hours, minutes and the timezone.
n By Data—Specify the data usage limit.

Whitelist URL To allow a URL, click + and add the URL to the whitelist. For example, if the terms and
conditions configured for the guest portal include URLs, you can add these URLs to the
whitelist, so that the users can access the required web pages.

Table 66: Splash Page Configuration

5. ClickNext. TheCustomization pane appears. Configuring a Cloud Guest Splash Page Profile on page
188.

You can edit or delete a splash page profile by clicking the respective icons in the Splash Page Profile pane.

Customizing a Splash Page Design
To customize a splash page design, on theGuest Access > Splash Page > New Splash Page >
Customization pane, configure the parameters described in the following table:

Data Pane Content Description

Background Color To change the color of the splash page, select a color from the
Background Color palette.

Button Title Specify a title for the sign in button.

Button Color To change the color of the sign in button, select a color from the
Button Color palette.

Page Font Color To change the font color of the text on the splash page, select a color
from the Page Font Color.

Font Color Select the font color of the splash page.

Logo To upload a logo, click Browse, and browse the image file.

Background Image Click Browse to upload a background image.

Page Title Add a suitable title for the splash page.

Table 67: Splash page customization



Data Pane Content Description

Welcome Text Enter the welcome text to be displayed on the splash page.

Terms & Conditions Enter the terms and conditions to be displayed on the splash page.
The text box also allows you to use HTML tags for formatting text. For
example, to highlight text with italics, you can wrap the text with the
<i> </i> HTML tag.

Specify an acceptance criteria for terms and condition by selecting
any of the following options from the Display "I Accept" Checkbox:

n No, Accept by default
n Yes, Display Checkbox

If the I ACCEPT check box must be displayed on the Splash page,
select the display format for terms and conditions.

Ad Settings If you want to display advertisements on the splash page, enter the
URL of the advertisement and upload the image for the
advertisement.

6. Click Preview to preview the customized splash page or click Finish.

Previewing and Modifying a Splash Page Profile
To preview a splash page profile, complete the following steps:

1. Select Guest Access > Splash Page. A list of splash Page profiles is displayed.
2. Ensure that the pop-up blocker on your browser window is disabled.

3. Click the preview icon next to profile you want to preview. The Splash Page is displayed in a newwindow.

The Splash Pages page also allows you to perform any of the following actions:

n To view the Splash Page configuration text in an overlay window, click the settings icon next to the profile.
You can copy the configuration text and apply it to AirWavemanaged APs using configuration templates.

n Tomodify a splash page profile, click the edit icon next to the profile form list of profiles displayed in the
Splash Page Profiles pane.

n To delete a profile, select the profile and click the delete icon next to the profile.

Associating a Splash Page Profile to an SSID
To associate a splash page profile with an SSID, complete the following steps:

1. Select Configuration > Access Points > Networks and then click Create New. TheCreate a New
Network pane is displayed.
2. For Type, selectWireless.
3. Enter a name that is used to identify the network in theName(SSID) box.
4. For Primary Usage, select Guest and clickNext.
5. In theVLANs tab, if required, configure a VLAN assignment mode, and then clickNext.
6. In the Security tab:

a. Select Cloud Guest from the Splash Page Type list.
b. Select the splash page profile name from theGuest Captive Portal Profile list and clickNext.
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If the user configures the default Aruba certificate, the You are using Aruba default certificate. You shall
configure new certificate alert message is displayed for the user to configure a new certificate.

c. To enable encryption, set Encryption to Enabled and configure encryption parameters.

d. To exclude uplink, select an uplink fromDisable If Uplink Type Is.
e. ClickNext.

7. In theAccess tab, if required, modify and create access rules set the configuration if required, and then
click Finish.

Configuring Visitor Accounts
TheVisitors pane displays information on the session and account details of the visitors who access the splash
page.

TheManaged Service Portal does not support creating ormodifying guest visitor accounts. To configure
visitors forWLAN networks and view visitor connection details, the administratorsmust drill down to the
customer account and access the Standard Enterprise portal.

Adding a visitor
To add a new visitor:

1. Select Guest Access > Visitors and then click Add Visitor. TheAdd Visitor pane is displayed.

2. Configure the parameters described in the following table:

Data Pane
Content Description

Name Enter a unique name to identify the visitor.

Company Enter the company name of the visitor.

Email Enter the email ID of the visitor.

Phone Enter the phone number of the visitor.

Password Click Generate. The automatically generated password is displayed in the PASSWORD text
box.
Select Send Access Code to send the access code by email or SMS.

Valid Till Specify the duration for the visitor account to expire in Day(S): Hour(s): Minute(s) format.
To allow users to access the network for unlimited period of time, select Unlimited.

Enable Select this checkbox to activate the user account.

Table 68: Adding visitors

3. Click Save.
4. Click Save and Print to print the details of the visitor.

You can export the details of the visitor to an excel sheet by clicking Export All.

The following table displays the session details of the visitor:



Parameter Description

Visitors Displays the name of the visitor.

Login Type Displays the login type of the client (Anonymous,
Username/Password, Self-Registration, Facebook Wi-Fi).

Browser Displays the type of browser that the client is connected.

MAC Address Displays the MAC address of the connected client device.

Device Type Displays the type of the device.

OS Name Displays the OS on the client device.

Login Time Displays the login time of the client.

Session Time (Secs) Displays the duration for which the client is connected.

Table 69: Visitors session pane

The following table displays the account details of a visitor:

Parameter Description

Name Displays the name of the visitor.

Email Displays the email ID of the visitor.

Phone Displays the contact number of the visitor.

Company Displays the company name of the visitor.

Status Indicates if the user account is in active or inactive state.

Creation Displays the date and time on which the visitor account is created.

Expiration Displays the date and time on which the visitor account expired.

Actions Allows you to edit a specific visitor account.

Table 70: Visitor accounts pane

You can filter the visitors displayed in the Account List by visitor status. Select Active, Inactive, or Show All from the
drop-down list.

Deleting Visitors
To delete one ormore visitors:

1. Select the visitor or visitors you want to delete using themultiselect box option.

2. Click Delete. The selected visitors get deleted.
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Downloading Visitor Account Details
To download the visitor account details:

1. Click Download. The visitor account details available in theAccounts List table get downloaded in .csv
format in an Excel file.
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